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Terrace youth 
BY GEORGE ENGL ISH 
• When asked why tlzey had not 
written to Pelletier. to get 
'further easons Parmenter said 
it was doubtful that they would 
have gotten more than another 
form letter, and that it was too 
late to do anything about it 
anyway. 
. "Most of" the Projects should 
have been started by now, and 
we would have an immense 
*problem trying to find the 
students and people to work 
heeause it's so late." " 
The Involved Youth Progran~ 
had a number of projects in 
mind when they submitte~l their 
application: for the .grant on 
April44. Amongthese projects 
were a • clean-up and 
development scheme for many 
of the parks in the area, and a 
general cleanup and  
maintenance of the cemetery. 
Some 43 persons would have 
been hired to gel these .projects 
going, three of them, being in 
administrative ;'-posit|ons; i the 
other 40 as lifeguards, trail- 
blazers, • p laygrouhd leaders, 
camp leaders and: other jobs. 
Many other eommunities in
Northern +B.C. have 
received grants on the 
Opportunities for Youth 
Program. Prince George has 
received four grants in separate 
amounts Of $9,637, $11,700; 
$5,435, $14,140,.tota]ling $41,912. 
• Burns Lake received $5,050 to 
beautify recreation areas. 
Whitehorse, Y.T. ' received 
$20,050; Hazelton $15,400; and 
Telegraph Creek go[ a grant for 
$3,500. 
Forty.' three Young people 
won't get work, and a lot of 
community projects won't get 
done, because the Federa l  
Government has seen fit to turn 
thumbs down on Terrace. 
The Involved Youth program 
in Terrace received word last 
week from the Department of 
State, refusing them the $43,360 
they asked for to support heir 
program. 
In what appeared to be a form 
type letter to Assistant 
Recreation Director Elaine 
Parmenter and the Community 
Services Committee chairman 
Wilbur James, the Honorable 
Gerard Peiletier said, " I  
greatly, regret to inform you 
that it has not been possible to 
give you the  assistance 
necessary to carry out the 
project which you submitted 
under the Opportunity for Youth 
program." 
No further reasons for the. 
.refusM were given, and 
Parmenter said that there was 
no reason she could think of for 
the refusal. • 
Peter Fannifig, the 
Recreat ion  Director for 
Terrace has written, a letter to 
Skeena MP Frank Howard in 
Victoria, stating that 
Terrace ~s one of the lowest 
mill rates and tax revenues for 
a city of it's size, and that 
Terrace could have utilized the 
assistance in the commen- 
cement and  completion 
of a. number of worthwhile 
~rojeets. 
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Weather Forecast: Thursday -.mainly cloudy with showers. 
Friday through the weekend, mainly Cloudy with oecassional 
sunny periods. Monday - rain again. 
i 
High Low Precipitation 
June 2~ 70 45 trace of rain 
June 22 62 53 .58 inches of rain 
• June"23 57 49 .70 inches of rain 
Min imuLm SKIPPER 14 rolls over a wave in Georgia Strait, near Victoria. kind of craft that will be seen on Lakelse and Kalum Lakes this 
it is ~skippered by Kim Davies, Terrace, and is typical of the summer. 
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Benso+n cuts 
i ncome tax 
Finance Min is ter  Edgar 
Benson brought down .his 
budget in the Commons Friday 
and i t  has since been 
proclaimed. (1) a sugar  plum 
budget (2) an election-year 
budget (3) a big break for the 
poor and (4) a big break for the 
rich.;, 
Highlight of the budget Was 
removal of the three-percent 
surtax which has been in effect 
for more than three years. 
Benson announced the surtax 
will be removed effective July1, 
which means that a person who 
pays $1,000 a year in taxes will 
save $30 a year. 
Effective January 1, 1972, 
basic individual tax exemptions 
will be increased fi'om $1,000 to 
$1,500 and to $2,850 from $2,000 
for married couples. , 
In addi t ion,  child-care 
expenses for working .parents 
will be permitted as deductions 
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The impact of the budget is 
that two out of three Canadian 
taxpayers will pay less tax. 
Single-status taxpayers, a
category that includes married 
couples filing separate returns ' 
will pay less i f .  their 
employment income is below 
$8,000. 
A married taxpayer with' no 
dependents Who earns $10,000 a + 
• year will have his total income 
taxes drop $75 from the $1224 be 
currently pays. 
Benson has also offered the 
working man some of the same 
• advantages 'enjoYed by 
pro fess i0na lmen who can 
afford tax accountants. 
Without he .bother of keeping 
reeepits, employees will be able 
to. deduct up to $1.50 a year for. 
such thin~s as tools and special 
clothes. ' ' 
SimiLarly a wide range-o f  
mov ing  expenses, inc lud ing  
upto $500 for each child under travel costs +.for the entire 
14, to a maximum of $2,000 a . .  family,  furniture mowng and 
family.. / ) .: .- ..,~ .~:÷'..,:+-.~,~ ~b~e~u~..d ~, , .~' . ( '~ 
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Retroactive to January i, the • for transportation, board+ and ' 
supplements will no longer he lodging rece ivedf rom their : 
taxable. In addition; persons .employers. :', • 
with less than $500 taxab le•  Other highli[ihts of the budget ' 
income will he exempted from are: Cont'd on P.age 2 
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The hostile attitude towards 
travelling youth expressed by 
many Terrace adults isn't 
shared by many of its 
youth. 
A large number of students 
graduating from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School have 
said that they want to leave 
Terrace• 
Some students doubt that they 
can find jobs in a community 
dependen{ on a logging industry 
that is currently depressed. 
Others just want to travel. 
Although most want to go to 
Europe the general concensus 
points to hitchiking across the 
nation, looking for work. 
According to Canada 
Manpower statistics the 
chances of finding work in large 
metrolpolitan areas are greater 
than in an area dependent on a 
single industry. 
There are more jobs in larger 
areas because there is a greater 
continuous turnover of jobs 
where workers are occasionally 
hired on a first-come-first- 
Strike 
('ont'd from Page I 
issues a directive to strike 
Hydro offices, he said. 
In that case union officials 
have been assured that office 
workers will honor picket lines 
and refuse to work. 
Sandhals predicted that 
expected picket lines at Hydro 
offices will eventually halt 
entire operations. 
Both men admitted the 
possibility of a long strike• 
Clifford said both IBEW and 
B.C. Hydro want an 
independent mediator to 
negotiate a fair settlement: he 
union because it wants an 
unbiased settlement and Hydro 
because it is. afraid of Bill 33 -- 
which calls for a provincial 
mediation commission to 
resolve labor disputes. 
Through an independent 
mediator both sides will be able 
to submit their differences 
fairly, he said. 
Don Croak. the union's chief 
negotiator had stated earlier 
that it was Hydro's intention to 
force the union before the 
• on ~. ,% commtSsl , "  . . . .  1 " 
When he was ~f~l:M~iida~} 
whether the uniofi~.~ofil~.~'P'~ ~ii'  
before the commission he Said: 
"No sir. Not now." 
Clifford said he couldn't 
answer why Hydro didn't want 
the commission. If an 
agreement were forced by the 
commission it would be to the 
benefit cf Hydro -- a 
government owned corporation. 
served basis. 
While the federal government 
is encouraging and financing, 
youth travel to some extent, 
many communities are 
encouraging their youth to 
absorb the experiences of travel 
while objecting to the current 
flow of youthful job-seekers 
through their own communities. 
The majority of youth who 
express a desire to work 
elsewhere have admitted the 
likelihood of finding work in a 
large metropolitan area but 
would like to eventually settle in 
smal ler  community with a 
variety of supporting 
indsutries. 
While they are looking for 
work outside of Terrace they 
don't want to be looked upon as 
"outcasts, hippies, bums" and 
the other names they claim 
have been attached to travelling 
youth. 
Those youths who intend to 
remain in Terrace have either 
had jobs promised to them, or 
are discouraged by current 
reports from looking for jobs 
elsewhere. 
Local Canada Manpower 
officials have stated that jobs 
for untrained and 
unexperienced youth are 
difficult to find. 
Municipal officials have 
expressed their displeasure 
with the prospect of job-hunting 
youth travel ing through 
Terrace. 
Many Terrace adults have 
branded the youth as dope- 
pushers, lazy, shiftless and 
unconcerned. 
Mayor Victor Jolliffe said 
recently that the fact that there 
are no jobs available for out of 
town youth in Terrace should be 
advertised at crossroads areas 
such as Prince George. 
At present very little 
accomodation is available for 
transient youth in Terrace, 
traveling job hunters claim. 
Currently one of ti~e only 
places unemployed youth have 
tosleep in Terrace is provided 
by the Salvation Army. Due to 
volume and finances only a 
small number of people can be 
taken care of. 
~Berr~, ..a refired-,~U, niv~t'sity,,,o f 
Br it ish'Columbia agriculture 
professor, was named a fellow 
of .the Agriculture Institute of 
Canada recently. Prof. Berry, 
currently a technical advisor 
on milk production in Barbados, 
Was cited for his contribution 
to the Canadian dairy catt le 
industry, 
n l  - -  _ l 
"AT THE LOCAL CHURCHES 
~i~il~~U~l~111111111111~m~1`111 
PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE- 
~= Service Schedule 4647 Lazelle Ave . -  
----- Sunda~; School 10:O0 a.m. -------- 
~ Morning Worship 11:00a.m. Phones -=_- 
=.Sunday Evening 7,15 p.m. Of" "~¢ qa~ ~ = ' lice u,~.,-,.,,,~ 
- Bible Study = 
--= Tuesday 7:30 p.m. Home 635-5336 - 
-Youth  Night Thorsday 7:3"0 p.m. 
--= Theendofyour search for a friendly ch~:ych. 
~ 5 ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ! I ~  ~" 
Salvation Army 
4451 Greig 
19:4S Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Night 
11:00 Morning Worship "Bible Study & Prayer . 
7:30 Evening Services Meeting" 
For into on other activities Phone Envoy or Mrs. Bill Young" 
635-5446 
KNOX UNITE D CHURCH 
Cor. Lazelle Ave, & Munroe 
,St; Phone 63s-60i4 
Church School I1:00 A.M. 
Worship - 11:00 A.M. 
! 
Nursery 8, 
Kindergarten " !]:00 a.m. 
CATHOL'I C CHURCH 1 
Lakelse Ayenue 
SUNDAY MASSES i 
8:00 a .m.  
9:30 a .m.  
11:00 a .m.  
7:30 p .m.  
CHRISTIA~ REFbRMED" 
CHURCH 
Sparks Street at Straume Ave. 
Rev. John Vandyk 
Phone: 635-262t 
10:00 a,m. 's'bn~lay" School 
11:00 a,m Worship Service 
,5:00 p,m, Worship Service 
Back to God CFTK Hour 
Friday 8:30 p.m. 
ST. MATTHEW'S CHURCH 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace. 
Anglican Church of.Canada 
SUNDAY SERVICES: 8."30 a.m. and 
10:15 a,m, every Sunday. 
(S~nday School and babysitting at 
10:15 set.vice only.) 
EVANGEEICAL FREE 
CHURCH 
Ci~r. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 ~ rAornmg wurSnip 
;7~30 p.rp. -- Evening Service : 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. -- Prayer aRc 
Bible Study 
Rev. B,B.Ruggles 4664 Park 
.Avenue. . 
,Phon'e 635,S115 
.. , *  . 
' CHRIST LUTHERAN 
. . . .  CHURCH 
:or. Spdrka Sf, & Park Ave. 
PASTOR: .D, KpIser 
.F~'o~ei' 635-$882 Music Director: Stuart McCallum 
S~.~oy $~:ffoo ~, 9:,lSa.m" ': Pastor~ Peter Horsfletd Phone 63S. 
i",~:,~.~, • ',';' ,," ." :-: .~SS*.~,."~ • " ". ' : , 
~,,.~0Uf:Friendl.y FamilyCpurchf.' . ~."..:'.! :/ 
' " '  ..... IA " \ ' '" ' " " ' 
04 SPEL  I:t :,, , . .  : ; 11:00 a .~. . -  Morning,Worship 
I ~ ,:'/~1 .A,:~Eg,'/,~i '. . . .  7 '15 P M '-'Evening Evenga l  
I ' ~  ~4~/ ' , ' , ' : . ; -  ~": "~ , ' : :  * , , '  : ' ' I -  r~p:~.. ~. . , . '  , ,', -,:",' • • ~, -' ,. ',.: .. " * " ". • . . . .  r~ , .£? ; ;~ ' .~ . ,  G"  '~ ; ' :  ' " '  , ' "4 : " . :  . -". ' *  
Prospectors and grubstakers 
are to be taxed on gains 
accruing from sale of mining 
properties says Dick Bates, 
president of the Northern B.C. 
Chamber of Mines. 
"If shares of a company are 
accepted in payment for the 
property, the shares can be 
evaluated at zero when 
accepted in which case, when 
they are sold, regular tax rates 
are to be paid on 50 percent of 
the cash received," said Bates. 
" I f  the prospector of 
grubstaker decides to evaluate 
the shares at their current value 
when issued, he must pay 
regular taxes on 50 percent of 
their value. 
"Should the claim owner 
accept cash for his property, he 
must pay regular tax rates on 
the money received," he said. 
Bates said the three year tax 
exemption for new mines is 
being replaced by an 
accelerated epreciation rate 
on equipment for new mines, or 
for expansion of existing mines 
provided the expansion 
guarantees at least 25 percent 
more production. 
"New rules on deplet ion 
allowance for OrE reserves as 
they are mined dictates that 
the mining company must earn 
depletion allowance by re- 
investing in exploration and 
development," he said. 
"It appears the new rules are 
more favourable to producing 
mines in terms of depreciation 
allowances," he added. 
Bates predicts that 
prospectors may find difficulty 
in obtaining grubstake money, 
although new rules may help 
el iminate poorly planned 
exploration ventures, some of 
which have in the past resulted 
in eventual establishment of 
new mines. 
TheBenson tax paper is a 600- 
page document which requires 
much study, and it is too early 
to determine the eventual effect 
such proposals will have on the 
mining industry. 
Budget, eont'd 
50 JOHNSON 
!e 
,pace 
Canadian Press  
Three.per-cent surcharge 
on personal and corporate in- 
come taxes removed July I. 
Fifteen-per.cent excise tax 
removed immediately on 
television, radio, hi-fi and 
other electronic equipment. 
4r 
Taxpayers with less than 
$500 taxable income exempt- 
ed from tax starting July 1. 
Guaranteed income supple- 
ment payments to old age 
pensioners removed from 
taxable income retroactive to 
Jan. I, 1971. 
Twelve.per-cent sales tax 
on margarine eliminated im- 
mediately. 
Duty-free entry of certain 
production machinery ex- 
tended to sawmill and log- 
ging equipment. 
One-third cent a gallon 
duty on heavy fuel oil sus- 
pended for two years. 
Council 
approves 
purchase 
Terrace Municipal council 
passed four land aquisition 
bylaws last Monday night. The 
bylaws will allow Council to 
purchase four separate pieces 
of land in Terrace. 
As a result of the construction 
on Mills Memorial Hospital. 
council has voted to acquire 
land to widen Tetrault street 
and Haugland avenue. 
They have also acquired 1.22 
acres of land at the top of 
Lanfear Hill to widen the road. 
there for increased safety. 
A parcel of land has been 
bought m connection with the 
water supply source at spiral 
crescent, and two lots on the 
corner of Lazelle avenue and 
Atwood street have bee, 
purchased for future use for the 
protection of the property. 
Canadian Press 
Basic individual tax ex. 
eruption increased to $I,500 
from M,u00 and to $2,850 
from $2,000 for married cou. 
ples, effective .ran. t, 1972. i 
Capital gains Lax to be inz- 
posed at personal tax rate of 
half el" gains, with half of 
losses deductible. 
Federal gift and estate 
taxes abolished Dee. 31. 1971. 
General corporation tax 
rate to be imposed at 50 per 
cent in 1972, reducing in 
stages to 46 per cent in 1976. 
Child-care expenses to be 
permitted as dednctions up 
to $500 for each child under 
14,,. tO $?.~OOQ- maximum,.:a, 
Initial 17-per.~ent federal 
tax rate to be rednced pro. 
gressively to six per cent by 
1976, 
# 
Special exemption of $650 
to be granted to those 65 or 
older, the disabled and blind, 
replacing $500 exemption at 
70. 
])eduction of up to $150 a 
year to be permitted as era. 
ployment expense without re. 
eeipts, 
Limits raisod on deduc. 
tions to be permitted for pen- 
sion and retirement plan non. 
tributions, 
Corporations to be permit- 
ted to deduct int(~rest paid on 
borrowings tn buy shares in 
other corporations. 
Three-year i~oliday for Dew 
mines and other allowances 
to be abolished in stages nnd 
replaced by earned depiction 
and other tax cone, ssions, 
Unrealized capital gains to 
'.be taxed at taxpayer's death, 
bet private I~nmes exempted. 
Tariff ant poleythene resins 
increased to i0 per rent from 
7,~ per cent with eorre. 
spondi|tg increases for other 
processed plastic products. 
Bndgetary deficit for fiscal 
1971.72 estimated at $750 mil- 
lion on revenue of $13,660 
million and expenditures n[ 
$14.410 million. 
FOUR-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES IN I 
.URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 
Commencing early in September, these courses are available by 
correspondence and lectures through the Faculty o f  Commerce 
and Business Administration of the University of British Columbia 
in co-operation with, the Real Estat,e Council of British Columbia,, 
These courses, which are distinct from the Real Estate pre- 
licensing courses, are limited to persons already employed in 
the vocation of real estate or appraisal, • 
In the fourth year of the program, four option s are offered: 
• REAL ESTATE. ,  MORTGAGE LENDING ' 
• :e  AP,PRAISAL ~ • REAL' ESTATE TAX ASSESSMENT 
Applications for registration in the first year of the course 
'Should be completed by Jo!~31, 1971;:: : : "  ~;  
Detailsand Registration Forms :; may.be.'Obtalned from LThe' 
Secretary; , .  :.,, .., ,::,=~. ' ,~- ' ; : i , , , :  . . . .  " , 
:REAL  ESTATE COUNCiI[0F BR~isH COLUMBIA  
'608- 626 west Pender Street" :, ', ;':i,. '"'''[' :4r:;'~':Vanc~ 2~:B.C. 
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TELEX 047-85548:4 
verl 
otto 
~tic 
~uel 
S 
Iral 
or, hotter 
cal parts. 
,ew 
carburetion with straight-line fuel induction, new cooling 
system. No other outboard offers so much of tomorrow, 
todayl See the remarkable new Johnson 50 howl 
See our full l ine of mar ine and 
outboard  accessor ies  . Padd les  
L i fe  Jackets  - Hardware ,  e tc .  
We also oarry a full line of loggers 
supplies - axes, wedges, olothing, fire 
equipment, safety supplies & 
caulk boots. 
Your Starcraft Dealer: 
DEALER "F  0 0 0 ' ' 1 1 
FOR THE 
Truok Mounted 0ranos" 
We Dare about 
your lawn. /~  
MOVE UP ! "  
TO THE LEADER(~% 
system * f inger t ip  he ight  
ad Jus tmente  ext ra  la rge  
muffler • MagnaUte ~) magnesium 
alloy decks • the famous Lawn. 
Boy engine deslaned exclusively 
for power mowing 
PIONEER 3071 
tiaa 12 ac antages 
to 6 n a tree. 
90 Day Power Train Warranty• 
EASY 
CARBI 
TWO 
CRAN 
. .MISUAL.OIL FLOW.INDIC#,TOR ~., ~:~ ,~ ~ ,£~ ~. ,~, 
AUTOMATIC . . .~  . ~,; 
CHA,N O,,,NG 
~#~<~ f~ ,P~ STRONGER, ' . " 
J * . .~ . . . . .SHORTER CRANKSHAFT 
-~ -~IBRATION ISOLATED 
~ONE-P IECE CON ROD 
AND CAGED BEARINGS 
RUBBL . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ IGNITION REAR HANDLE . /  
AUTOMATICALLY 
RETARDED SPARK 
Ohainsaw Bar Repair ::::.:::::::,:::::::::: ,. 
- Servioe - 
WEEKEND:,  . . . . .  L:: 
4"  I 
WE OFFER -COMPLETE ANt )  
• cOMPETENT SERVICE  ..• iN  OUR 4 ;'W • . r * .  , .  ",) . .  • i d 
SHOP~:  BY .  FACTORY TRAINED 
PERSONAL;  FOR ALL  PRODUCTS 
SOLD*"  FROM OUR LO',.C~'~;I.ON' 
RE.NT-A 
CHAIN 
' SAW 
BEFORE 
YOU GO 
TO THE 
COTTAGE 
THIS 
Stihl 050 AV; 
(IV.. " '~q 
d 
, 'l .2-  ~ . .. 
~ m l l "  
We oarry~a: full line:of wire rope 
and wire •rope fittings :and provide 
faoilitiee t0 make up nil your wire 
rope requirements. Wiights Ropes - 
Esoo - 0psal and others 
. "  , ,  . - . 
Phone Write Ori0aii 
in  to :see Uei 
Open B..6_ 
L' TO servo yOuhollor., 
. I 
" ' [  . a 
 AkTEIIS :FOil LonglWi 
PuN the throttle and.you,re In :', ii.( 
• year2001. 'V.150: Mod fled. -- ,.;-, 
Fiberglass Runabout :.'. 
'Another Great Escape MecJilne ,"~,: 
#,^m •$ . ; ,~ , .16  '1 , - '  x~) ( , I  
rEST, CLEANABLE SPARK ARRESTING 
MUFFLER 
A smiling Gordie Tapp hosts The Performers, 
a .uew half-hour show spotlighting Canadian 
talent, starting Saturday, May 22 at 10 p.m. on aud will originate from Halifax, Ottawa, 
the CBC-TV network (iu color). Gordie is best Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, and 
knOwu for his years with Country Hoedown and Vancouver. 
• most recently as a featured performer on Hee 
MOTORISTS BEWA-- , 
CHILDREN PLAYING 
• Summer holidays - this is the 
time school children have been 
looking forward to since last fall 
seemingly endless days of 
being deliciously carefree. 
But for motorists, the reverse 
is true. They must become 
more responsible than ever now 
that thousands of small 
pedestrians are taking 
advantage of those extra hours 
to play out of doors. 
That's the thought his week 
of R.J. Hastings, president of 
T~[.dAC~ H~- ,~D,  TERRACE B.C. 
'~ 'E*"  - ,011 - mlmy Carr exhibition 
at Vancouver Gallery 
The Vancouver Art, Gallery important in existence . will h~terature available on Emily 
will mount a maJorEmily Parr combine to represent an t;arr, is of quality and scale 
exhibition during the summer of expanded and comprehensive which would be impossible 
this year, The. exhibition is a 'view of the work of B.C.'s best except for generousgrants from 
the B.C. Centennial '71 contribution toward the 
celebration ofthe centennary of
B.C.'s joining confedera ties ~md 
of the centennial of the ar~t,s  
birth which coincide. ": 
The exhibition, Which covers 
all phases of the work effuse of 
Canada's most distin'guised' 
artists, includes oil paintings 
and sketches, water colours 
and drawings. It eamprises 
approximately 125 works. 
Little known works executed 
before themore familiar Indian 
themes, when the artist was in 
Paris and after her return from 
studying' there; earl ier 
'drawings from her vei'y first 
trips to Ucluelet in 1898; 
important exampleswhich have 
been lent to us from both public 
and private collections all over 
Canada and the U.$.; besides 
the finest individual~pieces 
in the Gallery's own one 
million dollar Carr. collection' 
--the largest and most 
• known artist. 
t m -- The exhibltion represents he 
only major retrospective 
survey of~ tini ly Carr's work 
since'1945, when the Art Galle~, 
of Toronto presented a larg~. 
sSow. (In 1963 the. Hudson's 
Bay Co, in Vancouver exhibited 
the Newcomb Collection which 
has since been acquired by the 
• Provincial Archives in Victoria 
and consists-mostly of early 
paintings.) 
Emily Cart was not only the 
first woman to make her mark 
in the artistic world in Canada' 
but in tater life also became a
celebrated writer. In 1941 she 
won the Governor General's 
Award for general literature for 
her autobiographical book Klee 
Wyek, 
A documentary section of 
photos and other memorabilia 
is included in the exhibition. 
The catalogue, which is a 
major contribution to the 
P ~  
fo,: r gn ,.milk! 
Researchers- at the  Canada 
Agriculture Research Station at 
Fredericton, M.D.,. are Joinix~ 
scientists around the woHd in 
thesearch for a cheap, effective 
milk replacer i fo~muia for 
lambs. " 
They all face the same 
problems. First, a lamb milk 
replacer must contain very high 
Committee and the B.C~ levels of both protein and fat. 
Cultural Fund. And second, there is the cost source of pro te~ . . . .  ,,; 
Booth Memorial Junior Sooondaq Sohool '~  
factor. Pat used in the milk 
replacer •formula must be 
l~mogenized and ~: f lna l  mL~ 
spray-dried - both costly 
operations. 
ScionUsts here are comParlng.:-~ 
concentrated sources of fish and ,~ 
soyheap proteins with casein as ~:~ 
a skim milk powder supplement ,':,; 
br an effort to find a cheaper, 
• Presents  - 
"Inside Kid's Head' 
SKEENA JR, SEOONDARY SATURDAY - JUNE 26 
CURTAIN T IME 8:00 P .M.  
ADULTS $1.S0 STUDENTS $1.00 
I law. The Per fo rmers  is meant  to give new and 
l i tt le-known • ' entertanners a nat ional  audience . , 
6th 
those above may tempt children 
to play in our near streets. 
the B.C. Automobile 
Association, who advises 
drivers to exereise extra 
caution during the first few 
days of summer vacation until 
they become accustomed to the 
presence of large numbers of 
children during the daytime. 
-- Recreational areas, 
inc lud ing  p laygrounds ,  
swimming, pools, tennis eourts 
and publie parks'. 
-- Urban residential areas, 
where lack of facilities like 
-- Residential areas, where 
corners, curves and driveways 
often are characterized by 
"blind spots" 
The hours from II :30 a.m. to 2 
p.m., when youngsters are 
entering and leaving play areas 
during the lunch period, and 
from 6 to 9 p.m., when dusk 
hampers vision, can be 
especially hazardous. 
i " T ILL ICUM' :DR iVE: iN  .~ 
~:  . 2900 Braun Show starts at dusk. Phone:* 635-5310 *- ~'  " 
" June 25, 26, 27 . - m ~ ' ~ : 
• GARRY ON PIMPERNEl - :  
I. 
Tillicum Theatre 
/ 
4720 Loke lse .  Phone 635 .2040 
20-26 
"The Aristooats,' 
* "WALT D ISNEY"  
SAT. H A.M,  & 2 P .M.  -_ 
June 2?-30 . ' . ~ = - -  ~ 'v~=="~-  .:?& •9 p .m:~"v- - -~7 
"THE DOCTORS WIVES". 
:.DIann i)annon, Gene Haokman"L .~ 
i ~ : : i :  P0dr'at of the forgotten .women 
~i~ . . i : :  married lto Dootors ' . '  * 
,'"JUNE 29thMATINEE . "~ i '  , " " :11 AM &2 PM 
, T5e  :_,rnstooats ...... 
Ng, a~ !~ r :~ . . IA~&: l [mAi !~ : ~ :  ~'..~' 
' i ~ 
" • ....... ::!L !, 
. J :  
) , 
k " t~ 
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TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS i CLUB 
• . "•  • " o 
- .  - -  . , ,  
" t  
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l _ _ I i i 
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OUR OPIN ION 
We like ours best 
The great and complicated issue of 
press freedom vs. the government's 
right to secrecy in delicate official 
business, raised by the New York 
Times' publication of still classified 
documents about the Vietnam war, has 
not yet been resolved. 
Emphasized for Canadians are the 
vast differences between the functions 
of a president and a prime minister -- 
differences that are worth considering 
when some Canadians imagine that a 
presidential system has something to 
offer to this country. 
As outlined in the article on the other 
side of this page, the immense power of 
the U.S. president to decide great 
issues of peace and war have no 
counterpart in the parliamentary 
system. Any prime minister trying to 
exercise them would be called to 
account before Parliament and very 
likely find himself a statistic in the 
jobless figures. 
The American record is much 
different, for many presidents have 
directed their nation along courses far 
from nationally popular without 
having to account o Congre,~s. This is a 
significant point of difference between 
the two systems that Canadians should 
not ignore. 
White paper tatters 
Finance Minister Edgar Benson's new 
budget for 1971-72 is both popular and 
inflationary. 
His white paper for tax reform starting 
next Jan. 1 lies in tatters, with the major 
exception of the new capital gains tax 
and even it has been cut back by  hail 
and eased in its application. 
The great exercise in participatory de- 
mocracy that kept business off balance 
for 19 months and investors on tenter- 
hooks has proved to be largely a waste 
of time, for most practical purposes. 
About the best that can be said for the 
drawn-out debate is that it finally dis. 
suaded the minister from making too 
many egregious mistakes. For this nega- 
tive virtue, much thanks. 
This is not to say that a huge amount 
of tinkering and changing has not been 
done in the 597-page bill tabled by Mr. 
Benson for discussion at the fall session 
of Parliament. 
Tax lawyers and accountants will be 
~sorting through this grab-bag during the 
intervening months. They won't be 
blamed for looking for legalistic fish- 
hooks after their experience with the 
white paper in its original form. 
The Canadian Press summed up the 
present ve~ion with admirable terseness: 
"In essence, all the major features of the 
1969 proposals that enraged the business 
community and aroused some provincial 
governments have been dropped or sig- 
~uficantly moderated." The features that 
remain could have been inserted easily 
into the normal budgettlng process with- 
out making such an embarrassing pro. 
duction of it. 
Public attention will naturally .focus 
first on the abolition of the three per cent 
personal and corporation surtax effective 
at the end of this month, This fulfills a 
promise now three times postponed, It 
could have been done just as readily in 
the revised budget of last December, had 
Mr. Benson's thinking been as clear as 
he says it is now. 
The general downward revision of per-. 
sonal and corporation income taxation 
starting next year will also be welcomed, 
together with Mr. Benson's promises of 
more of the same in future years. The 
underlying •principle, however, is hardly 
revoluUonary. It has been conceded [or 
years that the scale of personal exemp- 
tions has been too low and that millions 
of disadvantaged citizens shnu]dn't be 
paying income taxes at. all. 
It is also gratifying that special tax 
concessions available to small business 
are not to be discontinued, as was first 
threatened. Instead, they are to be in- 
creased, but with a cut-off point at which 
profits will be taxed at normal rates on 
the assumption that the business hould 
no longer be small, Mr. Benson certainly 
backed away from that confrontation. 
'His emphasis.has now shifted from driv- 
ing business in tighter harness to giving 
it its head in the hope it will speed up 
and employ more people. After under- 
mining business confidence with his un- 
realistic schemes, he now wants to en- 
courage forward planning in the private 
sector. He also-;wishes to stimulate.con~ 
sumer spending to guard against "a. 
pause" in the economic expansion which 
im says is already under way. 
The minister is certainly going to do 
his part in the spending department, with 
the biggest planned deficit in Canada's 
history. After going into the red by $41S 
million in the fiscal year ~nded last March 
31, Mr. Benson is now shooting for a 
$750 million deficit in the present fiscal 
year. This takes some doing, when it is 
realized that his revenues were up by 
$445 million last year and are projected 
to rise by $895 million this year. 
The combination of increased federal 
income and higher deficits means that 
the minister plans to spend $1,224 million' 
more this year than he did last--better 
than $100 million more per month• He  
is undertaking this massive program at 
a time when inflation "so far in 1971 is 
running at an annual rate of about 5.3 
per cent and coming up quickly. At this 
rate, the drop in the purchasing power 
of the dollar will soon be more important 
to the average Canadian than the tax 
relief that Mr. Benson holds out so temp- 
.tingly now. 
By Rev. P. Horsfield 
Do we care? 
called Amnesty International, 
headquartered in London. 
There is a paid professional 
research staff. 
The strength of the 
organization lies in the groups 
where most of the work is done. 
In 1961 it was, just ten years 
ago. An English lawyer, Peter 
Benenson, was collecting 
information about people who 
were beingarrested, treated 
harshly, imprisoned, 
sometimes tortured, and 
to look after the needs of at least 
three prisoners of conscience, 
who are assigned to it by the 
organization's national or 
international offices. Groups 
never handle cases of prisoners 
in their own countries, so the 
members do not.clash with their 
own governments. ~,Groups are 
kept, and expected to  stay 
strictly neutral. 
Quite obviously, Amnesty 
International can be a credible 
force in the world only if its 
politics and its ideology are 
neutral. If this were not done 
the association would soon find 
that it was unable to operate in 
mOst of the countries which 
oeeassionally killed, all because A group consists in a dozen or 
they lived in places where morepeople who want to help. 
governments, forone reason or It must have enough resources 
another, would not tolerate any 
form of dissent, nor even words 
of eritism. 
Mr. Benenson was so 
concerned about what he was 
discovering that he wrote an 
article for •the Observer, a 
London weekly newspaper. He 
envisioned a campaign for the 
release of men and women in 
every part of the world who 
were imprisoned solely on 
account of their convictions. As 
a result of the article a group of 
London lawyers, publishers, 
writers, and academics began 
work on the problem. . 
,~ year later they .had 
compiled the case histories of 
or • children need higher 
education. It always requires 
both imagination (how do you 
persuade .a government like 
that at present in Greece or in 
the Dominican Republie'to let 
you help one of its opponents 
when they have at last got that 
man in gaol?) and staying 
power. Some Amnesty cases 
have gone on for ten 'years with 
no end in sight. It also requires 
resources. Sometimes there is 
a need for knowledge of two or 
three languages other than 
English. Sometimes there is a 
need to go. to the country 
concerned and to visit the 
prisoner, or to attend a trial.. 
Always there ls~a need for 
research facilities which are 
i 
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• ~' ..OTTAWA -.. The,.~anadlan 
?~'~ go~ei'hment has "~ h'ddb two 
• i : :sep'ira~ep rbteststow~ishingt°n 
over the wholesale ltk~age of 
" . . .  so much for your setting store by precedent. Where's our tsx.  cut retroactive to l as t  
year like the tsx-free allowances the MPs gave themselves?" 
ANTHONY LEWIS 
Press freedom is our right 
"Those who won our 
independence believed ... that 
the greatest menace to freedom 
is an inert people, that public 
discussion isa political duty and 
that this should be a 
fundamental principle of the 
American government ... they 
eschewed silence coerced by 
law• 
Mr. Justice Brandeis. 
' secret  Amer ican  documents 
; ' i'elatlng to tire Vletnam~ war. 
• ::~Acting :::Prime, ,Min ister  
' MltchellSharp said.the~matter 
Wa of~ublic, coneern because 
' ; . . . the '  pu-blle '~i'evelati~h"-of 
" Confidential Canada' :' ~O.S. 
;. deal ings might ha~/e a 
.. detrimental effect on relations 
~-. between the two,countries. ' .:.:.:/~. ~, ~.~.': . . . 
: ~ :" ~ :t,XXXg'~" ~ .'.I 
:,MONTRE~L~¢ },.,e~rtroom 
~aUdlen~ i  '.apbl~kud~d - esday 
/whe~i~ C h~ rl~s/::~'g~'~ and 
' Jaeqd~ ~ i Ja~d ' / -~  ~g!} ,~ = :were 
' eOnsp,~c~!i)i::! ~.;. }: ~ ~-i}l ~. . :; 
• . lectu~rer~,;and :L~e-L~h~Iols, a 
• . ; ~;~They-!: ~ere : . ;a r~d~:sho~t ly  
a fa r  the War Meait~es i~t  was 
• .. i nwed last iOetob~.. . !  ~[ :;. 
. . . .  " ' :~.,;..-:."~':~:V~ 
: i:' .. @ XXXXXX 
..TIMMINS~ .ONT.:.~ Ten 
students from Roland Michener 
Secondary School in ,,nearby 
South Porcupine embarked on a 
t i 'ampoline • - ,. bouncing 
marathon in an effort to set a 
North American record,• ~ ~, 
..They hoped to bounce for 250 
hours, ec l ips ing  a record 
claimed by an Owen'~ Sound 
school last year. Later, they 
aim to beat the 442-hour ecord 
set by an Austrailian group. 
XXXX 
NEW YORK.New York City has 
closed its last public bathhouse, 
one in the Lower East Side 
which provided baths and 
showers for 50,000 persons last 
year, many of whom live in enid 
water tenements . in the 
deteriorating area~ 
XXXXXX. ,  , 
. .OTTAWA - The number of 
jobless throughout Canada 
dropped sharply in MaY - to 
543,000 from 659,000 in April .- 
mainly dueto  the biggest 
improvement in employment 
~i0ff, : ,for.more than a year, : . . . .  
..in B.C., t/nemployment rin
May totalled 61,000 or 6.8 per 
cent of the Jab.or fpr, ce, 
tom pa'red with~72,0d~ in ~p~il, 
or 8.1 per cent. 
..Despite the improvement, 
national unemployment was 
still runnin[g ahead of May last 
year. when the jobless .totalled 
xxXxxx '
,.MOSCOW ~. Soviet cosmonaut 
Yevgeny i~hrunov has 
predicted that "space 
factories" of 50 to 1O0 workers 
will soon orbit the earth, 
mannfacturing technically 
perfect ball bearings and metal. 
plastic toys, 
..Khrunov, who is also a 
research enginecr, said there 
are  .' some.., manufacturing 
- processes which can be carried 
out only in the weightless 
LONDON - The press is no 
more perfect than any other 
institution. Newspapers can be 
vulgar or silly or craven; they 
can cry "freedom of the press" 
when nothing is at stake but 
their desire to sensationalize for
a profit. 
But one need not romanticize 
the press to understand that the 
Constitution and history of. the 
United States have..given~it.a 
special function• That function 
is the real issue in the case of 
the United States vs. New York 
Times. 
The American system of 
government places ultimate 
faith in the judgement of the 
public and its elected 
representatives. The president 
is not meant to rule; the 
Framers hedged his great 
power about, in their 
conception, with legislative 
restraints.. The Constitution 
commits even the gravest of 
foreign policy judgments, a 
declaration of war, to the 
popular assembly, Congress. 
The assumption underlying 
that democratic faith is that 
Congress, and behind it the 
public; will have the 
information on which to base 
informed judgments. But 
unlike Parliament, Congress 
cannot directly question the 
head of the executive• Its 
ability t6 get the facts from his 
departmental subordinates i
also limited; when they resist or 
evade there is seldom any 
effective way to compel 
• responsive answers• And the 
president's personal assistants 
are generally immune from 
questioning altogether - even 
when, as now, one is the 
principal adviser on a vital 
national policy. 
It is in this informing• role 
that history has cast the press in 
American democracy. And not 
only history but the 
Constitution: the first 
admendment's protection of 
speech and press extends to 
literary and artistic matters, 
but its prime purpose was to 
safeguard freedom of political 
discussion. 
It is no accident, therefore, 
that great issues in thc United 
States are often framed in the 
press, when in Britain the 
forum would be Parliament. 
The responsibility given by the 
first amendment is not always 
met, but sometimes the press 
does play the essential part in 
making possible informed 
consideration of some large 
question - a nomination to the 
Supreme Court, say, or the 
value of a supersonic transport. 
All that is in the background 
of U.S. vs. New York Times. 
The 4mmediate context• makes 
the issues even more 
compelling, for it demonstrates 
how presidential behavior has 
strained beyond belief that 
assumption of congressional 
access to information essential 
for decision on issues of war and 
peace. 
In 1964, President Johnson 
suddenly asked Congress for a 
resolution allowing him to take 
"a l l  necessary measures",  
against  the Communists  in 
Vietnam.. He did so on the basis 
The way 
to revolt 
YOUR 
OP IN ION 
of an 'a l leged attack on 
American avy vessels. He told 
members of Congress that 
passage of the resolution would 
prevent, enlargement of the 
war. 
We now know that the entire 
presidential argument was a 
tangled web of deceit. The 
.circumstances of the American 
vessels' presence in the area 
were concealed, and the fact of 
any attack was at best doubtful. 
Far from preventing 
enlargement of the war, 
Johnson had ordered plans to 
enlarge it and was looking for 
an occasion to get the necessary 
authoi'ity. Thereafter he 
carried the resolution in his 
pocket and treated it as a 
declaration of war. 
The process, then, came •to 
amounted to a declaration of 
war without being aware if was 
doing so, without the barest 
• facts and, worse, on thebasis of 
blatant lies as to the situation i  
Vietnam and the intentions of 
the president. So much for the 
exercise o f  a grave 
constitutional responsibility. 
And now the United States 
government tells ns that seven 
years later, it can prevent 
publication of the truth about 
how the U.S. slid into a self- 
destructive war. If that view of 
the Constitution is right, then 
there is•no effective check on 
the power of the president. ' 
For what is involved here is 
not military secrets - "the 
number and location of troops," 
in the example given by the 
Supreme Court of an exception 
to the rule against censorship. 
What is involved is national 
policy, which the Constitution 
commits :to"public:'discUssi0~ 
The theory Of free debate In:a ; 
democracy, Holmes said, "is an 
experiment, as all life is an 
experiment." But it is ours. 
(NYT) 
JUDY EADIE 
i 
Tarpaper shacks 
Were not fl~e undertones so 
deadly, it would be an almost 
amusing commentary on our 
value system that we dedicate 
our best energies to a goal 
calculated in terms of square 
feet. 
This year the Great Canadian 
Debate is again ranging over 
the perennial issues of Colonial 
versus Danish Modern and 
Beige Fleck versus Sandtone. In 
the burgeoning complexes of 
draw the comforting conclusion 
that our. Ajaxed-and-air- 
conditioned Ranch Style is-proof 
of our respectability.' It ts 
simply too. frightening to give 
up the notion that gleaming 
waxed floors are adequate 
compensation for grimy 
morals. 
Perhaps the American- 
Canadian fetish for effieieiit, 
spotless homes goes deeper 
than a mere love of comfort and 
Dear Editor:. 
The Salvation Army wishes to 
express at this time their 
appreciation tothose who have 
so generously contributed to the 
1971 Red. Shield Appeal in 
Ter race-K i t imat . . .  supplied with the help of the 
permanent s aff which costs 
money which the groups have to ' These contributions, together 
pay by shares, ' ' with " the efforts of each 
A christian pastor like myself canvafiser,, has brought "about 
cannot refrain from preaching the 'successful total of $4,872.93 
to the extent of asking why we an all-time high. 
fat cats in Terrace aren't doing . 
Who really are the good and 
bad guys in society, the rebels 
or the conformists? Since good 
and bad are at issue, the non- 
violent, humanitarian type of 
rebel is considered. 
This man, out in the 
mainstream, fights to remove 
injustice, protect our rights, 
increase our freedoms. He 
attacks prejudice, deception 
and fraud and in so doing 
speaks for all of us. 
He brings out in the open, 
hidden evils. Raebael Carson 
exposed the dangers of 
pestieides, Ralph Nader unsafe 
ears. Some challenge old 
attitudes and values, suggest. 
radical new ideas. Should the 
country be run on service rather 
than profit? Is '  war legalized 
murder? This sparks healthy 
controversy, keeps thought 
moving, avoids tagnation. The 
rebel pricks the eonseionce of 
the nation by publicizing 
racialdiscrimi'nation, the 
degredation of poverty and so 
on, Thus he promotes 
tolerance, keeps love and 
compassion alive. 
rhe conformist? His personal 
life is his main concern, the job, '
snow~hobile,, the cottage. He 
may complain bitterly about 
injustice hut does nothing. Calls 
to "rise up in outrage" against. 
pollution, and other evils, are 
• mostly met with apathy and 
trailer~ courts and housing 
projects across the country, 
Canadians are devoutly 
erecting ~ the aluminum-sided 
symbols of their status, their 
salaries, and their philosophy of 
life. 
The cult of the house may well 
have developed as an antidote 
to the cult of the soul, as a 
p~etection against he shock of 
coming to terms with life. It is 
easier to deal with termites in 
one's walls than with dry rot in. 
one's standards. It is simpler,. 
and earns more plaudits from 
the neighbours, to redecorate 
the front room than to update 
one's mental furnishings. In a 
curious form of rationalization 
based on the assumption that 
shabby, lives •dwell in tarpapor 
shacks,, we have gone on to 
• 1,200, prisoners, and a have political prisoners. Yet it anything to help. Christ told us The whole effort has been an silence• Sometimes he even 
teeofle alex ertsbad is "also obvious that the that one of our duties is t0 heip ~ operati0nin happiness for we ~...~jo ,Wkee,,outofthinc, ,, commit g . P ' "' ne . . . . .  " '  . . . . .  " v : ~.  
drafted a code of conduct . . . .  members of Amnesty are most the .Prisoner.. We nave t trust, that those•, who.. gave,, o r  ,,o,,=,,,*~'°-a*o4oinandsu"'~rtaaoodj . , vv~ B . .  
with stron resources We can find the worked, have received a ,,, towards prisoners of eohseienee likely to be peo.p.le . ,g . :~ 7. ~ . :  ..... _ . . . .  . . . . .  . cause he may say: I m not a :  
Which could serve both as an political and.religious ~or anti- money, w e nave emzens wnu " measure ol happiness .m • ' " " . . . .  s ""^~" '^ . .u  ,.^,. 
us wows eanspeak many languages We knowingthat the Salvation joiner, rte~ -~=,y ~, - , . , -~  ideal, and a guide for consistent re.llgio ) ~. : • . . •. :.- . ~. • . : . . . . . .  :.. -. • . . . .  : rebera troublemaker. ' ' 
actio/ttorthe,workingpeopleon Each group m expected to nave people w.n.o, use tn.ew Armywull~eametoearryonus . . . # r 
thecase histories 'All work was work for three priso~rs; one holidays to traveitar ann wine. many services in the Terrace, •., ' . ' ' ' .  , :' : 
~ " ~  ~ . . . . .  ~ ' ~  ~ l " " ' ~  rd ' imwis0ned in a "free?Wo~Id,'il  If anyone cares, dmt person? Kitlmat area: ,  , :'~i ::~/' But surely~th~ co~0i'mist;is " .~ .~ 
~-u.~ ~, j .u . .~ ,~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jr- ~" . . . . . . .  . . . .  ' ' " " : '~  : :~ " "~ ' ' "" ~ . . . .  ne  | ' o . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ a r can write to'=..' ~ ...... : . . . . .  :~ ...... , . . . . . . . . . .  the. troublemaker, t oe ~r • :.Today there are about 150 : county, one a prisoner in ' r , , " "  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  "'~ ' i ' ,  " ". i ~ . . . . .  : J i , f " + 
groups working in Britain, communist country, and one in Thelntern.ationallSeeretarlat Thank•you and God bless you, . progre..ss.. B.y/!gnoring and .  
_ =_  ~, , - . ,  ~- .~. :  . . . . .  a . - .  *lh~.' *#bird ~nvld  ' ~'  Amnesty lnternauonai ~ . ...: . .' .. • . . . .  accepting socmtys.wrongs~ :ne • 
• ;nearly ~00 In wt:~t ~m .,m~y a ~ u  ~l~ " ' "~ . . . .  v . . . . .  ' " "~ = = ~ ' : ' r = " ;k ' :='~: ~'~ ~" ' :  ~ ' , k" : = =I ' ' ' l=  : ' ' ' . . . . . .  ' " ' :  : '." q . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  ' r '  ,: " ' ' :  ~ h O  
• m,,,. ,h=, ~.oo 'n th Itusuallv means more than ' Turnagain .Lane .: . . . . . . . .  "t~ ~.-:~ Env09BiilYoung, .. ~rpetu.ates:.the~ :]t..!she~ _ . . 
' :~.m.~.n'~ountrles These the ~three In Orison, because ; Farrlngdon'Street ...... . ": ,,,'.. S/ v;.. ..... Salvation Army, '• Jeeps me,unjust Society .ann n e 
. .=]L';?,.'~7"v_'~='_,:='; . ._S-_ _,_ _,,..~ ,~  r~mllfes are destitute . . . . .  London E.C,4, England;.: .  :: ' ." - '.:: ;Terrace B C paves' the W~Yi f0~ [eyo!t; i' '..~. ~;..~ 
a desire to compete with the vacuum of space..:..: 
Joneses. Maybe the man. -  :i. ':.~":.: 
spending, Sundays trowelling •
cement and cleaning musty 
basements is attempting tobuy. 
off the guilt of leaving his  
family to grovel in a dump of... 
discarded morals. And if it Costs 
too much to give the kids the 
Centennial 
briefs 
When the Big Bend gold rush on 
security of a • marriage the Columbia (1864-66) petered 
untermited by cheating, who'll out • it was referred•to h~ the 
know the difference as long as ' ~mil'lersas The Big i3ilk•~l 
they have a colour-keYed room 
and a T.V. all their own? • XXXX . 
Maybe, for all the shining " ' 
windows and pleasant patios, British Columbia Go~{ernor 
there are more skid. row homes Frederick Se~mouri |n 1~B64= 
in Canada than we'dl ike to "invited the Frasei '  :Rwer, 
admit. And perhaps the man .Indians to join . New 
who sweats blood to get a five. Westminster in celebrating the 
bedro.omsplitlevelandloses hi  ' ~Queen's:birthday,. Abotlt 3,500 
own soul is ~ as God says, I the affendedi cahlping; there! for .a 
biggest fool of all. week. They cheered as they left. 
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How will: Terrace youth spend- the coming" 
s6mmer since the  eommunity's bid for a grant to 
: employ 43students was turned own by the federal 
,g°vernment?  ;, ' " ':. ' ' 
, The Herald interviewed several students whose 
comments indicate that many of •them intend to 
take to the open. road, in  the fashion Of transient 
yotith wh'0se presence is less welcomed by Terrace 
residents. ' . . . .  ' 
MAUREEN JAMES, 17, 
ten student from Wi] 
Manitoba, is currently 
her friend Aiix Har 
Terrace. Maureen sa~ . . . . .  
plans to spend the summer 
vacationing at a lake near 
Winnipeg. 
DAN NAHIRNY, 17, left school 
two years ago after completing 
grade nine. He worked for Pohle 
Lumber fur eight months "and 
I'm discouraged by the lack of 
jobs here. I'd like to get.a job, 
make some money and then 
travel. Last year 1 hitehiked 
through, the Okanagan Valley 
and to Vancouver," he said. 
FARON GODDARD. 14, grade 
• n ine  student at Skeena 
Secondary, 'came to Terrace 
from Creston with his parents 
last year. "I want to go back to 
Creston because there's so little 
to do here." said Faron. 
DALE PORTER, 17, who left 
school last• year after 
completing rade 10, has been 
looking for work "and its.hard 
to find," he said. ' ' , '  
a job or travel for the summer," 
said Larry, who prefers to 
hitchike. , 
BARBARA DICKIE, 15, grade 
ten student at Caledonia, says 
she is looking for work. "I've 
made applications at several 
places in town. If I can't find a 
job :I 'li.eq ui p. my .ten-speed bike 
and travel on .it;" she ,sai~!.. :' 
l~lizabeth British Columbia 
Centennial Scholarship. 
Premier Bennett said: 
"The .purpose,i of this 
scholarship isto enable selected ~
British Columbians wbo have 
graduated from oneof the three 
public universities of the 
Province to take further studie~ 
at approved universities (or 
equivalent institutions of higher 
learning~ in the United 
Kingdom." 
The three universities are 
Simon Fraser, University of 
B.C. and University of Victoria. 
The scholarship will be 
awarded on a competitive basis 
and the first award will be made 
this year. Deadline for 
application is July 31, 1971. 
To be eligible, a candidate 
must be not more than 25 years 
of age, a resident of B.C. and a 
Canadian citizen. He must also 
have completed his first three 
yea.rs of undergraduate studies 
at one of the three approved 
public universities. 
Details and application forms 
are avail~'ble from the Deputy 
:Pr6vineial' Secretary's office, 
i~aHiameiit Buildings, victoria, 
;udents interviewed in the recreation. "If its sunny we can 
race Shopping Center Mall go to the lake but when its 
~plained that Terrace offers raining there's nothing to do but 
facilities for youth sit in the mall," students said. 
; F U Teachers  F i red  
r .  Kenneth -Strand~ 
sident of Simon Fraser 
versity, announced the 
aissal of suspended faculty 
nbers  Saghir Ahmad, 
deeai Briemberg and Louis 
ihammer;June 18. 
~ey were members of the~ 
,artment of  Political 
:nee, Sociology and 
zropology and had been 
er suspension since a 
hing strike in the fall of 
'ter consultation, the 
~,~.ernors rescinded . the 
dismissal 'section of  the 
University's statement on 
academic freedom and tenure. 
Dr. Strand said:' 
"A great deal of expense, 
time and energy has gone into 
genuine attempts to implement 
the agreed dismissal 
procedures but they have 
proved to be•  totally 
unworkable. In the eases of 
these three faculty members it
has even been impossible to find 
a tenured faculty member to 
serve as chairman of their 
hearings, as prescribed in the 
statement covering cause for 
dismissal, although we have 
searched for a year and the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court of this Province has 
searched for six months." 
After the Board has rescinded 
the dismissal "section of the 
statement, Dr. Strand 
recommended the three 
suspended teachers be 
dismissed. TheBoard approved 
the recommendation. Dr. 
Strand saidi 
"I feel now as i did IS months 
ago .-• in going on strike .these 
faculty members abused the. 
trust of the students who 
enrolled and paid for instruction 
in  their courses. 
"There Unviersity has tried to 
be just in the lengthy period 
since the strike. Many have 
• accused us of unwarranted 
delay while v/e sought an 
equitable hearing, for these 
three teachers. If we have 
erred, then it has been on the 
side of justice. In fairness to the 
taxpayers, the students and the 
faculty who have been working 
faithful ly'at Simon Fraser 
University, I am convinced the 
time has come to act. 
"Effect ive immediately 
Messrs. Abroad, Briemberg and 
Feldhammer a e dismissed. 
"I understand one has 
already found other work and 
the other two are free to do 
likewise. 
"The th~'ee faculty members 
and the entire Simon Fraser 
community have been notified 
of this action." 
A famous matador was 
• performing in the bull ring, 
ski]fully avoiding the bull's 
sharp borns by flipping aside 
his cape at the last minute. 
Finally, an American tourist 
could stand it no longer. 
"Hey, Mac!" he yelled. "He 
ain't never gonna run in that 
sack unless you hold it still!" 
- -  Ky. Irish American '. 
' ;de~. :  yco~mu~|t|a,{~ ~t;of Bi rnSLake a:iid Visi~ moSt, 
~i~'t", ~Highway 1 |a~ ~. 
~re and "in the northwe.~t, is,~on~ )f ~ / 
in ,'this' Students who.WillYcov~ ~:  
part .of, the :ilprovinceZ' says 
' 'i. :i :provincial coordinatol iDo~n 
LI work*~ Bash'am. " ' ":':~i "~ ;:: 
m ""  I '  , 
The Torraoe Lions Annual • Rodeo. :t 
• ' start S tu . . . .  " " s a rda
SEE US FOR 
LEt, S SLI~& BOOTS CUT JEANS ~ 
WESTERN BOOTS 
GWG WESTERN SHIRT'S ~ " ' 
. RAWHIDE FR INGE vEsTs '  v , . .  
JACKETS & VESTS . . 
'. • - / 
Sod sp  . . . . . . .  ' eo  ec  - . Y 
• Western Hats 
St raws  & Fe l ts  Reg.  5.95 & 6.50 
. ,  . . 
Sale- Price 
. ... 
It's Western i 
° ~ ~1~ Dress-Up T, me 
~',' a'~' recreation;   .. fe er  
survey in,the paclflc~horthwest I, g0~ernment's" departm /~" 
this summer• will be Unvtersity ] naiionai health and welfa  r 
of • Alberta student, J im I is: being coordinated,i  
MacLaughlin,:of Kamlcops,. [ Federation: : ~ 
The survey of :Sports ,and I / .:>'~ " ' ' .': ' ,  
Reereatiou Facilities is  .being [.- "MacLaughlin, whowi l l  , 
" ",,.i )£  ' ' ~  . . . . . .  i ' . . . .  ' " ~ ' :  ,~ :  i ~ *  ? :q ; '  { ' '  
. MACARONI UP ] 
The National Macaroni 
I Manufacturers Association announced that noodle production rose 10 per cent,in, the first •half of t970. to set ,an industry record. ~ 
THE KITIMAT MERCHANTS WELCOME , 
 oERRAOE AND DISTRICT RESIDENTS   
The Kitimat Confederation Day Celebrations  
), 
SponsOred By 
Baly Shoes. Store Lid 
Modern Oustom Tailor 
K,T. Sporting Goods Ltd, 
Kitimat Photo Supply Ltd. 
Caruso's Restaurant 
.// :Shop Easy stores " -: Y: 
i": i., ."<. i. " /  ' i ' , .  - ':~:~i i , : ,  
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To oommemorate B.C. 100 Theme To-day Yesterday & Tomorrow 
SOHEHLE OF EVENTS 
Friday June 26 
9:00 P.M.-12 P.M. Friday 2Slh 
Auxiliary 7:00a .m. . ,0 :30  a.m. Pancake Breakfast Arena Kiwanis" The ' 
• 9:30a.m.. 11:30a.m. Hill Climb Haisla Hill Car Club - 
10:30 a.m. Pel Show Museum S.P.C.A. " = 
,Saturday June 26 , :o0p .m.  Parade All children entering a decoraled 
• bike wil l  receive a free fickel to the-  
2:00p.m. Fashion Show LegionKil imatJaycetles " ' t l :00a.m..4:0Op.m. VieneseGardens~,rena Elks " ' .  Slid Jewellers 
2:1'; p ,m.  *Openin~l Swi lnming  Pool Golf Course Hirsch 
:Sunday. J une  27  Creek Golf Club . i . : l .  - . . .  - 
-7i00 P:m:'Night Show High'School Alcan " 
~:: "*; " CoronationoflheQueen HighSchool Jaycettes. :)i',ili! J : ,' 0 ' ~!/," '~.' ,' • C.i.e.o.,he'Year Award .,gh Schoo, K.o,s i i_ 
Saturday June 19 
10:00 a.m. Soap Box Finals Kuldo Hill Volunteer Firemen 
Open Air Dance Legion 
Wednesday June 30 
7:00 p.m. Queen's Ball Y.M.C.A. Eurocan Pulp & Paper & 
Jaycees 
Thursday• July I 
r ' " 
• 12:00p.m.F.U;h Bake Hirsch Creek Park Rod &Gun 
o , • • ; 
. I :00 p;m, ; 3:00 p.m. Children Sports Events Hirsch Creek 
Park, Legion 
I, .Queen Contestants Tea KillmatGordonlHolel Eurocan Pulp " 
(& .PaPer  ,"  
f & :Jaycefies 
4:00,p.m. Interdenominational Church Service 
, C!e~lY~Assoclaiion, , " , ,, ,-::: 
&..i, Bring Your Friend 
IONFED|RATiON DAY 
S;an Lenord, John Beliveau.&Famlly,, 
Bill Good Jr. and Family . ,  ,; i'; ~' "L' 
July 3-4 
• . Star l ing 9 a .m.  Sat 
HIrscff".  '..$vv m Club . .:~..". " 
. . . . .  Teams f rom P~ince lGeor(  
:: * For tS1 .  John,  K l t ima l  an~ 
.~ii,./ ,. = .~* ) 
.. . . " 
Z:'~" '? >. ".~) • • .,, 
/,.. i , :  1:2= 
d 
Kitimat Radio& TV 
' Enterprises Ltd. 
Sponsored By 
Oolumbia Stores Ltd, 
9:0Q a.m. - s:00 p.m. • Fish Derby /i,!i ~''" 
Weigh instationat Hirsch Creek Park Rod & Gun Introduction of Guests of Honour High School ,~ .~,~,. . , ~ 
" ' ~\~ ' '~  " • . " " ~ . . . .  , '  "~''/~',)~,'~"," C 
• . . ~ '... ,.,,',>:K,~:'.fi ')-~ 
;uper Valu 
Kitimat armaoyc :  ' 
, -  - , -  :Qam- 
£! S / :  ....... :' "* 
"•.;>" "rL;,":::",;i,•": ":: :" S' 
I . . .  
i 
Are You?, 
- ". . . . .  " : ...... ? ' -~ ' "= ' i  - ""  ~ . -:;-- - -~_~:~=. . . . . .  .................................................... - .~___...~___..Y.' . . ._~:~L.~I .................................. .~  
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CAMPING 
The pioneer way 
BY CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
Th~ Webster family of 
Kamloops were about to leave 
on their vacation when Eaton's 
delivered their new tent. It 
wasn't until they pitched camp 
400 miles from home that they 
learned the tent wasn't he one 
they had ordered; they had to 
squeeze their family of seven 
into a tent designed to sleep 
four. 
A rehearsal camping trip 
would have prevented the 
dilemma. As it was, they were 
forced to continue their 
vacation in this inconvenient 
fashion. 
A rehearsal camping trip, like 
a shakedown cruise, can work 
the bugs out of your craft. The 
trip need not be weeks long nor 
miles distant o be effective. 
Camping overnight en miles 
from home can be as revealing 
as camping on the shores of a 
wilderness lake accessible only 
by helicopter. It is essential 
only that you rely upon your 
own equipment and ingenuity, 
forsaking hydro and telephone• 
Pitch camp, cook supper, 
spend the night and if you wish, 
return home the following 
morning• Even this brief 
experience will show you where 
your outfit needs modification: 
.equipment that may require 
repair; what's been forgotten; 
things that are not essential nd 
should be jettisoned. 
Veteran campers who take to 
the woods at every opportunity 
store all their camping ear in 
one corner ready to be tossed 
into the vehicle at a moment's 
notice• Tent, lantern, tools, 
grocery staples in one box, 
cooking utensils and dishes in 
another. Between trips, they 
make it a rule never to borrow 
so much as a cup of sugar from 
the camping ear. That way 
they never find themselves 
camped out drinking sugarless 
coffee or stabbing a tin of beans 
with a screwdriver for lack of a 
can opener. With two master 
lists {one for equipment, he 
other for last minute groceries, 
clothing, toiletries and other 
personal items) they can be 
ready for an extended campout 
in minutes, and with nothing 
forgotten. 
But for those of us who camp 
only occasionally, a rehearsal 
trip is worthwhile. It can 
reveal: 
1. How much time you should 
allot for setting up camp at 
night and for breaking camp in 
the morning• Knowing this. you 
can mor~ accurately estimate 
the mileage you might expect to 
travel each day and 
consequently the distance 
between overnight stops. In this 
way you can plan your 
overnight stays ahead of time 
and be sure of a campsite• 
2. "What additional equipment 
you need to balance 
convenience with comfort. 
3. Which items are 
superfluous, for instance, 
clothing. Most of us tend to 
peck enough clothing to get us 
through four seasons when in 
fact we'll probably spend the 
entire vacation wearing 
bluejeans and a sweater, with a 
jacket added on cold days. 
4. Which categories need 
beefing up -- more woolen socks, 
sweaters, quilts, a can opener, 
bug spray, and any other 
overlooked comforts• 
5. Work out a routine for 
quickly setting up camp. Ever 
wrestle with a tent before a 
circle of puzzled campers? 
Much better to get this in hand 
with only your immediate 
family to cluck over your 
ineptitude. 
6. Any shortcomings in your 
overall camping arrangements. 
You'll discover which cupboard 
drawers stick; that the hitch 
ball on your towing vehicle 
needs lubricating; that the 
brakes on the trailer have more 
grab than the brakes on your 
car. You may decide to leave 
that motorcycle home to lighten 
the load on the front end of your 
pick-up. Bicycle riders will 
soon agree they need a few 
weekends of practice riding 
before they tackle that Prince 
Rupert to Prince George trip. 
If you discover you just can't 
abide cookouts, there's still 
time for you to switch to a 
motel-restaurant vacation 
instead. 
I N S U R A N C E  ! ACROSS THE NORTHWES'r . . . . .  
4726 Hal l iwe l l  Ave. 
Well built 3 bedroom home featuring double fireplace, wall to 
wall carpeting. Matched Rosewood panelling. Full basement 
and carport. Can be viewed by appointment. 
3627 Ka lum Street 
Large home containing 2 suites with seperate entrances - 
both presently rented. One suite contains living room, dining 
area, kitchen, bathroom and bedroom. Second suite contains 
living room, kitchen, bathroom and 3 bedrooms. Full price 
only $20,000.00 
r'r/" 
3712 Eby Street 
Revenue Duplex - 2 bedrooms up and 2 bedrooms down on 
each side. Situated in good residental area near schools. 
Churches and shopping area. Floor 1o ceiling closets and 
many attractive features. Must be view'ed 1o be appreciated. 
1159 Lake lse  Lake  Road 
Ideal for horse lovers! 1.2 acres completely developed with 3 
bedrooms, full basement home landscaped and with some 
fruit trees. Stable, tackroom, hayloft and corrals. 
Completely fenced. Situated on blacktopped road. Your 
enquiries are invited. 
Re locatab le  Home 
Well kept 3 bedroom 'Squire' trailer home with wall to wall 
carpeting, vinyl floors, loads of closet space and small 
sundeck. Located on a lot in Thornhill with services Insta lied, 
and landscaping nearly completed. Total price $19,000.00 
Tra i le r  " 
12 x ss 'General' Mobile home -.3, bedrooms. Presently, 
located in trailer park. May be acq"uire(ieither furnishekl or 
unfurnished. A good buy for cash. 
Building Sites 
2 lots • each 150' x-600' tocaled on Merkley road just outside 
the municipality. Full Price 4300.00 for each lot. 
We sell insurance tool Contact our insurance dept. and 
discuss your insurance coverage. You are under no 
obligation..... 
:We:have some 5 acre lois ... outside the municipality , 
a~dfiabl~i for, as: riffle as ' • $00.I~0~', dow~',/,An i excelle it 
: ~oppQ, HuiiHy tO acquire land With 'a(il ,~alher creek, ,;Yo r :: 
( '  enq~irtes:are,invited!! ' . '  ~1: ,"  ~. ' .  , . .~ ' . L :~" ~ " ' ~' "~ " ' 'B~, ~ ] ' '  : J '  ' '  
: ' ,~ibLAK£t,SE'  ' . . . . .  , ,i ~ i~  ,"~i; ~PFIQNE 6)s#3e2, 
Ill ~ ";'~'r '" . .... "i 
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Champion Tan-Tin - Registered Arab ian 
t 
The PRO'S NEST 
by V i  
The deadline for the Club 
Championship Qualifying 
Rounds has been extended until 
July Ist. President Pat Boyle 
urges all members to get out 
and play their qualifying 
rounds. 
The last regular Wednesday 
men's night, was combined with 
a farewell stag for Jack Ewart, 
who has been transferred to 
Chilliwack. The rainy weather 
apparently didn't dampen their 
high spirits with lots of good 
food, fun and games. 
The Junior Golf Clinic which 
was held Saturday, June 19th, 
had a good turnout with 40 boys 
and girls attending. We were 
pleased that the Kitimat junior 
golfers were able to make it 
over to Terrace for the lessons. 
In addition to our three 
instructors, Susan McCleary 
Wayne Laface and Bill 
Laplante, we had assistance 
No falcons 
this year 
" No P.eale's' falconp will be. 
harvested from the Queen •
Charlotte Islands this'~ear, it is 
announced by Dr. James 
Hatter, director of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch. A maximum 
of six young falcons may, 
however, be taken by the Fish 
and Wildlife Branch from 
northern Vancouver Island if 
the breeding success has been 
favourable. The birds will be 
allocated to resident falconers 
for trained flying and to 
augment he supply of birds 
available for captive 
reproduction studies, a 
program that needs upport as 
a conservation measure. 
An earlier announcement. 
reported that no coastal birds 
would be taken this year. In 
view of the interest in captive 
reproduction by British 
Columbia falconers and the 
desire on the part of the Fish 
and Wildlife Branch to 
encourage such work, a small 
number of birds will be taken if 
possible. 
Falconry is an ancient sport, 
dating back to the days of 
Ghengis Kahn. There are two 
Falconry Associations in the 
province with a small but active 
membership who pursue this 
exacting sport. 
Mck innon 
from Arnold Sherwood and 
Clyde Barber. Again, we would 
like to encourage our own 
Terrace junior golfers to come 
out to these excellent free golf 
lessons. 
Ladies - Keep Saturday, July 
171h, in mind as the date for the 
Tbornhill Ladies Club 
Tournament• Please read your 
Clubhouse Bulletin Board for 
further information. 
Member's 1971 fees are now 
due. 
Fine play 
highlights 
celebrations 
The play "Inside Kid's Head" 
performed by and for the 
students of Booth Memorial 
Junior High in Prince Rupert 
recently has been praised by 
drama critic Peter Van Der 
Leelie. 
Van Der Leelie wrote that the 
two-act comedy, which deals 
wit the ','inside" r k mind of. a 
typical junior high sel~o~ 
student going through the 
frustrations eta school day, was 
staged with impressive 
imagination and acting. 
The play was directed by Ned 
Lemely, English and drama 
instructor at the school with 
choreography b  Susan Lackey, 
also an English instructor. 
The play which was 
performed four times to packed 
houses was written by Kieran 
Murphy and Ron Ffitch, 
Booth Memorial principal 
John Ewing agreed the 
production was worthy of future 
showing and would go on tour if 
the school board gave 
permission. 
Permission was granted and 
the students will stage Inside 
Kid's Head at Skeena Junior 
High at 8 p.m. Saturday, June- 
26, 
"The students, aged 13 to 16, 
showed the. audiences (in 
Rupert) what is largely 
forgotten by many: the l)lay is 
entertainment and must 
capture the audience, an 
experience the Booth students 
obviously knew all about," 
wrote Van Der Leelie. 
. . . .  "(.. ) 
NWSOA 
Sponsoring 
hoes 
Sunday June 27 
... 71: ,•! •i •j•,/, ,!: 
• / '  V 
:~ '* .T JmeTr ia l s  
aroma 
,. ~..~.f~' 
" : , '  2 " , i i ,~  
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:0ver 200 horses 
,'~ , ,-.. " . . . . .  • ~•~ :-, •i. ~ ~i~/' ~ • • ~i,~ •:L/,• 
in 'local show 
Horses. from Burns Lake, 
Fraser Lake~ Smithers, 
Kitwanga, Hazelton and Usk 
were entered in the Timberlan.d 
Horse Show last Sunday. 
More titan 200 horses in 64 
classes were judged by Allan 
Hyndman of Penticton. 
Horses owned by W.E. B0ser 
of Terrace took top honors in 
four separate classes: • foals and 
yearlings; mares two years and 
over;geldings two years and 
over and Grand Champion. 
Tan Tin, registered Arabian 
stallion owned by Mr. and Mrs. 
l-I.E. Wyatt of Terrace was 
judged best in class 32, Arabian 
stallions two years and over, 
and in class 47, Top of Show. 
Tan Tin has been champion 
Arabian stallion for the past six 
years at Timberland Horse 
Show and Bulkley Valley Fall 
Fair 
angling 
expert at Mercury outboards, 
,: wanders if this'could possibly 
be Lift- many mutu
star-spangled spoons 
and plugs which used 
daily to catch 
where, 
by' swo vmeean 
am - • . 
Frolic .Bar owned by Joe , ~. i- 
Holder was judged top of class : Ftsh, unlike fashion con-~ ' 
, scious women,• aren'b swayed; 
36, Quarter Horses. by the latest in 0tylenl~liei~•it 
Danny Muller won Class 63, comes to choosing wmcnard- 
open barrel race and Class 63, ficial lure to strike. WI~y they: 
pole' bending,/with is horse pursue and attempt to dmtthe -
Dixie.- met/~l,plaetic, hair and ~fbather 
Linda Timko won the costume phonies thrown ~their 'way is. 
subject to debate. 
class with her horse Malaninka One assumption, commonly 
Minx. accepted as fact by many 
hopeful anglers, is that~ their: 
Did :you" know that a goed' offering closely rese~n~les  
some form of natural food. In~ 
grade two-year-old airY goat some cases, such as dry fly 
will produce nough milk topay ~ fishingwith lure~ tied to look~ 
for herself in :lO months? ~i: like their live counterparts," 
This is just:one of many facts this is probably the truth. ,~ 
But Red Fisher, the ~ ', '. 
about goats contined in a new err ~ ~ 1~ erc~ 
Canada - Department of ~ n f  is" 
Agriculture publication, "The true of the .!,:- 
Da i ry  Goat : in  Canada," colored, 
are  :Publication No. 1441, which is fish r. • • some- 
available without charge from And who ever saw a. 
the Information Division, livesix-inch-longpurple~worm: 
Canada Department of sliding across tl~e bo~tb~b of n 
Agriculture. Ottawa, Ont;. lake? ' ~ ' : ~~ .i 
4 dr. sedan, 4 
19"/0 Maverick sedan 1796.00 1968 Plymouth ,-O.a,,o.,oweri §9§ '00  equipped 
19,/0 TOyota sedan 1 7 9 6 . 0 0  1968 ,oru'-,Ji 4dr.v.8, autoSedan' 18 ,96  0 
19,/0 Vokswapn sedan 1896.9 1968 Rambler 595J0• 
1695,00 
,oj696.00 
1696,00 
1196,00 
1296,00 
1969 Datsun pickup 
1969 Batsun ickup, cam, r
1969 Epic sedan 
1968 Epic sedan 
1968 Pontiac  dr sedan. V-8, auto. 
1968 Chevrolet 4dr. sedan, 2196.00 V-8, auto. 
1966 Chevrolet 4dr.  sedan 
1966 pane,,, cv,. Chevrolet std trans. 
1964 Ford  sedan, V-., Auto 
1964 Pontiao, dr. sedan 
1963 Faloon Station wagon 
1962 Plymouth sedan 
796.00 
696.9 
196,00 
295,00 
296,00 
196,00 
THERE ARE/ 'OV/ER 50 USED CARS. AND TRUCKS TO CHOOSE FROM 
AND ALL  HAVE BEEN PR ICED'  TO CLEAR !~ 
Reum Motors ~. , .. , i•_~. , • ~ ~ ,,~ i .,~;~p !.t(~14E~-,-6~ 5=~90 S.,•~r ,~ 35, ,6 
    iiiiiii!i ii! Are You Looking for the 
Most Economical HouSing 
'available onthe Luxury 
Home Market??? 
BRIAN G IMBEL  
Sa les  representat ive  
inv i tes  you to stop in and 
,see the  Paramount  and 
al l  the -o ther  homes at 
M idwest  Mobi le~ Homes  
IF YOU HAVEN'T TALKED TO US THEN 
YOU HAVEN'T FOUND IT;* 
We are offering the OanadJan Built Paramount 
by the famous manufaoturors of Parkwood 
in hntioton, B.O, ~ :" ~ . . . . .  - , . . . L .  ' " 
THIS HOME COMES TO YOU 12 X 60 FULLY  FURNISHED WITH COLORED 
APPL IANCES CARPET AND YOUR CHOICE OFA ' .  
• ' ' ! ONL '~ U O O ~ I ~  
DEL IVERY ANDHOOKUP FREE OF CHARGE 
t " •| 
HURRY AS/WE ONLY HAVE THREE LEFT 
", WE HAVEA WIDE SELECT ION OF SIZES AT COMPARATIVE  SAV, INGS 
tl ' ~"  " 
Midwest Mobile Homes L,td. 
PARKWOOD,  PARAM~UNT:~, ,~RESTWO~D GLENDALE & NHA CMHC APPRO~EDMARtN~R 
. .  ' . • . , • 
/ 
PARKING I • ,, .!~ . . , , . . . . .  .. - - ~ ~ - '  ~ -~ ' - -  . . 
I. A" 0T S 
• ~. ~ , i  
. . . . . .  AIR CELL ;" ..... S''-LM ON LURES 
L IFE  JAOKETS 
, !a io r  ntr QG ' ,  i:il 8o Silver Rod Baok 
Rei~,1i2'96 1 .... ....,i;~. .......... (. ..... . I f  i YV  , Rag..96 
, .. . | - . .* 
BAR-B-QUE 
TOOLS 
Price 
'Bail Gloves :; Fishing Lures Fishing Reels SWIM 
l Bats ,,,, . . . . .  . o .o , ,~ . . . . s '8s  FINS • 7 Foot Fjiord ~om,,.o,, 6 .88  .............. 
, ~ .o . .o  ~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o . u  
7'/, Foot Fjiord:om,o,o,t,., 7 .88  .o~,o,.~. .............. 16.88 
J C°mpare ~ 9 .88  10 .88  ~ 8 Ft.  Sa lmon Rou.t , , : , , :  ~o.,-  ~,, .  ............ 
~ ( . , 
I 
Price 
Medium 6 ' 8 8  
Compare at 7.95 . . . . . . . .  "| 
L a r g e -  6 ' 8 8  
Compare at 7.95 . . . . . . .  
9Ft ,  Sa lmon noo.atRAjC°mpare17.95 . . . .  1 1 , 8 8  1 0 %  Of f  
10 Ft' Salmon " .Compare  14 88 O0LEMAN O00LERS :~"a~a;e 6,88 Koa at 23.95 . . . .  i at 0.95 . . . . . . . .  
q .. ©. 
; 0' o Off ' ..... 
• ooee; ,  :, Saveon Lawn • 
rur ,,ur "-"n"--e ' . . . .  t ~ " I TERRACE BAND ASSOCIATION 
.RODEO DANOE 
Friday Juno 26 9 p.m. 
CO-OP PARKING LOT ' " " " I 
! 
I .  
I 
I ' i  
I e at Oo op ~: ~, . = ~ Pan0ake reakfast . 
Parking Lot Sale ~4 . "SaturdaYsTA,TS 7:,OJUneA.M.26 ~'~,:~'* ':' 
. : ( . . . .  . . 
Boats  0ff :- ~ ~:i ~ • . ~ , , .  
" .- . - " , , :  /'-. '~: ..'i : 
ONLY ~:! ..... ~ ~ :~ ~ 
lramaha Bikes 1"0% Off': ili)2' . . . .  
..... lers 10% Off ...... 
! Oomparo at 239 '~~*~'~''~*'~' I ~ ii::i: I . ,  
- :  . , , . . . . .  • i , , ¸ . ¸ ¸  
~i~ i/i~ ~ i~i,i i!i ~i!~iii~i~ i ~ ii ii~il 
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LIFT AD BAN 
SAY LIBRARIANS 
• .Delegates to the 60th annual conference of the British 
Columbia Library Association have resolved to ask the 
provincial government to amend legislation banning tobacco 
and alcohol. 
..The resolution states: "Whereas the government 'of the 
province of British Columbia has passed legislation to prohibit 
the advertising of tobacco products and alcoholic beverages in 
the province of British Columbia to take effect September 1. 
1971 : 
• ."And whereas a great many periodicals and newspapers 
originating inside and outside the province contain such 
advertising: 
• ."And whereas this legislation might in its strictest 
interpretation deny to libraries the ability to display and make 
available such periodicals and newspapers: 
• ."And whereas such restriction would thereby seriously 
impeded freedom of access to information and opinion and thus 
pose a threat to freedom of though and speech; 
.."Be it resolved that the British Columbia Library Association 
call upon the Government of British Columbia to amend or 
interpret this legislation in such a way as to assure continued 
freedom of access to the contents of all periodicals and 
newspapers through libraries." 
.•Terrace public library delegates Margaret A. Bartlett and 
Mary Anu Boyd attended the conference inVancouver on June 
18. 
PASTOR'S PEN 
BY REV. B.B. [ RUGGLES 
"Who says I must work for a of love for yourself when He 
living, hoaour tbe vows of lsays , "Love thy neighbor as 
marriage, tell the truth, respect theyself?" Yes, God does. 
the rights and property of !Being our Creator, Redeemer 
others? I can do what I please and Lord, He has every right to 
and who can make me do Iset up these laws. 
otherwise?" But, someone says, I do not 
Such a . . . . .  ~ believe in God. I do not believe 
-h'ileso h reofm~nanW,°r~ s aol~°r I intheBibleandlwilln°taccept 
P P Y Y these laws. You are right. You society today. Lest you 
misunderstand me thay are not 
all young people who say these 
things. They often reject 
everything that belongs to what 
i s  popularity called "the 
establishment," even the good. 
When it is too late many are 
going to awaken to the fact that 
they have thrown out the baby 
as well as the bath 'water. 
Change simply for the sake of 
change is never a right motive 
and will lead to worse errors 
than the first. 
Who says, a man "must work 
or he should not eat?" God 
does! Who says that marriage 
is honorable in all, and the bed 
undefiled but whoremongers 
and adulterers God will judge?" 
God! 
Who says that "all liars shall 
have their part in the lake which 
burneth with fire and 
brimstone?' Again it is God. 
Who says that you shall "not 
s~teal? '' G6d! Who puts all 
human relationships on the par 
don't have to do so; but you are 
no different from the thousands 
of others who since the 
beginning of time have taken 
the same attitude. 
Breaking God's laws, 
however, brings its penalty. 
Simply refusing to accept hem 
or believe in Him will not 
release you from the 
consequences. War, disease, 
suffering, injustice, death and 
all the other evils about us are 
the consequences of God's 
broken laws. Don't let anyone 
fool you. You will not solve 
these things by disregarding 
His laws. 
There is only one solution to 
the dilemma we are in. Jesus 
Christ has the only answer. 
Look to Christ for forgiveness 
and power to obey His laws. 
Only then will you know the true 
meaning of life and find peace. 
Jesus said, "I am come that you 
might have life, and that you 
might have it more 
abundantly." 
Improve 
libraries 
Ter race  L ib rary  
representat ives  heard 
proposals for sweeping changes 
to improve library service in 
British Columbia at the" 60th 
annual conference of the British 
Columbia Library Association. 
Margaret A. Bartlett and 
Mary Ann Boyd, who attended 
the conference in Vancouver 
June t8, heard a panel report on 
reactions to discussions at the 
recent Citizen's Conference on 
Libraries in Victoria. 
The one-day citizen's 
conference, sponsored by the 
provincial government as a 
Centennial Event, attracted 
about 250 community leaders 
from throughout British 
Columbia to discuss the future 
of libraries. 
Panelists at the British 
Columbia Library Association 
were Vancouver Board of Trade 
president William Hamilton; 
Vancouver public library board 
member James L. Duncan; 
Community Arts Council 
executive-member David 
Devine and Fraser Valley 
Regional Library Board 
executive Mrs. Ella Pretty. 
Regional conferences will be 
held in 1972 to provide citizens 
throughout the province with an 
opportunity to air their views 
and learn of proposals to 
improve library services. 
Three 
per  cent 
surtax cut 
OTTAWA - Payroll deduc- 
tions of income taxes will 
remain at their current scale 
until August 1, and then be cut 
to eleminate the three-per-cent 
surtax announced Friday by 
Finance Minister Benson. 
A spokesman for the national 
revenue department said the 
department has started to 
prepare new tax deduction 
tables for use by employers in 
making up payrolls. They will 
be ready for distribution about 
July 15. 
TALL TRIBE DISCOVEREI~ 
A tribe with an average 
height of more than six feet was 
discovered in 1956 on the island 
of New Britain in New Guinea. 
• Patients at the Workmen's Compensation 
Board Rehabilitation Clinic in Vancouver regain 
strength and endurance during gymnasium 
sessions. WCB remedial gymnast Gordon 
Stavely (right), offers encouragement to hese each day. 
No-fault death 
payment passed 
An amendment o the no-fault 
benefit  portion of the 
Compulsory  Automobi le  
Insurance Pol icy has been 
passed by Order-in-Council, 
lifting the 180 day limitation for 
no-fault death payment. 
Attorney-General Peterson 
said "this amendment requires 
insurance companies to pay no- 
fau l t  death payments to the 
victim's spouse or dependents, 
regardless of how long after the 
accident death occurs. The test 
in the future will be whether the 
accident is the direct cause of 
death, whenever death occurs." 
He added " I  brought the matter 
to the attention of the 
Automobile Insurance Board of 
British Columbia for study and 
they have now recommended. 
unanimouslythis amendment o 
the Automobi le Insurance 
Regulations•" 
Death Benefit payments are 
based on the age and status at 
the date of the accident of the 
deceased, in a household where 
a spouse or dependent survive, 
For example, if the head of a 
ho~ehold, who is defined as the 
[] SALE M MACLEODS 
Lawn Ohairs 
Reduced to  
Asst.  Co lors  
$4.99 
Ohildrens 
Gym Slides 
7 ft. 
, $14.95 
Reg. $6.89 
Reg" $20:95 
Sale 
Bar-B-Que 
Jubilee 
Lawn Mower 
Cyc lone  Deck  - 22"  Cut 
3V2 H .P .  Br iggs  & St ra t ton  
Motor  
Now Sel l ing At  $ 8 9 " 9 5  
Electric 
Lawn Mower 
Cyc lone  Deck  . 18" Cut 
1~4 H.P.  Motor  
Reg. $68.50 
.ow $59,96 
• _ | 
Gardens., 
Wheel Barrows" 
$11.49." ": r . ;  d ~ " " ' t. d " : . L ' 
' ,Sa le  ,qp,  
News briefs 
. .TORONTO"- Provincial 
Secretary ~ John  Ynremko 
nnneanced Monday new 
regulati0ns relaxing Ontario" 
drinking laws, Including the 
fight to order a drink without 
buying, a meal in a dining 
!ounge, except on Sundays. 
..The change, a long  with 
others; w i l l  become effective 
about mid.July. 
..Another change will see the 
reappearance ,  a round 
Christmas, : of 40-ounce bottles 
of hard liquor. 
..To conform with federal 
legislation, Ontario l iquor 
outlets will open after ~e'.pells 
close on election days.  
;.Dandng and dinner music In 
dining lounges and dining 
rooms will be permitted On 
Sundays. ~ 
..Liquer~ candles will now be 
available with up to five per 
cent alcohol by weight. 
• •Apartment and condominium 
residents will be permitted to 
drink a beer an they,lounge 
around their pools. 
. .The Ontario Liquor Control 
Boar d will establish a duty.free 
liquor store at To¢'onto 
International Airport for 
international frights, - 
18 I I  
Now Only 
person with the greater income 
in the year preceding the date 
of death, regardless of sex, is 
killed, leaving a spouse and two 
dependents between the ages of 
ten and sixty-four years of age, 
the following benefits would be 
paid: 
Cash: $5,000.00 plus $2,000.00 - 
$7,000.; Weekly: $50.00 plus 
$20.00 equals $70.00 times 104 
weeks $7,280 for a total of 
injured workmen as they get back into shape In 
preparation for the reutrn to work. About 600 
i, jured workmen receive physiotherapy, 
occupational nd remedial therapy at the Clinic, 
If you have time and energy 
to mow a lawn for a senior 
citizen phone Terrace 
Community ResOurces at 635- 
5702. 
When you 
don ' t  know who 
to turn to . . . 
TURN TO US WITH 
$14,2 0• CONFIDENCE I 
180 day limitation originally I [ ~  M KAYS ,1 
came into effect with the No- a~ 
Fault Plan in January 1, 1970. ' " 
All other Provinces in Canada IJ FUNERAL !1 Witha l l  these new.style rules and regulatlone, theearly 
s.,, .a .e .  I!111 This new amendment will U/ '~"  " -- |1 heroes of Cap Stadium wouldn ' t  recognize the old ball  
make British Columbia the first I~"  ~"  r I%/N~F I game today.  But, they'd st i l l  spprec late  one style: Old 
Provincetohavenolimitation-IISlIIII. Phone,3s-2,,4 II Style. It's still brewed with natural Ingredients and 
While it is not possible to Terrace, B.C | plenty of time. Still brewed in B.C. for Old Style flavour. 
make sueh a regulat ion i " I1  ~ 
Peterson has recommended erving Kitimaf . 
that insurance companies settle/I I I - ' :. 
outstanding claims under the /I 1111"B  • _ , ~_,,_ I I  ' I~r.F.l~ 
aO, ,,a,  ou,r. , 
between the let day of January i=.t - _ .. _..=z.t.~rJ.t~.=~,_ ~= ;. . . . .  , ,.,' -.,, ~..,. ,~,~:.~,,,x~,,,,.~- " " " . 
'1970 andthiS date. ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  - ~~ . . . . . . .  ~,.~% ::~:~:~ '~7" ~ ~ " " " . . . .  • " 
- - " . . . . . . . . .  J .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,'~,.~...~ ;  ,, .... ,,. ,~-.., .... ~.-~. • .oc- . . . . . .  ., ..... 
Premier 
Bennett 
reports 
I 
JANUARY 16,1971 788,000 British Columbians gainfully employed 
$. \ 
.MAY 22, 1971 841,000 British Columbians gainfully employed 
J 
53 pl ,000 more pen e atwork 
. I wish to draw attention to my policy statement in my budget address . . 
presented in the Legislature on •February 5, 1971, which reads as fol lows: " ' 
" l t ' i s  our wish, it is our desire, it ' is our determinat ion,  that more jobs 
• be created within British Columbia. The Government wil l  not on ly take  
action on its own account, it will seek the co-operat ion of business, of 
labour, of all segments of the economy and especia l ly  from every . 
: cit izen in this Province to bring" this about. I want to stress that this - ( , (  
• ., -. is the min imum objective, let nobody say it is the maximum• The mini. .' . . . .  (, 
, .- . mum objective this year is to increase the number  of jobs of people 
• ""..,il . .  gainful ly employed from October 1, 1970 to October 1., 1971 by a mini., , : ~: 
. .~ . ' : i '~  . ~ , . .  mum of 25~,000. '' . . 
Mr. Barrett, the' leader of the opposition hasasked  p'ublicly: "Where, , ~!, . , . '  a 
" . . . . .  are the jobs Premier Bennett' promised?" ,- " • . . . .  
. I am glad to announce that in accordance with the latest f igures  o i  the . ' ~, 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Ottawa, Which have just been released, 
the number of people gainful ly employed in' British Columbia 'has " " 
"~:~ } :i!": ~ ' , .  increased by 53,000 between January 16, 1971 and May 22, 197L,.  /::.iii;~:i::~i:::: ' i.= : :": i 
:.~, , :,:~ !: ~:" i .  Even compared to'0ctober.17, 1970, the number  of Brit ish Columblar~s..:~:~:~:~ . . .  .... ~,.. 
.... gainful ly employed has increase'd, by,37,000. 
• 1 
. " . .... . . . : '  'Our  f i rm policy. My go.vernment.belleves that unemployment  in Br i t ish .... . ;.,,,..:,,;':; ,-; . . . .  ~i 
: . . . .  . i !  Columbia is sti l l  far too high, but in spite of thethousands stHi flocking' ~t ."  : ~,:~-,.,. . :. 
• '/'~::!'~;i.:;.: - .  to our province, unemployment has dropped.by 21,000 from January . " ...... :" " "' 
- 16,-.1971 to. May. 22, 1971, The, policies we have inaugurated in all . . . . .  
• .:!:, : sectors of the economy will hopefully reduce It much further; A huge ' ~ 
' . : . .  ! "  ~1 expansion of activity.' in reforestation, hydro development; h i g h w a y s ;  ~ i ,~/ i  ' ,~  ,~' . : . i '  ' 
construction, Provincial parks and the extensions to the PGEiscreatiiig. :. i~; :':: i: i ~"~ ...... ~" ; ~;:  I 
• ;ii':i.?/':" . . . . . .  more new jobs for I~ritish Columbians every month; " ~".-,:. ~.~;',. ...... 
' :.'"'::.;, ?~:i!;;;":/;i:~".~,~:~-~ hd:~overn'ment of the!Provlnce"0i B ritl~li!.C6i u nl 6Is.. ! ! i ~ ! "  ' r k ' " " ~ , ~' " ' " ' ' .~. . ' ' : '~ .  ~;~1:4  d' ~: ' ~N ~:  
' ..,'. ' '," he. ! HonoiJrable"W,' ~,.O;;Ben nett;" P reml  '-~''; :~: ~"~:'~:';~"? 
- - , , r  " / '  
.ttlt~z~..~UA¥, JUN~ 2q. 19"/1 
1,  
LEARNING TO SWIM .10 
with HARRY McPHEE 
BACKSTROKE ELEMENTARY 
This stroke is another in the 
class of ."resting strokes" pro- 
bably One of the better, ones 
because there is :no" problem 
with breathing and at the end 
of each: stroke the body giideS 
quite e..asiiy through the water. 
Assume .the position ,o.f the: Star- 
fish float on the back 0nl.top 
of the water, arms and legs 
-~pread w!de apart in the shape 
of a star. The arms and legs 
move simultaneously in•this 
stroke. The arms both moving 
|0gerber bend at the • elbows, 
the hands, turn•outwards slightly 
and are cupped pulling• down 
towa r(Is the waist. : 
When::the hands reach that 
position there should bc a pause 
to let;the body glide. After this 
comes the recovery of the arms, 
the elbows bending again and 
drawing the hands up the side 
of ~thebody to the outstretched 
position over the head. 
' :  " " . i  
r 
The legs also move simult- 
aneously. The feet should drop 
down'wards and turn outwards 
with the-legs bending at the 
knees,~ now the knees are 
straightened and thus pushing the 
feet away from the body at the 
same .time the feet kick and 
turn •inward to the pointed toes 
position with legs "squeezing 
together and closing in the ex- 
tended position. This i s  now 
where the glide commences." 
Recovery of the legs iis.made 
by again bending the •legs with 
the knees g0ing outwards, and 
drawing the feet underneath and 
tolthe outstretched wide position. 
So to "recap, legs and' arms 
always: move together and re- 
member: to ;allow the body. to 
glide after the coml~letion of 
every cycle: 
• Breathing is ensy and can be 
tLmed to suit each individual. 
It can be said that this stroke 
is likened to a frog kick. 
LEARNING TO SWIM - ]1 " BE 
SIDESTROKE. 
This stroke is another ofthose 
classed as "resting strokes" 
that can be swum when a swim- 
me.r ,becomes tired or has a 
cramp etc. It also is one of•the 
best strokes to be used for life 
saving.' The body lies parallel 
to and on top of the water on 
its side, for the sake of ease 
¢ 
we will assume the 1ell side. 
The 1ell arm is extended over 
the head underwater, the r!ght 
arm is straigil[ down the right 
side of the body. The feet are 
together. The ~ "pull." stroke of 
the left arm and the recovery 
stroke of the right arm are op- 
posite although they work to- 
gether. 
The .'lefL ell)ow bends, the. 
hand is cupped and the arm 
is pulled forward and stops aL 
chest level. Meanwhile the righL 
arm recovers by bending and 
bringing the right hand in front 
of the chest. Thi s is one com-- 
(ClIu at 
flct¢ sh'oke of th~ arms. Nuw 
the opposite Occurs.' The left 
arm is then straightepcd out 
pushing the hand back to its 
starting position over the head• 
,The ~ight hand (cupped) then 
makes the PUSh stroke• back to 
lhe thigh simdltaneously.. 
The legs., have to perform a 
scissor like movement from !he 
hips, both knees ~ bending and 
legs opening nn~. the left arm 
recovery movement. They then 
straighten,out and close, en the 
righ[ arm push strokeJ There 
should be a definite pause at 
the end.of each stroke, provid- 
ing the glide for the resting 
stroke. ~ : " . . 
• The side stroke may be swum, 
iust as easily on either side; 
remembering though tbat the 
top leg must go forward to 'per, 
form the scissor kick. If it goes 
backward this st/'oke Js then 
called the Inverted Side stroke 
as used in towing a bqdy in most 
life saving maneuvres. 
rid Save) 
Terrace • ~' RCMP are 
investigating a break-in ai 
Tillicum Drive,in :. Theatre 
Tuesday ih.which severa! b0xes 
of chocolate hare, candy and ice ' 
cream were st01en, Entry was 
gained through a side door te 
the concession stand at the 
theatre on Keith avenue. 
XXXXX " 
Another break in '  was 
reported a t  Blakeburn 
Construction compound, and 
thieves made off with a skillsaw 
and smashed into a power pole. A similar accident ~rnd  in 
His vehicle suffered $I,000 Thornhiil Wectnesday morning 
damage,'bpt he was uninjured ,beverly Bujtas was struck by a 
intheaecident. He was charged logging truck driven~by Don 
with driving with a blood- Apolczer. Apolczer stopped at 
alcohol level in excess of .08. the stop signat the intersection 
x x x x x x - : of Celgar oad and Highway 16, 
. . . .  but *proceeded to • cross ~ the 
At 11:45 p.m. on June 22, a highway, striking the Bujtas 
two-car cullisienoccured atthe car. The truck was unharmed 
intersecUon of Lakelse Avenue in the accident, but the car 
and C~intnn Street. Wallace suffered $500 damages. ~ 
Morin of Kitimat was driving Apolczer~ was charged with 
east on Lakelse Avenue when a failing to yield right-of-way... 
car driven by Phillip Leib of 
Terrace pulled out from a stop 
/ Tei:raceKinsmen produCed ::': ' 
~their fourth annual flower plant- ~ 
out last Sunday - In the l'ain, : 
• . "  ' . .  . 
The ~club ,placed 43 barrel 
flower-planters on  Terrace 
streets../Ea~ ~ planter ' contains 
24 pz:ofessionally.tended flowers 
which should ~oen be in bloom. 
The beautification project 
was made possible through 
subscriptions from local 
businesses and industry. 
valued at $90, and siphoned gas 
from a car parked in" the 
compound. The theft occured 
sometime Tuosday night, and 
was reported a t  8:00 a.m.. 
Wednesday. 
XXXXX 
Two Terrace. women; 
Barbara Wine and •Carol 
Machura were apprehended as
they were leaving the premises 
of Traders Finance at 2:00 a.m. 
Tuesday. The women were 
charged with Breaking and 
Entry, although nothing was 
stolen. Machura was sentenced 
to three months imprisonment 
and Wine was given a term of 
six months imprisonment. 
• XXXXXX 
Since June 20, there have 
been four ac(:idents reported. 
On June 20 at 7:30 a.m. a car 
• driven by Harry Holmes of 
Kitimat left the road on the 
Williams Creek fiats, south of 
Terrace on Highway 25. His 
cpr, was totalled~ but Holmes 
was not injured. He was 
charged with driving without 
due care and' attention. 
xxxxx  
'On June 20 at 8:55 p.m., Ian 
Hickman of Terrace drove his 
car out from an alley on Lazeile 
avenue, lost control of his car 
s..nds,ammedintoh,m. A I totalof$800damagewasdoneto Den's Non'! Wear Winner 
beth cars, but no injuries were ef the  Fathers Dal Free D/aw 
sustained. Leib was charged ' 
with failing to yield right-of- FOR A FORTRI : : L  BLAZER AND SLACKS 
way. FROM" . . " 
Philip knocksll I.Wl ' 
common 
market  
.. LONDON - Prince Philip is in 
hot water over a speech 
warning of dangers to a- 
griculture if Brit an should join 
the common market. 
..In a speech Monday to the 
*Royal Agricultural Society of 
.the Commonwealth Prince 
Philip said the Common Market 
farm system had "completely 
upended" some long-standing 
agricultural patterns in 
member countries. 
• .Britain and the market 
reached agreement on U.K. 
entry this week. Entry to the 
common market is 
"unpopular" amongst most 
Britons. 
TERRACE 
WAS Mrs.  S. Halos ,~-n~ KIT IMAT"  
. ¢ASSIAR ~ OONSTRUGTION LTB' ' 
"Planners & Builders of Quality Homes" 
PHONE MR. A. SCHWAIGER 635-5220 
FOR SALE: One.me'., ~-  ~ sq. ft. home on Apple 
Street. 3 bedrooms, "--ll~L ~ l . t~ ,~ basement, electric heal, 
roughed in plumbing Full price $22,$00, with 
S2,500 down. 
One more "large family ho~ l ~ ~ subdivision on Benner 
Street. Open to realist" ~ ~  ,wn payment or trade, 
1536 sq. ft. with 2 baths. ~ %,=|1 carpeting, fireplace, full 
basement, carport, sun .~g. 
• .~ l l~£~ l~ l l~ l  
awa 
rr ed 
',. Court of Appeal 
Monday that the 
rernment was Wrong. 
g the Juvenile age ~ P E C I A L S  
to 17 for criminal / 
ms. Thre  judges 
juveniles are boys. 
t8 years of age and 
L must be~prbceeded ~ I ' ' k 
juvenile court ~..~.- -~.:.- . ................. :,, .~, .. . . . . . . . . . .  : .... • .............. 
, i s ionover ru leda  June 24 26 court judgement 
t Provincial court 1 
:oceod with the trial. 
,ear-old youth on 
theft and possession 
nobile.' [ i Lac l - ies- -B iou-ses . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ! I~l ,  I, l[::; l[,/ t~ l.4~ When the case came before the / ~ ! 
Provincial Court Judge J.J. ~ Short sleeve, perma press, A .as  A A  
Skeenaview Ilospital. in Anderson in Vancouver last 
Terrace. with 300 beds for male December the defence ~ sizes 10-20, assor tedco lo rs  ~ TAW • I " I (111  
patients, and active contended that he accused was Woolworth Low Price 4r.. F°r.l* VV 
recreational and occupational a child Under the Juvenile 
I 
1_ 
Iwogrammes. A third facility, .Delinquents'Act, and that the 
the Dellview Hospital, islocated-ordinary courts had no Denim F la re  Jeans  
at Vernon. and provides jurisdiction over him. Girls 
accommodation for 239 - -  6 9 5  patients. Judge Anderson agreed: the Washable, long wearing sizes 7-12 G.W.G. 
Crown then applied ~ to the B•C. ~ Woolworth Low Price n 
problems by working together ..Due to the success of the Supreme Court for a W~it of 
at a variety of activities in treatment programmes in these Mandimus directing him to ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ~ - - ~  
occupational therapy, geriatric facilities, Combined proceed withthe trial. The i i  
• with thededicationofthestaff defence appealed and Mr. Mens Flare Jeans _ . . _  uenim Flare Jeans - ! 
• .Valleyview llmpital has 767 wire work with the aged sick, Justice A. Bruce Robertson 
many of the patients are able to ~mt lm concluded that d[ $ a 1970 G.W.G. Kings waist sizes 29-36 washable, R-R I  G.W.G. Washable, long wearing, sizes 2-6x i~ U_J~ beds and is the Provinces be discharged to private proclamationlowering theage 
facilitylargest forandthe moSttreatmentmodernand place'ments, boarding homes or to 17 was beyond the power of long wear ing Woolworth Low Price Vl IV~ Woow_.: I 0 r th  Low Price • - - l ' _ _ lVV  J 
eare of elderly e-itizens nursing homes. ' the governor in council. ~ , ~  - 
sufferiag from mental - " -- - n 
dLJSOrders. The hospital LE. PRUDEN REALTY Ltd .  ~ / s , m , l , x l  Woolworth  Low Price Vaa lWV Boys Denim Jackets  provid s active tr atment and a '  n '~"  
relnabilitatioq programmes, . • . .  ~ 
m 
,-, o . ,  ° ' - ' r  , .  woo, or,..ow  r,.o - " - - - -  |'angeaad its facilitieSof diagnosticinclude a wideand ~ PHONE 635-6371 . JL~ Be G.w.G. Washab,e. ,o,u we~ri,g sues 3-6x l l i . a . ' i  
treatment services, for patients .. Very atlraetive three hedroom home eontsining just under Western  
] " - , -  • who may require minimal, 1200sq. feet of living area. In additiontothemain floor the Permanent Press Assorted colors Sizes 8-16 4 O 0  ' """  Shirts intermediate, or a full full basement is partially finished with rumpus room and 
complement of nursing fireplace, fourth bedroom plus exfra bathroom. Alsonicely Woolworth Low Price . "1 'B i t  sen'vices. | .on  ,eo o,..rte  co,or ..rm  .jzn  landscaped Iol. Owner is transferred and anxious to sell. • 
..A second gel'tattle ..Drive by 4715.Olson Ave. and then call us for an I [[ press sizes 4 -6x  Woolworth Low lPrice ~ i1~11~'~ .m- l ]  
ps.vchiatricfaeilityoperatedby appoinlme, tloview. Thls home is in immaculate condition Boys F lare Jeans . _ - t  , ___ . . . . . . .  
the Me:dal Ilealth Branch is, diningand eo.htains two large bedrooms, kitchen, livingruom a n d a r ,  e . Walllowallinliv~ing room and dining area. The (Washab le ,  long wearing, sizes 8.16 4 . 9 M t  ,0 ,8 -Sh i ; i , - -~- , - " . . -=- - - - - -  - - - .~" .  
spacious kitchen boasts 10ts of cupboard space, built in range / Woolworth L Low Price - - -  I -  ~ - - 
a~ld oven as Well as' room for a breakfast nook. There is a ~--'----~-----~--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ] 
3rdbedroominlhe.full basement. Priced at S2S,SOOwith Wester. -Styio--HatsY Short sleeve, perma press, s t r ipedand plain, ' 9  _~ l~ 
O~'d~r  v '~ '  to  1~ : immediatepossessi0n. ' ,  " sizes 4~x W 01worth U0w Pr i ce  ; ::. ' :~ I IVV:  
.. Thisbrandlnewllome may haveeverylhing you are looking Cool, comfortabie,~ long wear ing S,M 4E  . . ,q l l l i l i  o J~ 
..The Salvation Army'j Red 'for. Th/'ee bedrooms', carpeting in livingroom, large kit|hen 
Slfleld campaign has exceeded wilh dining.area. Attractive'fireplace plus 2rid one roughed Woolworth Low P&i~:e , am m~w 
in in the full basement. Laundry faci.litles on the main floor. !: 
its 1971 goal by approximately Natural 'gas/heat and carport. Locate~ on a quiet dead end, 
$4,o. " ' ..Envoy Bill Young ~eporled street. Full price S26,800 with excellent financing available. 
that'a total of $4,872.93 was ..Older~'fype two' bedroom home located on lust over'one 
collected in the Terrace- acre. Properly is mostly cleared and has a nice area in 
. , ,  o.,  , ,o_ . , _  ts : : $45111) campaign objective. / • on:acohci'ete foundation. Asl~liig only $12,500." * ' 
~.ln 1970. Terraee-Kltlmat I ,jOZ e BOO 
. residents contributed $4,245.97 .". Overt200square fe t e".livlng area located on a half acre' sLI .i~m d?t~: i~ l ,  n, .Q~?s h~a b e F !~ r?a  r lutlneltedShleldeampalgn. .oi."ThlSsolldlyb'uillhomehasmanye}(cellentfeatures S ,  Men| Western 4 B 0  Assorted colors and Sizes, A' 'BB 'L  A ~  ' " ~"  " ': : i'~ A  ~ ' ; i 
maki',g It • desireable home for re|overage family eta top quality leather made ql~ - I l i a  l i f t  "1 '  II I I~ - -B~l  ~M I1'~' 1 in" , '  
' ' . . . . . . . . . .  moderah~ price. Thethree bedrooms aro~all • good size, plus " ....... " i ' "  i ":~. , ' g ." g ' '  S i ' . . . .  Woolworth Low Price V i I l l i~ . )  
I f  r U ; 0 t0 i  L n'r, H IWel  0.DI po(entlalfor a4thbedroom. Extra large kitchen and eating 8-18 assorted (:olors Woolworth Low 'Price l 
area. Lots of storage facilities..Priced at $16,000. Call us for 
. . . .  . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  9§  16 ,96 ,  
' " .... " [-I;adio  -nku;-oS-- ,hddrens  Western  an appointment ,o vlew. - ~[~ ' '- '= ~"~' i Assorted/colors , and :sizes, l~  
" i "  ~ I ~  -; , Long , sleeve,: permal press Sizes ''O:~','O r ' , ~ '  U O  } ' durab le  and, long wearing O ,  ' 
• I 7Woolworth Low Pric e . .:..~./ , ) j : " , " . . , ,  vmvu } Woolworth Low)PriCe .'..::. , i l  It: ; 
; i " ' ' :;': ~1 ' ~ " • II I L]IPLI~IJJ_IIII - -~ ;  ..................................... . . . . . . . .  ~ . . .  
• .Old age. at the best of times. 
can mean a lonely existence. 
bat when the aging process has 
brought with it some mental 
disorder then a further obstacle 
'Ires been added to what years 
remain. These patients of the 
Va l leyv iew I losp i ta l ,  
Essnndale. are learning to 
overconle some of their 
OPTOMETRIST ', 
Terrace Professional Building 
No. 103 • 4622 Grelg Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phono: 635.3239 
Hours: Tues. Jo Sit, 9:30 I.m 
to*$:30 p.m. 
% 
i,~m~Y PRuoE~-#~Uo 
• T, JOM SLEMK~)- I3S4~ 
".JOHN (;URP,iE t4S-SI~$ 
I ' l l i i l | !  
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3-  Births . t 
DUCKMANTON - Mr.  & Mrs. 
Laverne Duckmanton (nee Jean 
Abel) are the proud parents of a 
baby glrl born KEMAL ANDREA, 7 
Lbs. 3 oz., May 31, 1971. Wickainnish 
Inn, Long Beach, B.C. (C•49) 
13- Personal 
Reduce the easy Slender Reducing 
Plan way. Eat three satisfying 
meals a day. $2.50 and $6.00 sizes. At 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. (C.41.3) 
Dentures wobbling? Gums 
irritated? Use Dentur.Eze. the soft 
plastic liner that is easily applied 
and lasts weeks. Makes dentures f it  
like new. Even the best.fitted 
dentures slip sometimes, use 
Dentur.Eze Cream Adhesive daily 
and enioY the foods you have been 
mlssing. New heavy.duty formula. 
Dentur.Eze $2.25 " regu lar"  or 
"quick.type"; Dentur-Eze Cream 
Adhesive • $1.25, at Terrace Drugs 
Limited. (C.49)-3) 
NOTICE 
I will not be responsible for any 
debts incurred by anyone but 
myself. Ken Roy. (P -49)  - -  J 
Boarding homes are required for 
native students tor the 71.72 term. J 
Phone 5.7127. (P-50) 
~rHERE ISACHOICE 
If you can't hear the music you like 
on the radio, come to the 
FL  AT  B U S H AVE.  N U E 
FREIGHTER, 4548 Lakelse . (C-49- 
31 
Reduce the easy Slender Reducing 
Plan way. Est -]hree satisfying 
meals a day. S2.50 and S6.00sizes. At 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. (C-38-3) 
Are you sick and tired of being s;ck 
and tired? Let AicoholicAnonymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
Building at Kalum and LakelseAve. 
For information write Box S64 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 635.2830 or 
635.3448. ,, . . . .  / : 
Chemical Insecticides are not the 
last word, but lhey last longest. (P- 
50) 
Wanted - People who love good 
music. Come in and browse at the 
Flatbush Avenue Freighter. 
EVERYTHING THATS GOOD FOR 
YOUR HEAD (C.46-3) ' 
Worried about falling hair, dandruff, 
or scaly, itchy scalp? Try Lanex, a 
new scalp treatment, Lanolin based. 
Greaseless. Satisfaction or money 
back. $2.50 per jar, at Terrace Drugs 
Limited. (C.43.3) 
ATTENTION LOCAL ARTISTS 
Handicraft shop opening soon in 
Kitimat, B.C. requires original art 
work;  paintings, ceramics, 
needlework anyth ing  you enjoy 
creating. To be taken on 
consignment. For further 
information contact "The Eleventh 
House" Box 125, Klflmat. (C.50.3] 
14-  Business Personal 
|, BER.,NASEW,NGMACH,NES I 
|" Thompson Bernina Now I 
I Located In i 
J ELKEN MERCANTILE J 
| 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Jl 
"I Phone 635.2552 (CTF) 
5AV.MORE BL)ILDERS CENTRE 
LTD. 
4827 Kelth Ave" Terrace 
Phone 635.7224 
for 
Building Materials 
Millwork 
Tested Trusses 
Drafting, estimating, blueprinting 
and 
NOR-PINE HOMES, 
The pre-fab home built in Terrace 
(CTF) 
• I I f I r ii 
WATER WELLS 
Call your  locally owned. 
company 
'Io serve you better. 
A l lwork  guaranteed. 
cLEARwATER ~ 
DRILLING LTD. 
Hwy. 16 Easl Terrace, B.C. 
: iPhone 635-6106 ' :  
~i';; Evenings 635'3676 ('i I 
14-  Business Personal 
Come for a Holiday. To Neave's 
Resort on Francois Lake. Boats & 
Motors. Store and Post Office. 
Phone 695.6301. Contact: Hugh & Jo 
Neave. Francois Lake, B.C. 
(CT-1) 
i BAKER'S KALUM SERVICE i 
~;412 Hwy. 16 W. Terrace I 
Ph. 635.2882 I 
Buy $3.00 or moregas and get free I 
draw ticket of $50.00 watch. Draw II 
July 1, 1971 (CT.50) | 
I LAPIDARY: Quality findings for 
tumbted stones at good prices. Free 
i price list from ROCK CRAFT, 1125. 
8th Avenue East, Prince Rupert. 
(CT.49) 
Start your own business with $56.00 
capital. Dealers wanted. Send $2.00 
for information and samples• Sones, 
Box 507, Calgary 2. Alberta. (P.49) 
li T& T 
MILLWORK 
f 
windows, doors 
custom built cabinets, 
renovations 
4626 - A Davis Ave., 
Phone: Bus. 635-7775 
Res: 635-6694 
or 635-5966 (CTF) 
SOUTH PARK HOLIDAY 
TRAI LERS & CAMPERS 
(Hitches. mirrors etc.] 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5506 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
PhOne 635.2033 (CTFI 
WATER WELL DRILLING 
By the foot or package price. 
Water or no Charge in most areas. 
All wells screened, pump tested 
and Guaranteed sand free. 
Phone 635.4333 or 635.5043 
R.J. LETOURNEAU 
R.i<. 2, Terrace 
(P-51) 
For Rototilling, post hole digging, lot 
clearing, backfilling, etc. Phone 635- 
6782 (P-49) 
COWBOY CATALOGUE Lee 
Riders, Levi's, Boots, and shirts. All 
18. Help Wanted-  Male 
Require young man as shipper- 
receiver. Must have drivers licence. 
Apply 4S17 Lakelse Ave., (P•43) 
25-  Situations Wtd., 
- Female 
I Will do bookkeeping and payroll| 
in my home. Books will be picked I
up and delivered. Phone 635.5270| 
(P.49) I 
28 - Furniture for Sale• 
3 Bedroom grouping now available 
from Fred's• Included are 2 p~ece 
chesterfield, 5 piece kitchen, table 
set, 3 piece bedroom suite. Priced 
from $497 or complete with $600 
value consul color TV from $997. 
Contact Fred's Furniture, 4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635- 
3630 or Fred's Refrigeration Ltd., 
Ltd., 222 City Center, Kitimat, B.C. 
Phone 632•3632. (CTF) 
FOR SALE 
SIMPSONS SEARS 
SUMMER CLEARANCE 
SPECIALS 
1 only. 18 cu. ft. coldspot, side by side 
refrigerator freezer. Regular 519.90 
Now 479.98. 
1 only 18 hp Evinrude motor 1970 
model Reg. 654.00 Now 599.95. 
1 only. 12 ft. aluminum car top boat. 
Slightly damaged Reg. 279.98 Now 
239.98. 
1 only 4 hp Evinrude motor 
demostrator. Reg. 279.00 Now 249.00 
1 only 25" Silvertone color T.V. 
mediterrean style cabinet. Auto 
matic f ine tuning. Reg. 789.95 Now 
759.95 
1 only i/~,, Craftsman Industrial 
rated drill. Reg. 59.08 Now 54.88 
1 only Craftsman sabre saw. ~/~ hp. 
Reg. 29.80 Now 21.80 
I only Lady Kenmore elect, range, 
meat probe, rotissiere, infinite heat, 
easy clean oven. Reg. 294.8n Now 
254.68. 
3 only 18 cu. ft. coldspot freezers. 
Reg. 204.98. Now 189.90 
2 only.  22 cu. ft. coldspot freezers. 
Reg..229.98 Now 204.98 
3 only 19 inch Sears color portable 
TV's Automatic fine tuning slide 
controls. Reg. 499.95 Now 459.95. 
Sale Ends Sat. June 26th. at 6 pm. 
Shop Simpsons Sears 4550 Lakelse or 
call 635.2218. 
For Sale: One washing machine. 
Simplicity spin dry. Phone 635'.3026 
(P.49) 
For Sale: 29 cu. ft. Westinghouse 
deep freeze. Excellent condition. 
Phone 632.3608 Kitimat. (C.49) 
Are you paying too much for 
furniture? If so try our furniture 
renting plan. We rent complete 
household furniture including TV 
riding gear and western dress. I with option to buy. Freds Furnilure 
Write for free mail order catal0gue. J 4434 Lakelse Ave. 635.S630. (CTF) 
Riley & McCormick Ltd., 1929 - 10 
Ave. S.W. Calgary 4, Alberta. (C.49) 
ALLAN J.McCOLL 
NOTARY PUBLH; 
4646 LakelseAve. 
Phone 635.7282 
Res. 635.2662 
Terrace, B.C. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
"Spring is here and we have 
openings for full or part time 
Rawleigh Dealers around Terrace. 
Start on our Capital. Be your own 
boss. Write Rawlelgh's, Dept. E.177. 
22, 589 Henry Ave., Winnipeg 2, 
Man." 
(C-S0) 
FRANK'S  TELEVIS ION 
AND ELECTRONIC  
SERVIC ING 
Phone 635-3715 10:00 a.m.. 10 
For Your Radio and T.V. Repairs 
Phone 635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
• FRED'S FURNITURE 
,(a division of Fred's Refrigeratio.~) 
(CTF) 
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For service to refrigerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill Webb a1635.2188. [CTF) 
Tree Pruning 
Lawns Constructed 
& Maintsined 
Landscaping 
~h0n.e...~35:37_ I S5 
GENERAL ROOFING " 
• NO lob lbobtg 
No I~  too s~nell 
,~e y .o~r oofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD." 
~l~en~al. Roofing (i~onded) 
=h¢)tle"~lght or day 635.2724. 
PICTURE FRAMES 
framing of paintings, pictures 
'photos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. 50 frame styles to 
choose from. 635.2188. (CTF) 
i 
TONY'S MOB iLE HOME 
Servlc~RVlCE & REPAIRS 
~or Complete Installation & 
Blocking & Hook-up all Services 
3klrttng" & Porches & 
i ~ismantellng CTF) 
Phone 635.7049 Terrace, B.C. i 
20-  Help Wanted 
- Female 
RELIEF KITCHEN MAID 
TWO REQUIRED 
To' work weekends and staff 
holidays. Salary: $18.50 per day. 
Competition No. 71:429. 
This competition reguires that 
candidates have Secondary School 
Entrance qualifications and some 
, experience as a waitress of kitchen 
maid. Cleanliness Io on Important 
factor. 
Appllconls for this position must 
be Canadlon citizens or British 
sublects. 
. Obtain epplleatlon from 
Government Agent, 4506 Lskelse 
Av~,nue, Terrace and return to: 
: Prlhclpol " 
, B.C. Vocational School • Terrace 
Box .726 
,Terrace, B.C, 
not Ister.thsn June 25, 1971, 
~tt) 
33 - For Sa le .  Misc. 
For Sale: T.V. trays, binoculars, 
electric broom, dog accessories, and 
insulated kennel, medicine 
cupboard, bird cage. Lazy.boy 
chair, Phone 63S.76,t3. (P.49) 
For Sale: One tanned goat rug. For 
more information phone 635-5797. 
(P-4g) 
For sale 670 x 15 winter tire 
$5.00; Trailer h~TCn for 65-67 
Peril'lee $6; 756 Muller St., 
Thornhill. (STF) 
Set of summer tires. G.78.14. $50.00. 
9 x 11' Tent outstde frame. $50.00. 
Power saw STIHL in good condition 
$50.00. Boat & Trailer with 25 hp 
Viking $650.00. or best offer. Phone 
635.6429. (P.50) 
For Sale: 1966 Winchester Gold 
Model 1894 Centennial Collectors 
Item, Browning 22 Cal. Slide action 
with scope, quick draw holster and 
bolt. Also Miscellaneous guns and 
hand guns. Offers? Phone 635.7706. 
(P.49) 
New and Used Furniture. Stoves, 
Fridges, Chesterfields, tables, 
chairs, deep freezers. Beds, Chest of 
drawers, bedroom suites. Valley 
Mobile homes. Junction Hwy. 16 & 
25. Phone 63S.4043. (C.52.3) 
AUCTION SALE 
2 P.M. Sunday, June 27 
Stove, Frldges, household items, 
tools, 2, 6.inch joiners, i - 12 inch 
Dewald radial arm saw, aluminum 
ladders, 2.man life raft. 200 pairs 
new ladies & childrens shoes plus 
many other new and used items. 
L.W. Sears Autction Sales, Hwy. 16 
E., 2 miles from Skeena Bridge. 
Phone 5.2414. (P.49) 
Anyone interested i~ a flea market 
contacl Sears Auction. Phone 635- 
2414. (P-51) 
2 only used 235 amp weld;rs 
complete with cables and ends. 
Price $230 each. 
1 only used 90 c.c. I<awasaki 
motorcycle $280 (cash only) 
1 only 250 c.c. Yamaha Twin 1970 
Model $550 
I only 14 foot fiberglass Runabout 45 
h.p. Westbend electric start end 
trailer $1100 
TRI CITY MOTORS 635.6368 - 4606 
Grieg Ave. Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
Italian made world famous 
Accordians. Direct from factory at 
less than half price. We send 
anywhere at our expense and 
guarantee. For details write or 
phone 563.7310 E. Masslni, 1921 
Upland St., Prince Geroge, B.C. 
(CT-1) 
f II 
BACKHOE FOR H IRE  
H0ur er Contract 
Reasonable 
PHONE 
• 635-3617 
ANYTIME 
h_ j I 
37 - Pets  
For Sole or Trade ; Horses and tack. " 
Phone .635.3266.Or 635-7472: (C~50.3) 
37-  Pets 
For Sale - 2 horses . 1 10 year old 
Black mare. $150.00. 1 4 year old 
black mare small pony. Good with 
children. $200.00. Phone 635.2933. (P. 
50) 
For Sale: Pure bred German short. 
hair polnteP with papers. Phone 
635-2017. (P:50) 
Registered Quarter Horses, sharp 
colored pony, well trained games 
horse, also a small gentle horse for a 
timid riderl See our truck this 
weekend at the Terrace Rodeo. Box 
562, Burns Lake, B.C. (P.49) 
Loveable Tiny Toy Peddles from 21/3 
to 6 Ibs. Registered. All ages. Mary 
Holder, Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. 
(P.1) 
38.  Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted: a heavy duty wheel barrow 
in good condition. Phone 5.5464. (P. 
49) 
Wanted to Buy 
Underdeve loped water f ront  
property. Pr ivate party. "No 
developer. Write R. Minnich, 4354 
Avon Dr. Lo Mesa, Calif. 92041. (C- 
41) 
Wanted to buy good used furniture. 
Contact Freds Furniture 635-3630. 
(CTF) 
39.  Boats & Eng ines  
For Sale: 15' fiberglass V.hull boat, 
60 h.p. Electric start motor, 16 ft. 
H.D. trailer, c.w skiing equipment. 
Phone 635.7436 (P-51) 
For Sale: 22" Plywood hull. Can be 
seen at 1804 Kenworth Rd. (P.49) 
118 Charger 15 tt. Chrsyler Boat, 75 
H.P. motor with electric starter. 
Included 1300 lb. Holsclaw trailer, 
plus many other accessories. Phone 
635.7028 after 6 (PT.49) 
41 . Machinery for Sale 
43 - Rooms for Rerq 
Flynn Apts. 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 (CTF) 
" THORNHILL NIOTEL 
& COFFEE SHOP 
Housekeeping Units 
Propane bottle tilting 
Pacific 66 Ges .~hd OII 
Highways 16 East (¢TF 
44-  Room & Board 
Room and board for one working 
man. Phone 625.2321 (CTF) 
Monthly room and weekend board 
available. Suitable for Nass Camp 
employee. Phone 635.7768-after 5 
p.m. (P.49) 
47 - Homes for Rent 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, 
unfurnished electric stove, ful l  
basement, new furnace, Available 
July 1 to steady employee. Phone 
635.5738 6.noon or after 7 p.m. or 5. 
6816 from 5.7 p.m. (CTF.T) 
For Rent: Rental unit with private 
end enclosed back yard. Close to 
school. Phone 5-7810. (P.50) 
3 bedroom home in Thornhill. Near 
Copper Mountain school. Phone 5- 
2603. (CTF) 
For. Rent . furnished newly 
decorated cabin. Close to school, in 
logging community. Apply 3707 
Kalum or Phone 635.6815 (P.49) 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel. Phone 
635.2250. (CTF-3) 
For Rent: ! bedroom furnished 
cabin available June 151h at 968 
Mountainview Blvd. Phone Kitimat 
632-7298. (CT. F) 
New 3 bedroom, 2.storey, town 
house apts. Full basement, carport, 
carpeting, available July 1st, Kalum 
Gardens, Phone 635-5008. (CTF) 
EXPAND YOUR PROFIT  Rent• 3 bedroom row houses with 
refrigerators and stoves, some with 
NOW IS THE T IME TO J washers and dryers. Electric heat. 
B E T T E R  YOUR 
PRODUCTION AND ENJOY 
INCREASED PROFITS WITH 
F I N N I N G  USED 
EQUIPMENT.  MACHINES 
ARE REBUILT  EXPERTLY  
AND ECONOMICALLY  TO 
G IVE  YOU MORE PROFIT .  
DROP IN AND LOOK OVER 
OUR STOCK. 
1966 cat D0 tractor w-hyd, dozer, 
winch, 270 HP engine, canopy. This 
unit in top notch shapew-new 24.inch 
std. tracks. Undercarriage:'new'or 
rebuilt. Certified Buy, 90"-da~/ 
warranty, Prince George. First 
class buyi 
FT-4073 $65,000 
1966 Cat D0H tractor w.power shift, 
hyd. dozer, winch and operator 
guard. Undercarriage is excellent. 
Repairs include major engine 
overhaul. See this one todayl 
Certified Buy, 9g-day warranty, 
Prince George. 
FT.3060 $33,000 
1964 Int.'  TD20 tractor w.hyd. 
angledozer, winch, canopy. Engine 
and torque over-hauled. Balance of 
machine operates well. Check the 
pricel Fair Buy, Terrace. 
FT.4144 $19,000 
1969 Int. L175 track loader w.diesel 
engine, tree shear snd cab. 
Undercarriage in first class 
condition. 100 per cent. Other 
repairs complete. A real "tough 
worker! Certified Buy, 60.day 
warranty, Prince George. 
FT-3T/9 $34,000 
1963 Wagner L J24 leg leader w.log 
fork and grapple, hyd. extendable 
boom, left and right kickers, left and 
right holdown clamp, operator cab. 
160 HP diesel engine. Lots ef llfe left 
in this unit! As Is, Terrace. 
FT-4244 $10,500 
1966 Cat 980 wheel loader w.fork, cab 
and counterweight. Tires 26.5 x 25, 
fair to good. Machine has had 
complete overhaul. Only 644 hours 
slncel Certified Buy, 90.day 
warranty, Prince George. 
FT.3925 $52,000 
1967 Hough. $7 skidder w.diesel 
engine, winch and canopy. Excellent 
tires, 18.4 x 34, 70 percent. Balance 
machine in good condition. A good 
value for a goers pricel Fair Buy, 
Prince George. 
FT-3780 $8,500 
1959 Cat No.14 motor grader w-snow 
wingand cab. Tires 14.OOx 24, 12 ply, 
fair. Machine is operational and 
ready to gel Falr Buy; Prince 
George. 
FT-4218 $13,500 
FINNI NG 
Your Caterpillar Dealer 
4621 Kelth Road 63S-7144 
Caterpillar, Cat and Traxcavator 
are Registered Trademarks of 
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (C.49.3) 
For Sale . 120 CFM Compresser 
Broomwade, Jack hammers, rock 
drill; hose and steel. Phone 63S-S150. 
(C-51.3) 
For Sale: Iron Horse walking type 
garden tractor. "4 cycle eng. with 
plow, cultivator and hiller. Best 
offer. Phone 5;7563 after 6 p.m. (P. 
5O) 
43.  Rooms for Rent 
OSBORNE GLIE'ST HOUSE 
Comlortsble rooms tn qule; 
residential 'area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phone 63~.'2171. (CTF)". 
Room tor "Rent tor gentleman, 
kitchen fo¢lllties avollable. Private 
entrance. Phone 635.2732. (P.49~;~ 
Room for Rent for gentleman with 
cooking facilities. And private bath, 
Close to downtown and school s 
Playground for children. 
References required. Apply Mrs. 
Rebe Phillips, Cedargrove Gardens, 
4529 Straume, Suite 125. (CTF) 
48 - Suites for Rent 
To Rent: for July & August only. 2 
bedroom furnished apartment suite. 
Phone 635.3154 evenings. (P.51) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite with or 
without fridge and stove. Also 1 . 2 
bedroom house. Phone 635'.3064. (P- 
al) ,: .~ -~ 
For Rent: 1 bedroom furnished 
apartment electric heat, 1028 River 
Dr. Available July !, Phone 635.6445. 
(c.5n.3) 
1 Bedroom basement suite. 
furnished, Ideal for a bachelor or 
couple. Available July 1, 1971. Phone 
5-7261. or 5.7318. (C-49) 
2 bedl:oom basement suite for rent. 
Fridge and stove included. Phone 5- 
3050 after S. (P.49) 
For Rent . 2 or 3 bedroom suite 
unflrnlshed. Ask for Mr.  
Schaperkotter, Krumm Rd. No. I, 
Lot B. (CTF) 
Unfurnished 2 bedroom suite 
available from July 1 - Phone 635- 
6940. (P-49) 
July 8, August Only • Furnished 2 
bedroom apt. for rent in pleasant, 
quiet neighborhood. Phone 635- 
3612. (P- 
49 . Homes for Sale 
Ranch for Sale • I/2 mile river 
frontage on Bulkley River. 445 
acres. -  100 cleared. Sell with 
• machinery and stock or separate. 
Write,Box 231, New Hazelton. (P-50 
Owner moving - Must sell . 2 
bedroom homeat Lskelse Lake on I. 
3 acre with fenced In backyard and 
creek, on property. Wall to wall 
carpel in living room, feature wall, 
& colored plumbing. Call 635.7631 
anytime. (CTF) 
,.= 
J Onebedroom house on i corner lot] 
near shopping area. Quick sale. I 
Please phone 635.6182 or 635-38U7 I 
alter 6 n.m. tCTI=I | 
(FOR SALE BY OWNER) 1200 sg. 
tt. 3 bedroom, full basement, Home 
located at 5006 Park Ave. Features 
Alton Siding, Large kitchen roughed 
in • plumbing In basement. Electric 
heating. Immediate occupancy 
available. $3,500 down. Phone 5.7337 
after 6 p.m. to view. (CTF) 
w 
ENGINEERED HOME3 
Prefab Houses Available from 
Kadar Construction Ltd. 
• Large Plan Selection 
- .High quality competitive prlces. 
• Prefinlshed~Kltchens 
• Oven and Range 
For full information Write P.O. Box, 
120, Kltlmat or phone 632-6312. 632- 
@54. (CTF) 
3 bedroom house, 1,000 eq. ft. off 
IHIghway 16E. 2 miles from 
,Skeens Bridge. Phone 635.2603 
.(CTF) 
* Modern Home- 
,For. Sale By Owner 
Choice locat ion,  near;  
Schools :- 4704 Tuck 
Mast Sell 
close to town. Phone anytime S-5233. 
(P-50) Owner leaving town. 
~ " ;:KEYSi"oNB CouRTAPTS. " 
1,2,&3 bedroom deluxe suites, 4621 
Scott'Ave, Terrace; Phone 63~-~'24 
Or  .~.~-~81, (CTF) . 
"" :" " " . . . . . . . . . . . .  " fenced inbackyard ,  f i r (  
: GATEWAY. CuURT' .' One ~ !  I iv lng r0om and one r(~l 
bedroom furnished su l te !~, . ,  in ~ basement. ;"'3:'be 
Reasonable, summer and. Wlntm', 
dally~i weekly;:l lnd .monthl~ ra t l~ '  ! 
Phone. ~ d35-5405. (CTF) ~ i 
Take 
advantage of reduced price. - 
Try your  offers. Exist ing 
mortgage at 6z~4percent. 
. .  Beaut i fu l lY /  landscaped- • 
in  
carpor t , " . .~ l t  .635.7741 
p,m: pr o~ ~e~ends. 
49 - Homes for Sale 
New CMHC Approy~ed house, 
lelectr ic/ ,h.~a|,  ~wkw ~ carpet 
i through~t./' ~=~ II p~icej~$24,800 
|downpa~nln ~ t~ bL~ow as 
JSl,e00. ~de~ss 4102 N"-.. Sparks St. 
J Phone'S35.4465 or 635.6302 local 56. 
(CTF) 
3 bedroom house, 1000 sq. ft. off 
highway 16E. 2 miles from 5keena 
Bridge. Dew, payment $600, first 
mortgage 12" percent. Full price 
$1S,000.00. Phone 5.2603. 
(CTF) 
51 - Business Locations 
Downtown commercial property 
comprising two shops totalling 1,000 
sq. ft. plus rental unit and parking 
space. Substantial mortgage 
available at 7 percent. Contact Mr. 
MOore, 4616 Greig Ave. (CTF.T) 
For rent • 1 2 business spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq. ft. Phone 
635-7905 (CTF) 
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heat. LargeNorth 
windows. Approx. 900 square feet. on 
LakeP, e Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile phone 635.2552. (CTF-3) 
Attractive Offices' 3010 Kalum St. 
635.2312 or 3147. (CTF) 
For Rent: 2000 square ft. of office 
space, new w.w carpet. All divided 
offices. Ideal for professional 
practise above the bank of Nova 
Scotia, 4619 Lakelse Ave. Phone 635- 
5194 or 635-7750. (CTF) " 
52 - Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to rent. Trailer - from July 
17Ih to August 7th, 1971 capable Of 
accommodating 5 people. Call 635- 
6977. (P-49) 
Wanted to Rent for immediate 
occupancy. 2 bedroom furnished or 
partially furnished suite or house. 
Contact Kathy at the Terrace Herlad 
office, 635.6357 (STFI 
55- Property for Sale , 
MUSTSELL 
V3 acre view lot, with 46 x 30 
basement and subfloor in Terrace. 
$3,500 cash or easy terms..Phone 
635.5575. (CTF] 
For Sale: Property in the Nass. 
. Contact Si or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Nass Camp, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
For Sale - 100 x 130' improved 
waterfront, t.ease lot No.13, Beam 
Station Road. Lakelse Lake. Phone 
635.2194 after 6 p.m. (P-49) 
For Sale: Farm, north of river, near 
Cedarville. House, barns, year 
round creek'. 31 acres, mostly timber 
$11,500.00 Write R. Reintsmo, 90 
Springbank Drive, London, Ont. (C- 
50) 
For Sale .Well established retail [ 
jJ business. Genuine reason for sale 
~J other business interests. Co, tact 
II Mr. Moore, 4616 G~'eig Ave., 
~. (CTF.T.3) ~ " - 
For Sale. Potential business, steam 
cleaner and truck. 3707 Kalum St. 
Phone 635-6815 (P-49) 
57 - Automobi les 
1970 Ford Custom H.D. i/~ ton 
pickup, 11,000 miles. $2,500 cash. 
Phone 635.3S37 (P.51) 
1966 Lincoln Continental MKI I I  2 
door, hardtop. All power, executive 
driven. Immaculate throughout. 
Rubber excellent. A prestige 
autombolle. S2,500 or best offer. 
Phone 635-7706 (P-491 
Per Sale. 62 luxury car, 383 motor, 
lew mileage, post.track, 3 speaker 
radio, defogger, all power. $700 
firm. Phone 635.2505 (PT.Sl) 
1971 Volkswagon bus. 7 passenger. 
$800 off new price. To view write 
Box 231, New Hazelton, B.C. (P-SO) 
1969 Swinger 340 4.speed charger. 
Red, black int. low mileage, good 
condition. Vancouver driven. Phone 
635.S147 after 6 p.m. (P-50) 
1969 Camaro. 327 automatic - power 
steering • radio. View at 2B North 
Kalum Trailer Court or call 635-7986 
after 6 weekdays. (P.50) 
For Sale: 1968 Ford Thurnderbird; 2 
dr. Ht. P.S.P.B. Power windows. 
Built in stereo tape radio 
combination. Low Mileage. Good 
rubber. Will consider Irade on good 
used pickup Phone 635.3349. (P.49) 
1966 Dodge Coronet 440 2 dr. H.D. 383 
Four barrel, V-8 auto, P.S. Radio, 
seat covers. One owner. Phone 635. 
7028 after 6 (FT.49) 
SALVAGE 
1 Brand new 670 good year tire & 
wheel 
Chrsyler Windsor 2 door hardtop 
57 Kenworth 923 Log Truck, 220. 
Cummins englne, Joke brake, with 
18 ton columbia Trailer. 
66 Hayes H.D. 0.V Jimmy Dleseh 
Joke Brake, with 37 to'n Hayes 
Trailer. (CTF) 
Enquire Sl~lena Adjusters Ltd. 4742 
Lakelse AVe. 435-2255, (CTF 
im [ 
RIVERSIDE AUTO WRECKING 
HIghway 2S- 1271 Substation Rd. 
Phone 635-6637 
1968 Olds 2.dr, hardtop power 
steering & power brakes only 
Z0,000 miles 
$2095.0~ 
1967 Ford Sedan $1675.0(] 
1966 Ford Sedan $795.0¢ 
1965 Bulck~4 dr. ht, $1395.0C 
1964 Pontiac con. $595~0( 
1964 Dodge Con. 
1963 Merr~ury Con. $750.0 
1962 Pontiac Sedal~ $350.0 
1960 POntiaC Sedan S425.0 
1959 Pontiac Sedan $1850~ 
1950 Volkswagen . '  $125,0 
1957 Dodge.Vztpn truck ' 8250.0 
Motors & Transmissions 
.Guaranteed 
(CTF) ' . . . . . .  " 
"-ST . -Aut0mdbi ies  Legal i -  
For Sole- 1960 GMC 1 ton truck. C &r NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
C with or without dump. nest offer :~ 
accepted. Phone S.2603. (CTF) Estate of James F ABIANI 
deceased,  late of  Genera l  =or Sale. 1970 Ford Heavy Duty 3/4 
Ton truck. With home.made Delivery, Terrace, B.C." 
fiberglass camper. Sleeps 7 Will Creditors and ethers'having 
sell separale or as unit. Apply 4616 claims against  the said estate 
soucie st., Terrace. (P-49) .are hereby required tO-isend 
1969 Camaro. 327 automotlc, power' them duly  ver i f ied ,  to the 
steering, radio A-1 condition. Phone PUBLIC TRUSTEE, - 635 
635-7986 after S p.m. (P-4S) Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
B.C.', before the 4th day of 
1964 Fol~d Econoline Van. nest Offer. August, 1971, after which date 
Offer 635.7807 (P-48). theassets of the said Estate wil l  ~, 
For Sale. 1970 Dodge I/2 Ton Pick.up be distr ibuted, hav ing  regard 
only 50 miles. Like new Phone 635. only to claims that have been 
6997 anytime. (C.1.3) received. 
1969 3/4 Ten Dodge, Pick.ul~, V-8, 
automatic with electric electric CL INTONWI  FOOTE, 
winch. Low mileage. Phone635.S757 PUBLICTRUSTEE 
(C.49) (C-52) ; 
For Sale - 1970 Ford Galaxy 500 low S E A L E D T E N D E R S, 
mileage, A.1 Condition. One owner. 
Appointment o view and make an addressed to the Reg iona l  
offer• Phone 635-3733 (P -SO)  Eng ineer ,  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Region, Techn ica l  Serv ices  
$8-  Trai lers Branch, Department of Jndian 
A f fa i r s  and Nor thern ;  
For Sale . Home made camper Development, Room 303 -.-325 
plenty of room • good for hunting. 
$200. Phone 635.3560 (CTF) Granvi l le  Street, Vancouver,  
B.C. Canada, wi l l  be received 
ForSale .8x34General trailerwith until: 2:00 P.M. (P.D.T.)  Ju ly 8, 
2 ioey shacks. Best Offer. Phone 635- 1971, 
_2258 (CTF) for the construction of a one- 
For Sa le .  Camper trailer, self c lassroom add i t ion  fo the 
contained. Can be seen at 4812 existing f ive.classroom school 
Olson. Phone 635.2430 evenings. (P. at Kispaiox Indian Reserve No. 
50) 1, 8 miles north of Hazelton, 
13' Scamper Trai ler.  sleeps 4. Ice. B.C., in the Babine Indian 
box, 3 burner propane stove. Phone Agency. 
635.5134 (P-50) Contractors shall tender in 
complete accordance wi th  the 
For Rent. 16' Holiday trailer. Fully Drawings, Speciffciations and 
equipped including bathroom. Tendering Documents supplied 
Phone635.5340 (P.49) by the Department for that 
1969 Safeway 12 x 44 -2  bedroom purpose. 
mobile home. Semi furnished • fully The Drawings, Specifications 
skirted. View at 2B North Kalum and other documents wi l l  be 
Trailer Court or call 635.7986 after 6 exhibi;od at the office of the: 
weekdays. (P.50} 
(1) Reg iona l  Eng ineer ,  
BuyioE a Mobile Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  Region,  
Department of Indian Affa i rs  & 
Reran7 Northern Development, Room 
403 325 Granvi l le  Street, 
VANCOUVER 2, B.C. 
your BEST f inancing (?) Superintendent, Babine 
comes  f rom the Ind ian  Agency ,  Box 227, 
HAZELTON,  B.C. , .  
Bank of Montreal , f rom June !8th 1971 to Ju ly  8, 
1971, inclusive. 
call 635-2295 Genera l  ' Ins t ruct ions  to 
Tenderers ,  Drawings  and 
and ask for  Specifications are obtainable at 
TOM N EWELL : :  * the above office upon deposit of 
. . . . .  Twenty. f ive Dollars ($25.00) for , 
For Sale. 10 x 38 2 bedroom trailer, each set of documents in the 
Phone 635.3246 (CTF) form of a Certif ied Cheque, 
made payable to the Receiver 
18' Shasta self.contained travel General  of Canada.  This 
trailer invery good condition. Phone deposit wi l l  be  refunded upon 
635•7565 (P-48) 
, return o f  the Drawings and 
• For Sale- 20 ft. house trailer. Phone Specifications in good condition 
635.7480 (P.5O) 1o the issuer, within fourteen 
(14) days after the award of 
For Sale: 2V3 yr. old 12 x 5n' Trailer 
w.to, w carpet, furnished or contract. 
unfurnished with 0 x 8 Joey Shack. To rece ive  cons iderat ion ,  
Fully insulated. 635-7920/ (~ lenders must  be submitted .on 
For Sale. 16' TeePee trailer Fully the tender forms provided and 
furnished. Phone 635•7367. (P.49) must be accompanied by one of 
the forms of security specified 
'" EmpressMotor Homes in the Contract Docur~ents, 
such as a 10 percent bolld. 
Come in and see our new 1971 Motor The Department reserve s the 
Homes. 4736 Park St., Terrace. r ight to reject any or all 
Please phone 635.3078 after 5 or tenders, and the lowest tender 
Saturdays. (CTP) wi l l  not  necessar i l y  be 
3 bedroom 12 x 64 trailer, 17 monlhs accepted. 
old. 8 x 12 Joey Shack all electric - 
like new Phone ~35.7402 (P.49) W.G. Robinson, P. Eng. 
Trailer for Sale • Rental Purchase or Regional Engineer, 
$1,500 down. S89 a month. 12 x 46.2 Brit ish Columbia Region, 
bedroom, fully furnished. Consider Technical Services Branch, 
trade. 635.7007 (P.48) Department of Indian Affairs 
- • , ,, n , ,  7 and Northern Development. 
,~F=I  MOBIL  
- "~ HOME SALES 
(TERRACE) LT~- 
KNigHT 
SQUIRE DEPARTMENTOF 
• PAGE PU BL IC  WOR KS 
Come In and See Our Selei:t,Poll ' NOTICE TO CONTRA(~:I"OR S 
•. .is .. of Double Wideand. Single. . REVIS ION OF TENDER :~ 
Un i t :  DATE 
"Box  189, ' SEALED TENDERS entit led ~'';, 
Highway'16EaM "PROJECT NO. .24 .B .10  
Phone 635.3343' A L T E R A T I O N S A N D 
RENOVATIONS,  PHASE I ,  
........ T.e_r~racej B.C; SKEENAVIEW HOSPITAL, 
--- TERRACE,  BR IT ISH 
59-  Trai ler  Parts, COLUMBIA  " Wili be received 
For Sale. 6 x 10 trailer porch, $100. by the Minister  of Public Works, 
Phone 635-3654 (P-49) Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
I~Pltl©h I~nlHmhl~# =Jp #^ ~l.ttn 
Legal P.M. on Wednesday, the 30th 
day of June, 1971, not Fr iday,  / 
,NOTICE TOCR~:DI'I~ORS June 18th as pr 'ev lous ly  ~:iil 
advertised. • ~ 
Estates of the  fo l low ing  Al l  o ther  cond i t ions  of ~ 
contract ,~s before advert ised ~t; deceased: H l rey  Wi l l i am .sha ap[o y 
McRAE,  late o f  5080 Imper ia l  . .,,=~!l!l!]l!ll!,!!ll~l,ll, ' • 
St.; ,  South Burnaby ,  3oseph + ~l'; J  t :~ . .  
TRUDEN,  late of Box 38, I t l  Midway,  B.C.  • 
Creditors and others having W.N. CHANT, 
claims •agalnst the said estate Minister of .Publ ic  Works /i,! 
'are hereby required to  send ;.  
them duly" 'verif ied, to the Department of ~. Public Works, ~.'; 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 Parllament~ Buildings, ~ {. 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, Victoria, British Columbia 
B,C,, before the 14th day of June 1971 
July,  1971, af ter  which date the (C.4T.3) 
assets of the said Estate wi l l  be "" 
d istr ibuted,  hav ing  regard on ly  
to c la ims  that  "have been 
' received.  " Mignon McLaughlln: Lon ~,~'/ 
engagements make everyo~¢j 
:nervous and are therefore~J  
Cllntonw. Foote, ggod reheamal for marria 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE (CT-49) 
JUNE 24, ~1971 o 
A British Columbia first in the packaging and. specially brewed for summer lightness by 
marketing ofbeer was introduced throughout the Labatt Breweries of British Columbia Limited. 
province this week. The concept calls for a • The idea Ires won the approval of another B.C. 
standard-sized carton containing a choice of six pair. identical twins. Anita (left) and Carmen 
each of a lager and an ale -- both products Gray. 19. 
• , . . .  • 
TERRACEIHERALD, TERRACIg B.'CJ "' "• .,: " PAGI~ 1i : 
Grand Lodgehelps: t um fadures dro.p:  
celebrate, :centennial d ng: month of  April : 
Nearly: ' l ,100 IFreemasons I Haida L~lge, Victoria.: . ' • 
from Canada and tSe Uni ted[  ,'We were delighted to" 
States met in Yictoria from ] 'exchange greetings, with': this .:~ Business f:~ilures id Canada levels: since January .  ' In businesses succum.~ than a 
June 17th t.0'i9thlto mark:the [great  number  of  notable declined 22 percent to246 in centrast, wholusalingcasualties year earlier in all types o! 
100th bwthday" of . . . .  the: Grand I Freemasons i , ,  f rom So many Apri!,~after the  preeeding inched to their highest number I °~perati°ns with , the  steepes[ 
Lodge of British Columbia. The l places says David: Taylor, month ssurge to a forty,year since October 1969. More [) upturns in~manmacmring ann 
notable occasion coincides with '. Grand Secretary. "They have high of 316, reports-Dun & : J service failures. :i- .' ' 
the Centennial Celebrations of contributed great ly  to. the  Bradstl'eet While not as . -. ' • - " 
the Province. outstanding Success- of this • - - - - BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  SOCIETY  FORTHE I L numerous as in r'eoruary ana i~___  1 
Meeting p lace  for the historic occasion. Without March this yea l~,  casualties REVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS . ! 
celebraUon was the University exception, ' the  visiting remained a substant ia l  29 TerraceAnimalShelter.,.-4516Haugland • i 
'of Victoria. ' The business .dignitaries were impressed by 
di~ussions, he ld  in the the excelptionai seenery of the percent ' above the o~en 3-6 Men Fri  Weeko,,~- o ,, " • 
corresponding 1970 month 's  ~ ~- . . . .  - " : . . . . . . . . .  ' .... 1 
gy nusium, laid plans to the Province and many commented total of 190, In fact, failures Phone 635-/475 . 1 
future of the craft and re- on the pleasant way of life in 
Car market increases 
with economy change 
dedicated the fraternity to its 
ancient principles and ideals. 
The Grand Banquet was held in 
Craigdarroch Hall and was the 
largest to be held at the 
University, to date. 
Visitors came from the State 
of Washington, D.C. and from 
California to Delaware, and 
from Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and 
New Brunswick. The •Grand 
Lodge of England was also 
represented. The Grand Lodge 
of Quebec presented a 
magnificent .gold square and  
compasses to •mark the 
Centennial - and the Grand 
Lodge of Alberta presented a
beautiful set of three gavels.' 
Hand carved gavels, patterned 
after the famous Haida 
carvings, were presented by 
many potential car-buyers have 
resisted the purchase of new 
cars in 
economic slowdown• 
looking up, people are viewing 
the possibilities of a new car 
with more optimism. Canadian 
automobile 
have -predicted a. substantial 
rise in the sale of new cars in 
1971. 
verified or not, the fact is there 
is more money available this .: 
year ['or new cars.- 
Consumer Credit Factbook 
published by the Federated 
Council 
British Cdumbia - and on the 
hospitality extended to them. 
Severalsaid that though it was 
their first visit to this part of the 
World it ~vould not be their lust. 
An interesting history of the 
Grand Lodge of  British 
Columbia has just been 
published. Ii contains 653 pages 
and is profusely illustrated. 
CEN'i'ENNIAL MEMO 
By 1864 ~e Cariboo gold fields 
were no longer "poor man's 
diggings.,  Only large 
companies could afford the 
expensive quipment required 
for large, scale placer mining. 
The yield from hand operations 
was too little to make it 
worthwhile: • 
- - - - - - L .  newo 
• usedear p0rchases:~/.,, i~ .:/~ : 
h 0the r .Wo~ds ::~? '.:" :'. 
approximately 80pi ...... ,,r etmt O. ~ thei . . . . . . . . .  : ~ ,: SUPER'- repbrted ~:i credit *~/c0ntraets . . . . . . .  
Involved the purchase: of~cars ~ ~ I r F 
" . "  ~ . ,  " . , . . . .  , ' :~  L"  , ' , '  : " ;  " ' ~ : : ' ~  "~' : '  " ' . .'* , , ,  . " • 
ran the highest for any April 
since 1966. 
Despite the easing in the 
number of business casualties 
in April, their dollar liabilities 
soared to a record of $84.7 
million, a 60 percent increase 
over the $52.8 million incurred 
in March and four times the 
year-ago ~,olume in  the like 
month• This bulge in losses 
stemmed from fewer but larger 
million dollar 'failures then in 
March. Compared with year- 
ago levels, all size groups 
equalled or exceeded their April 
1970 rates except he $100,000 to 
$1.000,000 elass where a slight 
dip prevailed. 
Manufacturing: retailing. 
construction and service 
failures slackened from 
March's upturn, with all four 
functions ebbing to the lowest 
Consumer Loan Association, of a promotion, a new job or a N~ 
alluence affects expenditures new baby. 
view of Canada's transportation more markedly Whatever the reason, a new 
than any other spending car is a sign that it's getting 
This year. with. prospects category, ahead time. 
The booklet points out that in Here are two questions to ask 
1964 (most recent figures yourself when considering the 
available) lower income purchase of a new car: Carn iva l  manufacturers fam ies (~2,500 or less) 1) How are your job 
spend 4.5 per cent of their prospects? " 
annual income . on 2) Does your present car 
transportation. Those in the require major repairs? 
Whether this prediction is $7,000 to $10.000 bracket spent 14 If job prospects are rosy, you " 
per cent. don't risk losing the income 
There!are, many..reasons why needed to meet payments. " .. ,:,,~ii-i: ~i.~ :, ~ , : , . , 
people purchase new cars. It . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~, .................................. o u n g  ~ 'q  ~U | | Imm. ,-.A...__ 
According to the Canadian may be to replace the existing The problem of whether to -- : .  
car - or to augment the family repair the old' or buy the new 
fleet due to a move to suburbia• can be reduced to a ealculaUon. " : " 
of Sales Finance Or it could be that the car will If your present car needs major _ , , , , ,  "--"- 
surgery, you need to satisfy ~ % ~ / ~ i ~ k '  . " " 
yourself that the repair work ~ 
• will keep it rolling long enough - Z f FREE!  to make the repairs worthwhile. Z"  Should you decide to sell.the car ". 
after the repairs are made, you 
want to be sure your investment Z 
i~f l  V A  L U  in the " repairs will be recoverable, r. 
Market research shows that a Hampste SUPE pal:son feels he needs a new car mr as soon as he feels he can pay 
' usf°r°ne'Andlet'sfaceit'few°fhave accumula ed the St  te r  K,t o .. 
capital to pay cash, " 
If you can pay cash,'iX would With every Hampster 
mean cashing in assets (stocks 
?? ?? andbonds for instance) which if and cage at 3.88 i 
4 X5  CatLitter kept could bring in more than Save 1.19 ~ .Jii ~am, ,rib, • you are paying for the credit, b .1 _-ma , |~g 
market you can assess it with I In the economical 10 Ib• bag. Woolworth Low Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I . , r l I LU  3 an eye to its growth petential. If , P~ . you stand to gain more through I" DadOe oF Basket  .69 PORTRAIT ,our investments than it would .:, -cost for the cr dit then it might , 'durable Woven P aslic. Woolworth Low Price . . . . . . . . .  .i:~,;i~./.... 
be wisetokeeptheinvestments : m. $ .la'ds 
ored,  fo, the . y  " 
Even if you could pay cash, ~ ' : 
'N  NATURAL c o L O R  here are some other, reasons t 8 1 8 8  
credit:why you may want to use your { . • Chrome plated With weighted base. Compare at 9.99 Woolworth. Lo.w Price 
Youmay be needing some of :* . . . . .  
your caSh for upcoming ,expens; Pe; Starter Kit Includes tlamps;ers:ar:er set 9.99 
- a new roof, dental bills, Project cage, waler bottle and Chlorophyll 
college fees, etc. shavings. Compare al 11.45 Wnolworth Low Price 
There is danger of putting all 
your eggs inonebasket .  Once Multi purpose I)age 2.49 your cash is put into the car m 
there may be none left for ' .. 
emergencies" I Ideal for Hampslero Gerbils 8. N. Mice Woolworlh Low Price . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
Some people find it difficult to : uu,,n'"ar * 
credit offers the discipline of a ~ * :~ '  IIO~ ' 
constant .payment plan. ~ 22".S;udded Leather, wtlh name pla~e. Woolworth (ow Price • .. ; . . . . . . . . . .  
. It has been shown that having spur to further savings. T e f U n d S  in a bankaccountis a qq Budgie Starter Kits : : /¢ n :i,091' 
growth of savings is the reward I . . . . . . .  ' ............... ~ 
of doing'without. Therefore if a Now Only . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ' "  . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ' "'.' , ~ . ,  i, , , )  
parson chooses to leave h iSmore ,  ~ ~ ~  "i'i [ii : : ! ' ' : ' '" . . . . . .  ___ .... "' ......... '""' "=;c' ' '2!8.  8 .S  t anke.,,.,. ann,sm,,m St,,,o..-  o,,oo k|,Llncludes' money in savings ~and buy, on  credit, savings wil . not be ' . '  fm l l i l l i l l l l i l l l l n  l i l l I~ l  91ass-wool filier,:aquarium.fla{ 
h ~ ~ r : b ~ ~ =~ ~4~ 
~, . ~ ' pump, canopy with bulb, filter charc0al chrol-oul, floating thermo'meh .' II ¢,~ected and the purchaser will, 7" 
I~qnclined to continue to save :,~ if:; ;'ii: "" and iubing. Compare al 31.99 Woolworth Low Price ' L ~ ";'' ~" d' "1" : 
~!!ii~i/ !k lMr i  S|an  !1 ¢°ns'r"c'ed°tdecoraflve•~• 618S i , , . , . ,~ ,  0 OBLIGATION :'usingcreditAgai"t: theseis hereas°nSfact .thatf°rit Aquarium ~ i L": " ' "u rn  iUl wrought iron. . . . . .  ~ -:':;i::: ::: ).;~'.~:.:. -~ : 
~ comesCaSh' T e decisiOnfr0m balancingtheref°rethe cost Kib . . . . . . . . . . . .  )~'9~:.~' ~':~4'~;~ ' r~ Suitable for 10 gallon iaquarium. C mpare at 8;99 Woolworth Low price 
" Starter , :  0 . . ,  3;991 • . AGE~LIMIT,12!.YRS AND UNDER )iiii: : ~ ,:~m, • . the eredlt against these other " 1 ta ra :  go ;1 I,..ONE. FREE PHOTOPER FAMILY reasons... : (i . . ,: . . .  : )Includes .waler and feed bowls;... ~..i ) 
..o PARENT MUST, ACCOMPANY :¢HILD: :,: : The' cannel'an )c0nsUmer Includes pump.* corner filter ~i/: ':";.:~:):.i:~! );/ erches and 1 hangingperch. WnMw~rlh Lnv * :  L~"::':Q,':" ~I' 
:• i .  NO PURCHASE : NECESSARY )if: !! '• ;:: ! ::'*' Cr~1~dlt Factb~k shows that i ,  ~ i .~  "_.']~ ::;_': : ~_  : L :;:_" 
.,:glasswool end ehare0~l; tablng " ; ''r:'' " ';~ v pr ice/ '"  ~':~' ~+? 
i2: ) : /OFFERs-IN EFFE~, : ::i:;:: cO,t~acts i,,~o~v,ng:qons.=e,~ ...... ,*  0 i: :; JUNE; / ;i ~:lj'::! 
.good,, 3,0,B$4.W,rofor new o! '. ~ ~OlwrOth.| . : !  " : ' '  ("!/JPeT:i.e, ,TO OO"T |ST  Iiil i ~ ; :~:.  ~ .':'~' : p~: ' 'W"  '" [:~;'M'" 
" ~' ' :% ":1" '~' : : ' JU"[  '' '4, ~ ~§',/25i5 ::::::):~::: :i,: *: :::: : ;:: .~ed ear~/ppr pfirohas ' :!i il;i " i ! zEs  ,, ILS:AT!YOUR!I;;;(/; ~.o,,e ~d~ !i ~!~;IsN:i :~: it: FULL(DETAI  /i, ow Pries,: : : / '"  J:; ~R~strictedto)Children. i2 yrs;end:q~der • : '" :! :!:i]: S 
~'  ,. (:usTOME.RS..~?oTE,.~.I VOTE/WITH)EVERY , .... !!i~;;~!!;: i:,;; VALU STORE rape I~00:PURCH~i . . . . . . . . .  i  II , . . . . .  i::i~! ;i~i;i)!S!' :!).:•!!i * 
o/ttvom, tl , 
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SUPER-VALU,  
r W ' T ~  - I I i~ I "  " 
I T 'S  IN  THE ROAST!  
• Tells you when your roast is done 
to tender juicy perfection 
• Worry proof - failure proof 
• When red indicator pops u -  ~ 
you know it's done 
,~ Exclusive at SUPER-VALU 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B'.C. 
m i 
YOU O AN'T BEAT 
THUI',.~U,'~, Jul,.=, ,~,, *=.  
m , 
SUPER VALU FOR am • "~' ~i~  ~!~'!~ 
L0W PRiO ES 
.GOV'T INSPECTED.  CANADA CHOICE . CANADA GOOD 
"Royal" PRIME R,I'B 
OAST the King of . the Roasts : 
with tender timer • .• 
• • , . ,  . . , ,  •o  , ,  oo  eo  • , ,  ,Be  , ,  , ,  o .o , i ,  • ,o  o , , , l , °  
CANADA APPROVED ~ 
.GOV'T INSPECTED . SMOKED 
Sole Fillets ........................... b790 PORK PIONIOS WHOLE OR , SHANK' PORTION 
. , , .  , . ,  , i o  , . . ,  o . . • , i , o o o , . , , , *  • l e I ' • ' * * e e "  
~ "North Star Features" ~ 
GOV'T  INSPECTED .GOV'T INSPECTED .SKINLESS 
GOV'T INSPECTED UTIL ITY WHOLE 
FRYING CHICKEN Side Baoon E, TNE . PIECE 390 W,eners . . . . .  , LB .  PKG. 69' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB. .GOV'T INSPECTED .GOV'T INSPECTED SKINLESS 
Sliced Bologna"°z 59' Beeries 69 o PKG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 LB. PKG. 
L. 3S ° 
.GOV'T  INSPECTED . W I L T S H I R E "  
Beef Steakettes 9 ,oz . . . .  PER PKG.  
Lb. 43 ° 
.GOV'T  INSPECTED , "WILTSHIRE"  PORK D INNER 
86 ~ Sausage ................... ,-,. ~.o, 
TULIP  
LUNOHEON MEAT 
FIVE ROSES 
F L O U R  ALL PURPOSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SUPER-VALU 
MARGARINE 
NABOB - ELECTRIC PERK 
COFFEE 
20 LB. 
2 690 12 OZ. TINS 
.159 
4'LB. 990 
.......................................... PRINTS 
........................................................... 1 LB. TIN 99 c 
PORK Q OI4000Q O Q@OQg~OOl IO  OQ OOOO @O D 89 c 
SUPER-VALU 
BEANS with 
NABOB 
00FFEE TEAM .oz..P1,13 
ROBIN HOOD 
Oake Mixes 
19OZ,  Q a C  
V PKGS.  V V  
Oven Fresh Bakery Prodl 
BUCKWHEAT & HONEY 
BREAD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 ~s. 690 
• . 4's 0 TEA BUNS . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 ,,G. 86  
RASPBERRY OR LEMON 
JELLY ROLLS ................ 830 
LONEYS 
Soup Mixes 
12 PK~S. S l ,OO 
~ B B Q  Spec la l s~ 
,o.~o.. . ........... s4,49 Hibachi BLACK. 
Hibachi O,AC. sT 77 10 x 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
PORTABLE , 
h,ho,-u, ................... s2.88 
'Prioee ~Effeotive: June 24 ,  26, 2Uth 
Thurs,, Fri., Sat, i • 
: .  ~ TERRACE SUPER-VALU " i " ! " * : '  
W S " RESERVE " '  THE ~ R B G*HT '  *~ : d". ~ r . 
..;.To* :i I~IMiT/I 'QUANTITIES ":.i.~':.i..: ~ ~ r *" '*~ "-' :~ ""'r:." j* 
n Frozen Features i 
McCAINS - HASH BROWN 
POTATOES 2 ,-E. 890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PKG 
GREEN GIANT 
RIOE DISHES 2I~ oz. |6o . . . . . . . . . .  PKGS. 
POLAR FANCY 
GREEH PEAS . . . . . . . . .  ~ LB. PKG. 670 
SNACKERY- PEPFARON, .SALAMI 
,PIZZAS MUS.ROOM a.qo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,o- EAC, . ._ 
wea l th  & Beauty Aids 
SUDDEN BEAUTY SUPER OR REG. 
HAIR SPRAY " ~,.°z.R6' 
VASEL INE 
PETROLEUM ,JELLY. ,oz 90' . . . . . .  JAR 
L ISTERINE - ORAL - 
20 OZ. 
ANTISEPTIO . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ETL. q ,20  
JOHNSONS- BABY 
SHAMPOO-.: . . . . . . . . .  I, OZ BT£. q ,30 
STOCK UP & SAVE 
LIBEYS 
FRUIT OOOKTAIL . . . .  3 ,:,o~: 890 
SUPER.VALU 
INSTANT OOFFEE ,oz. 89o . . . . . . .  JAR 
NALLEYS - TR I 'PACK 
POTATO OHIPS . . . .   2 PKOS.'°z" 890 
NALLEYS BANQUET 
BABY BILLS ,, oz. 630 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JAR 
DABS - OATMEAL 
OOOKIES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, oz. FKG. 65 '  
GOLD SEAL 
PINK SALMON ......... ,,, T,,, 49' 
ITEM'S YOU'LL NEED 
SCOTT . WHITE  OR COLORED 
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 ROLL 69° 
PKG. 
SCOTT : . 
PAPER TOWELS,/.. . . . .  2~ ~. 166° 
SCOTTIES 2 PLY  
FAUIAL TISSUE ..... :. ,,',PKO. 
SQUIRR EL -  SN(OOTH OR CRUNCHY 
PEANUT BUTTER ,o oz. • JAR. 
SUPER- VALU 
TEA BAGS ............ .... ;,.PKG. 390 
!,,;/~j 
NABOB - LEMON 
PIE FILLING .~... 2 ''~ °z49' !, . . . .  t . .  . PKGS. 
Fresh ii!i 89 .°h 
WATERMELON WHOLE 
0anada No.1 
0orn 
Bunoh~! Beets 
3,9  Oob. 69 ,  .° , " ° 
Many More Instore Speoial~-s 
H i q a D  ~~V' . .m A ~ . . i  l i  ,~1" .  
[ 
.-.( 
. - ' ' ~. .  . :) ,  . .  ,z:  : -~ . :  ~. ~ ' "  . ' .  , : -  , ,  . .  -: . ' ,  , :  
• , -~ .  ....:.,:: 
% 
... ~ :~;:. 
• - . : .  . -  ~ .  • : 
• .? . , : ,  , , . . . . . . .~ ; . . . :  • ? -  ~ . . .  - .  . 
. . . . .  . . . .  : : , : .  
Oaledonia -, Senior 
. . . .  
•/!ii: (
ii] i 
. o.  
. Seoondary 
. . . .  • . . . :  : :  
. . . .  , .  
• " . " .  " ' . . .  
. J  
• . ' ' 5  • " : ,  , ' : : '~ ;  
5 .  ' 
I : . .2  : ; ' "  
F ,  
. .  I ~ 
I 
: i .  ~ 
: - :  Where  have  a l l  the  s tudents  gone  ~. • • " .  : ( / f ,  : 
. " - . - -  , , . ., 
! "  . . . .  . . .  
) .~  
. , . . . .~ :  .,~.~.-~.. , , , .  : ~ ,~? ig~ ~. - , . . . ' :  . .  
&~ 
. .  . , .  • . . . , 
i i% ' , ,  ~, , .  1 . , ,  i i i ~ ' ]  I i i  i i  i i i |1  
~`~`~%.~`¢.~.~`~,~.'i%~`~"~'`~.`~z:~.~`v'~a.`~:xa~.*.~.~.~.~%~~%~%~~~~~~m~`~%~ ' ~,a,,~,~,~.,x,,,~,~,~ 
!i 
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Tina Ronda and escort, beaming because its all over. 
Message from the 
District Superintendent 
Congratulations Caledonia 
Graduates of 1971. I was unable 
to attend your graduation 
exercises and offer these 
congratulations persohally - 
this is a unique second chance. 
Those who don't realize, how 
much effort, concentration, 
personal and family sacrifice is 
required to achieve graduation, 
are often scornful of the 
graduation exercises. Others 
consider graduation the end of 
the road but those who know 
realize that it is just the 
beginning of greater things to 
come. 
The choice of institution for 
post secondary •academic 
education is increasing with the 
addition of new regional 
colleges opening each year. 
Vocational schools are ready to 
- provide courses leading to jobs 
and the B.C. Institute of 
Technology in Burnaby is ready 
to train technicians for 
specialized jobs in industry and 
in hospitals. Each year there is 
a greater choice and the gr(~ater 
the number of choices the more 
difficult choosing becomes. 
Best wishes to you in making 
the most suitable choice for you. 
I also bring greetings and best 
wishes from the Department of
Education to the graduates of 
_ 1971. 
Yours very truly, 
E.C. Stewart 
Suooess to the Grads 
• . .  •" -.  , . • 
Doc's CARTAGE ~ STORAG~ CO. L'rD. 
"MOVING WITH CARE EVERYWHERE" 
Murray llamer photo. 
• : . ' . •  " 
 SH[S 
:uture 
RUGS 
r. 
Phone 636.7274 
Best  Wishes for success  
inyour fu ture  
Rotary Olub of Terraoe 
Congratulations 
anLd Best Wishes 
FROM 
4630 Keith Ave. Terrace from the management ~ ~ 
Phone 635-2"/28 an d •staff.of 
1 
Well l)one i i! Bob Parker  r.r :L~!i ~i Graduates! ~ ..... ~ 
GRACE FELL~~ ! ~ 'ji'iZii~ii )  i: i I,Ford iLtd, 
FLORI 
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Class of '71. Murray framer photo 
J G lec!onia Principal's Report [ 
Caledonia, the most recently- conviction is that a major task Scholarships. 
built secondary school of of any school is teenable ach The willing and generous 
comparable size in the student to become a self- support of the community in 
province, affords its students respecting individual: honest this educational exercise has 
fine facil it ies in an with his fellows, honest with been tremendous. 
architecturally.agreeable himself; well able to accept 
, setting, himself so that he can cope with John E. Bastin, 
Caledonia was one of the first his weaknesses and exploit his Principal, 
-~ schools to' adopt a bi-semester strengths. ~ Caledonia SeniorSecondary 
system of organization, which Caledonia Senior Secondary 
' enables students to take a is organized to provide a good 
maximum of eight courses learning, situation for each 
• ~r ing  the year. Student regardless of abilities 
and to  provide a structured *v--y.i; 
. . . .  As a consequence, the school environment in which he may 
expects to graduate a sizeable learn to be sell.reliant and 
- .number ,of-, Students early in responsible. .... ,~.,,~..'~  . 
January, 1972. . - - 
-Theseheoloffers87 courses in. The school yesr 1970-71 was "~ -. 
. " thefollowingsubjectareas: art, one of unusual aetivityrelating ~ 
commerce ,  d ra f t ing ,  to Br i t i sh .  Columbia's 
English, French, guidance, Centennial. Among the notable . . . .  
\ home economics, industrial eventswereafallfashionsbow;. 
educat ion,  "mathemat ics ,  a winter carnival; the Seventh 
physical education, the: Annual Terrace Science Fair, 
sciences,.hist0ryand geography Terrace- Yellowhead Readrun. 
in social studies ' • to Vancouver; Caledonia Choir 
Students mhy; ' also choose at provincial'finais~ Centennial 
from a wide variety of extra- tree planting; graduation 
curricular activities: French, banquet and exercise, and 
mdthematies, cience; annual Awards Day. 
chess, drama, future teachers, - Anna. 
in ter - scho01 Chr i s t iam Eckess, 
fellowship, ReaChr for the Top, 
• student's council, badminton, M c C l a 
Caledo~ basketball, cheerleaders, cross- 
country, curling, gymnastics,, teacher 
rugby, soccer, track and field, "Universi 
and volleyball. Marl; 
~ Caledonia has a staff of Froese 
. twenty-five teachers, whose as final 
, background and qualifications, Science 
' combined with the .: school's A te~ 
. excellent facilities, led toearly Taft, ] 
accreditation of the school. Renney~ 
• ' ~ Regretfully, at the end of our Michael 
= ~econd year we wiil lose some of to par~ 
our valued staff membei's, televisk 
- . Among them are Andre Brock, Top.  
"~. Social studies; Carol Taylor, Under 
~ ,-.- , Roy. Wong, physics. Ed Rotary 
- '  Harrison, geography teacher represe: 
~ / and librarian, leaves to work on annual/ 
- ~. " / his Masters  degree. We Progran 
: ~' : ~ particularly.regret to.note the .~ The,r, . . . . . . . .  . o ,~ , ,~ ,  
":- " l 'etirement of Our FrenCh su~ecess ~in achieving its 
• : department head i Mrs. Vera objectives eanbe felt in its tone, 
Frank who has given rather than seen . . . .  
exceptional service to ~ Caledonia Schooi is steadily 
Caledonia nd its students, developing in enrollment, 
~ We look forward to the return philosophy•and organization. I 
of Mrs. Jane Jack in physical wish to acknowledge the  
'education after~a year's leave of remarkable encouragement 
-i :~. ~"/ ] :  'ii :~ ' - . absenc_e. . . _ ' . __ _ and suppoi't given by"l~th staff 
* ! : : ; '~:..i Caled0nia's teaching staff i s  and students in sustaining the 
~' ,: ,- ~'~= !" : committed .'it0' the philosophy good t0n~d this',schoQl. ,, ~ 
' ~ / ,~ • ~ .,! that  each student should have On behalf of ~ the staff .and 
:L: ~* : ~: i" ]i~ : .the assurance that derives from students, I express  sincere * 
; .  ~L: : : /..~* ~vorking*:~with! ~ teachers .•who ' thanks to  individuals, 
; ' ii ! ~esp~t and~a!uel, him ifor his busines.~es and organizations:in 
'~!:~. ;~ Char~ct'er, .i'as~iirations and the commt]n~i'ty: for ~their 
: " . ' :  ~ !~ ?i~db, idual wortb.i~ . . :. sponsorshipi"0f awards in .. 
:: 'L':.;L " :~ ~ . /  ' 'My ' ~ti'dnLg ' '~ 'persona l•  athletics,.~ course program L 
~' '. ' '~ . . . . . . .  : ' " ' awards . ,  bursar ies ,  and = 
' . . , x . " • • 
A 
Just enough EXPERIENCE 
seasoned with heartache so that 
you can separate dreams from 
illusions... 
DENIAL touched with 
indifference so that you will 
.always try harder - struggle 
just a little more -to reach your 
goal. or to taste victory... 
HARD WORK - lots of it -so  
that you might grow blisters 
on your hands but not on your 
attitudes... 
DEFEAT occasionally, in 
order that your backbone may 
be stiffened and your emotional 
muscles trengthened... 
NEED so that you will never 
be afraid to reach out to others 
for help, nor will fa i l  to 
comprehend that others may 
have need of you... 
FRUSTRATION in order that 
Wish/or grads 
you will have to begin again, to 
pick up the shattered pieces and 
know what it is to have to start 
over... 
FEAR : fear of competition, 
fear o f  weakness, and fear of 
failure so that you will always 
avoid being the destructive B's - 
boastful, bias, and bored. 
FAITH so that you will wrap 
yourself in God as your security 
blankbt. And will never tail co 
acknowledge the Canadian flag 
as your status symbol... 
No, I have not offered you the 
easy path, ner have I tossedour 
pretty phrases to ~mpliment or 
win you. But then, friendship is 
telling it like it is. And life is 
made of these things I have 
offered you..The test is whether 
you can take it or nott 
,, .. -6r a,duates '71  
sincere Wishes 
. , • . .  
fo ra  
Jccessful future 
to all of you 
? 
Terraoe andilistriot 
- : : ,  . : ! '2  
Ohamber Oommeroe:i 
oOmmUnit/ ,To build ,a better., 
PL 
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I Valedictory. Address 
Instead of following the procedure of making a 
straightforward farewell speech as a Valedictory 
Address, I have chosen to go back to the original 
meaning behind the word Valedictory. The word 
Valedictory comes from the Latin verbs "Valeo" 
which.means to, be.strong, and "Dicto" which 
means to tell. Thei-efore,.contrary to the popular 
conception of it' being a sentimental rendition of 
farewell, a Valedictory is intended more as a 
willing of strength for the future. 
year without us, must be a bleak 
prospect indeed. Both our 
teachers and our parents really 
need the strength that we would 
wish them, for their strength 
must have been drained 
through their monumental 
efforts to give it to us. 
So l am here for the 
Graduating Class, not so much 
to say goodbye as to thank 
people for the streng|h which 
they have given us, and perhaps 
to try to wish it to them in 
return. We have needed 
strength in many ways during 
our years in the public school 
system and now we have to 
tahnk a number of people for 
providing the sti'ength to help us 
along. 
The first people we must 
thank are, for obvious reasons, 
our parents. In turn we would 
like to wish them much 
strength. I should imagine that 
they will find it extremely 
difficult to face the future 
without us. We have certainly 
kept them physically and 
mentally alert. We must thank 
our teachers as well• Some of 
them have helped us a great 
deal as we strugglod through. It 
is only fair, though, to wish 
them also a certain amOunt ef 
strength. Facing school next 
Probably most of us here, who 
are graduating, feel that we are 
fairly strong. I think that we 
have the right to feel this way. 
After all, haven't we just 
survived twelve years of 
school? Shouldn't mere 
existence here in the north have 
made us strong? Anyone who 
could live through the record - 
breaking levels of snow that we - 
had  this year, simply had to be 
strong. 
However, just having 
strength is not good enough. 
Somehow we must put to good 
use the kind of strength which 
each of us has gained. Trying to. 
discover our particular field' of 
interest may not be easy for us, 
but once we have discovered it, 
we shbuld hope that our 
strength will help us to carry 
outour different aims. We hope 
to be able to achieve these aims 
to prove to our parents, our 
teachers, and, most of all, to 
ourselves, that the strength that 
we have been entrusted with, 
which has grown amongst us 
through friendships and 
associations, will eventually 
bear fruit. 
Waiting for graduation exercises to begin:' Maitha Morven, Kathy Jeffrles, Gertrude Peal, 
Glenda Best, Sharalyn Best. . .* 
i i 
EATON'S 
Oatalopo sales and i 
home, furnishings 
extend sincere Best WiShes. 
to the Graduates of 71 '~  
3216 KIILllll ' TElllR|llE . 
TELEPHllNE 638.7121. " " d " 1 
i 
. i i 
Congr,a,..t,ulat-ion,s 
• . • . 
, .  " :  " . "1.* ," ' .  ' . • 
• the 
~'~  +~+ 
/ . , • , , 
• l f ror l l : , : ;you r: ' ,Super  S tore  ~ 
. .  - ,. 
• , . . ,- , 
• "~ • :~  : . • , . .;, 
• . . .  o 
. . . .  . , - ,  
I SUPER.V!!A LU 1 " ~~ "~ Best i o f  Luck  i i;i • 
h 
Class  ::~0 f ''1 
, , ' .  ~ . . . . . .  
' 71  
~. .  ,, ' . " f  , : .  ~,, ~,  ~>, : :~ .  ,~ 
7 .,,.,,,:ti :/ 
~i  i l l  
' *":iiiiilTirraoe : iii!i ii  :i  . . . .  
. i i i i 
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• .Caledonia Chorus - Left to right • Norma Dando, Laurina 
yachon. Candy Smith, Margaret Vanderkwaak, Sandy Clay, 
Bey Best. Delores Gillert, Mr. C. Holden, Judith Froese, June.  
Giesbrect ,  Laurel .Redmond, Louise Renney, Wanda Best, Cathy 
Froese. Cathy POrter. Sheryl Olsen. • . . , "  , . . 
,..In the second year• of Caledonia's existence' a, seventeen. 
. . . .  . . . .  member  Girls Choir.was formed under the dlreetiou of Mr. Carl" 
.' - Ilolden. -'they Ila~'e":been an active group. • 
. . . . . .  , .The group's..first.performanee was at a. loeal  talent show, 
. . . . .  They• have since "performed in th'e Terrace Music Festiv:~l in 
.which.they placed. first to win an all-expense paid trip to 
Vancouver for the provincial music festival in May, !971. 
,. ,Choir membershave  sewn their own uniforms - long navy 
blue or pink skirts with white blouses.- 
Goodbye, Mrs. Franks.  Murray Hamer photo 
]~]~Ir ~ ~ i~f~ '[ Th  0 [Fut" r '  I " I 
IGORDON & 
LTD. 
: " L ' i  1 ':~ ~ ':'LI }:i:?.:i!ij '4606 Lazelle 
. , .  ~ . . . .  • 
|ERSOHI:J , .  .~  ~;~ ~'  . 
( • . .  - 
; ' j  . ' ,  
CHILDHOOD FANTASY 
I was  afraid 
of the dark 
• when I was  smal l  
. And yet 
I loved the mystery 
and eerie si lence, 
Blue Ribbon Bakery 
'4717 Lakelso No. 4 
: . .  , .  
(in the Super-Valu ShoPPing Oentre) 
And I a lways wondered • . . . . . .  . " . .  
What kind of things happened " - ' 
In the I)akes for all oooas ions  dark night air. 
Sylvia Hughes " 
. ' "  . - . 
The Bank of Nova Sootia 
the bank that  iike~:p 
For al l :the banking services . . , 
" .  , .  
, : : i ,  • you'll ever ne~d : , i : .  " .!::*::~ : . . ,  
k a ~ 
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Many long years ago... 
Teacher Joan MacDonald with class at Kalum School. 1945. 
Piaytime at Kalum School, 1936. 
Teacher Ailecn Frank with class of '36-'37 a t Kalum School. 
Yellowhead Roadrunners 
On the road-to Jeric]lo'- led by 
I{on Williams 
Oa.ganizer AI-Ca~KQIL,'~ 
AWARD WINNERS' ...~ 
Stephani~ Duffus Mara Sperandio _ ' . . . .  Annina Bernardo 
l 
May You Have A 
Bright Future! 
Kalum Electric Ltd. 
• :' • 3238 Kaium 
. . .  ; - .  . . . .  ] ' . ' -  . . . . ". - .  
. . . . .  ns,2732 " 
." . • . . , , . . . -  . 
. corner of Lazelle and Eby ~ II~ i l ~- ,  
"'For Over h-alf~o~icentu~ty '':,~ "~:~ ' ~.~/ .i~ I 
..... :: '/GOOD FORTUNE Iii TIIED][YS:AHEAD FOR:THE [}I~$S:OF~: 71 !:~: , i 
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..Jacqueline Adams, 18, of 
Aiyansh plans to take a 
secretarial course beginning in 
September. She received her 
e lementary school ing in 
Aiyansh and her.  secondary 
education in North Vancouver." Terrace. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Roy Adams, of Aiyansh. 
- • • . . . .  
..Doug Anweiler, 17, hasn't 
decided what he will do for o 
career  but .  plans to  take 
something at veeatiooal school. 
Educated solely in Terrace, 
Demg is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Emie Anweiler of Terrace. 
• .G lenda  Best,:i8, doesn't Imow ..Diane Both, 17, 4night take a ..Leslie Campbell, 17, plans to 
if she'll be a career girl or a teacher training course but take a secretarial course after 
housewife but has plans to plans to travel extensively first, travelling for a while. Formally 
attend college. Schooled in Educated in Terrace, Diane is educated in Terrace Leslie is 
Terrace Glenda is the daughter the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold BesLof Archie Both of Terrace. Jock Campbell of Terrace. 
. .8haralyn Amy Best, 19, unlike 
her younger sister, plans to be a 
missionary and further her 
education at a bible school. If 
that doesn't pa n out she will 
turn to nursing. Educated in 
Terrace,  Shara lyn  is the 
daughter of .Mr.. and Mrs. 
Arnold Best, of Terrace. 
..Lcanna Bates, 18, has her 
heart set on becoming a nurse. 
Leanna plans to attend B.C.I.T, 
She received her education at 
Telkwa and Fort St. John and is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
R.F. Bates, of Terrace. 
. ; . .Chr i s t ina  Maureen  
Blunderfield, 27, a former drop- 
out realizes the need for a full 
edueatiQn and plans to become 
a public health nurse after 
graduat ing from U.B.C. 
Educated in Calgary, Alberta, 
and Prince Rupert Christina 
plans to make full use of her- 
!. 
• . Joanne Braam, 17, a 
prospective housewife, plans to 
t rave l  before making a career 
. . . .  Barbara Christensen, 18, 
may become a practical nurse 
but first she plans to work and 
travel a . while. Barbara  
received received one year el 
schooling in Burnaby. She is the 
daughter of Ernest Richard 
C hristensen. 
il i 
• . " . , 
/ z .~  
choice'EducatedlnMedlclne "'saraCard°s°'l$'Isguin'~°""'~ i..,..~ |, 41 ~ 
Hat, Alberta a~td Terrace major in languages a t  the ' '  . .  
Jeanne is the daughter of Mr. University of Madrid, Spain. 
and Mrs. Cornelius Braam of Educated in Europe and  " 
Terrace. Terrace, Sara Is the daughter of . .Sam Chow,'23, feels Computer 
Clemente Cardoso of Terrace. technology is his'bag' and plans 
,~. his education at  B.C.I.T. 
Educated in China and Houg 
Kong, Sam.is theson of Mrs. 
Chow~Xak ChOw. ~;Xe~aee. 
!.)?/?',~ 
• .Susanne Brorup, 18, of 
Denmark .  wants to travel  
I Europe before embarking upon a yet.to.be decided career• ..Tom Casey, 18/ hasn't y"et 
Susanne was educated in decided what career he will . .Don Compton, 18, is going to 
Europe, South Porcupine embark uopn. Tom plans to do ' become a welder and plans to 
Ontario and is the daughter of some t rave l ing f i rst  and take a vocational welding 
Mr. and'Mrs.  Eric Brorup of 
Terrace. 
possibly fol low up his course this fall. Educated in 
experiences and a t tend  a Prince Rupert, and Edmonton, 
~1 school. Educated in Denis the sonofMr,  and Mrs. 
~c is the son ofMr.and RolandEompton. 
onard Gilbert Casey. 
, ~ .  ~ . ~ ~ \ ~  
• ,~, ' .  , :~  ~, ~- .  ~ ~.  ~ ~ ~ ' ~ "  ~., ~...~.~ 
!I /,° 
.~IZ hopes to major  In law or . .Gera ldD.  Boh0~ 18,jwan~ to plans io  become a~:carp.en~r . . Jay  Chapman. 18. feels he . B~er t  M~ Couchle. I t .  p~ns 
c~Id  make It as a writer bu education when she attends work a year  before'going to  .and farmer. Wilfred •wants. tU to altend U.B.C. and major in 
trace ~e' ,  !., ~ . . . . .  g. . :Te~ee~, . . .  d~.i:.~ N/ ' .  d..~i~: l.ts :. ,. .. ... . . . . . . . . . .  ,, Y 
err eli ~s"  He ~ son ~ Mr and Mra John 
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(;RADS OF 1971 
..Peter Daoust, 17, plans to 
attend the College of New 
Caledonia this fall. Educated in 
Kitimat and Terrace, Peter is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fern 
Daoust of Terrace. 
..Garry Dutehak. 18, hopes to 
become an au~ body specialist 
or mechanic but plans to leave 
Terrace. Educated in Prince 
George, Garry is the son of Mr, 
and Mrs. Eilcen Dutehak, 
..Laurel Donaldson, 18, hopes ..JoAnne Dyer, IL daughter of 
tobecomea secretary after she Mr. and Mrs. George Dyer, 
completes a secretarial eourse, plans to study education at 
Educated in Redwater, Alberta, Caledonia College in Prince 
and Vanderhoof she is the George next fall. 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.H. 
Donaldson of Terrace. 
..Doug Fell 18, is going to 
major in political science at 
either U.B.C. or S.F.U. this fall. 
Educated in Terrace Doug is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. 
Fell. 
. .Dorella French,  18, has 
already enrolled in aregistured 
nursing course at the Royal 
Inland Hospital in Kamloops, 
Dorella received her education 
in Terrace and is the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Doran French, 
..Tom Gare, 18, also hasn't . .Ken Harris, 18, wants a 
deeidedupon his future but may responsible Job as parts man or 
attend university. Tom received trucker and possibly attend 
his elementary schooling in B,C.I.T. Hisplansineludesonte 
Nelson and is the son of Mrs. travel, marriage and a happy 
Betty Gare. life. Educated in Terrace he is 
the son of MIr. and Mrs. A,J. 
Harris of Terrace. 
Judith (Jude) Gilbertson, 18, 
wants "some responsible 
position in a business office." 
She is now employed with a 
local travel agency. Judith 
received some of her secondary 
education i  Prince George and 
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ole W. G i lber tson . .  
. .Ted Hidber, 19, thinks he wa- 
nts to become a welder but isn't 
sure, Tom received his 
e lementary education in 
Telkwa and is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Theodore Hidber of 
Terrace. 
...'Ben Dul~eau, 18, is going to 
work while traveling. After, he 
may or may not i'eturn to school 
- "depending on the situation ." 
Ben was educated in Terrace 
and is the son of Allan Dubeau 
Terrace. 
..Stephanie Francis Duffus, IL 
is going to take education or-  
arts at the University ofBritish 
Columbia. Educated in Terrace 
she is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. G. Duffus of Ter race .  , 
..Linda Louise Eckess. 18, is •,Colleen 
going to major in English at 
Simon Fraser University this 
fall. Educated in Prince Rupert 
and Terrace she currently lives 
in Terrace• 
Froese, 17, a 
prospective scientst, plan's to 
attend UBCthis fall to major in 
either math or science, 
Educated in Terrace, Colleen is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, 
Emil Froese. 
• .F ranco is  Effray, 18, plans to .,Robert William Gait hasn't 
enter' the computer field, decided what to do but thinks 
Educated in Terrace he is the~ he'llattend college. Educated in 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Terrace he is the son of Mr, and 
Effray of Terrace. Mrs. George H. Gair. . 
• ; . "} , .  
!i !!iii 
• :. :. "- , ,  . ,~  
• ~,: ~:?~: '  
• .Grog Goulet, 17, is concerned 
with forest protection and plans 
to attend UBC to further his 
education. Educated in Terrace 
he is the son of Albert Goulet of 
Terrace. 
• .Pierre Hiemstra, 18, wants to 
work for a trucking company. 
Educated in Terrace he is the. 
son of Mr. and Mrs~ George 
lliemstra. 
?- 
. .Peter Ilaigh, 18; is going to ..- ..~- 
become a 'machinist but his ..Candiee~ Mary. lioehin, 18,~, , ,i: ~ ....... : 
immediate plans are. to be in. hopes towork,tn the secretarial,:. : . . 
Mexico by: winter. He'. was,~ field. She•,,was educated in i~ort / .  .~ ~ . . . .  " • 
edueatedin Terrace and is the:,~ Langley,..North Burnaby, and,is;~ ": :: : 
son of Randy, and Stella Haigh the, daughter: of, M~',:and Mm.r,,,. 
of Terrace. . A.R. Iloekin, . . ..., : . , -  
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• Jim~ Holms, 18, intends to 
Work for a while before 
becoming a traveller, He may 
return to school. Tim was 
educated in Terrace and is the 
son "of Mr. and Mrs., Verdln 
George Holmes. 
- ,.Kelly Houlden, 17, thinks 
-- something in the sciences will 
eventually take him to UBC. In 
the meantime he wants to see 
something' of the wor ld .  
l~ducated in Terrace, Kelly is 
the son  of Bernice Houlden. 
- L . '  
.Maria Hugi, 18, is off to study 
. . . . . . . .  . RudolfHugi of Terrace. 
; / i  ~ :i x : : :  
• .AI Jacques, 18, doesn't know 
what field he wants to enter but 
plans to work in Terrace a while 
before traveling to Europe. 
Educated in Terrace he is the 
son of Mr. Roy F reeman 
Jacques. 
..Norman Kelly 21,  plans to 
study social work. He received 
his elementary and secondary 
school education in Alert Bay, 
Alherni and Terrace. 
.. Norman is the son of Mr, and 
Mrs. George Kelly of Port 
Simpson. British Columbia. 
• :Kathy Jeffer is,  16. who 
graduated in January plans to - ••Randy Kluss, 18, plans to 
do some travelling and work in drive a truck after graduation, 
Terrace. Educated in Terrace Randy specialized in industrial 
she is the daughter of Mr. and arts at Celdonia Senior 
Mrs. James Jefferis. Secondary. 
.,He is the son of Mr, and Mrs. 
William James Kluss. 
• .Anita Jordan, 18, is going to 
become a teacher after she 
graduates from the University 
the sciences at U.B.C. this fall. of Victoria. Anita received her 
Educated in Terrace, Maria is e le inentary education in 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Nakusp and seeondary 
edueation in Vancouver and 
Pcntieton. She is the daughter 
,.Llnda Koster, IS, attended 
sehonl in California and Surrey; 
British Columbia before 
transferr ing to Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. She is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Len 
Koster. 
" of  Mr. and Mg~.-R.R. Jordan of . •, Llada plans to'study nursing, 
Terrace. r ...-... . . 
- i 
, .  , . .  • 
: . . . .  , - .  
. .Gene Laniuk. 18, studied .. J im MacDougall, 20, is the 
academie arts at Caledonia. He 'son of Mr, and Mrs. Allan 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. E. MacDougall. 
Laniuk. . .Jim plans to work for about 
six months in Terrace and then 
seek his fortune elsewhere. 
i 
. .Maurice Lefrancois, 18, 
attended school in Golden and 
llazelton before coming to 
Caledonia Senior Secondary. 
lle is the son of Mr. arrld Mrs, 
Paul Lefraneois. 
I 
,. Helen Louise McKeown, 18, is 
undecided about a career a f ter  
graduation. She is the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. J.N. MeKeown 
of Terrace• 
..Cheryl Lennan. II, plans to 
study education at the 
University of Victoria. She is 
the daughter of Mr, and Mrs. 
William Lennan of Terrace. 
• •Dianne McLarty. 18, plans to 
study home economies at 
University of British Columbia• 
Dianne, daughter of.Mr and 
Mrs. R.H. MeLarty, prev.iously 
attended school in Pontieton, 
Prince Rupert and Kitimat. 
• ,Lorna Lieseh,.18, took ' her 
pre-secondary sehoul education 
. . . . . . .  in Nanaimo~ She plans tostudy . ,PatrickJamesMeeks, 20 son 
work'-a'nd "'(ravei;~"She was ,•Ray Lagace, 20, is theson-of nursing after graduation from" of Mr. and Mrs.' Clarence 
educated in Terrace and is the : Mr: and Mrs. Ovide Lagace of Caledonia.: : : .i, ~ . .  r Meeks. received all his 
~,; 'daughter' of Mr. and Mrs. V .S : .  Terrace, Bay stpdled industr ia l . , t .orna Is thedaughter of Mr. :edueat i0u in Terrace schools. 
Kealty. " i ,  . mechanics at Caledonia. : '  and Mrs;' EariLieseh. " He is Undecided about a career. 
,~) . . "  ' t . . ) ! ,~£• l ' t , ) ' ,  I 1",! . '~ l t i~  .~  '~,~,L ' l~ :~ ~ " ~ *  ' ~ . .~ ,~r  I , '  ,~  ~,'• ' . . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . " 
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..Marlene Middleton, 18, plans 
to work in a bank after 
graduation. 
. .Marlene received all her 
education inTerrace. She is the 
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. W.H. 
Middleton. 
• .Rick Nelson, 20, was an 
industrial mechanics student at 
Caledonia and plans to 
apprentice as an electrician 
after graduation. 
. . l ie is the son Of Mrs. B. 
Gosselin. 
..Rick's alternate vocational 
plan is to join the Canadian 
F o r c e s .  
• .Martha Morven, 18, daughter 
of Mrs. Amedlia Morven,.plans 
to work briefly after 
graduation, then study nursing. 
• .Martha attended school in 
Port Edward, Aiyanish and at 
Strathcona Lodge before 
coming to Terrace. 
.. Robert Nelson, 19, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Victor Nelson, plans to 
work for B.C. llydro after 
graduation. He graduated in 
industr ial  mechanics from 
Caledonia. 
. .John Murie, 18, plans to train 
as a heavy duty mechanic. He 
is the son of Peter Murie, Jr .  
and attended school in 
Castlegar, Port Coquitlam and 
Terrace. 
,. Norman Noel, 17, a native nl 
Montreal, studied academic 
sciences at Caledonia. 
..Norman, the son of Mrs, 
Josephine Marsh of Terrace, is 
undecided about a future 
career• 
• .Wendy Nordstrom, 18, plans 
to become either an airline 
stewardess or a practical nurse. 
..Wendy received part of her 
• .Bob Nadeau, 18, Intends to t, dueatiou in Hinten, Alberta, 
apprentice as a machinist. : Vancouver, Prinee George and 
. .Bob, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Port Alberni. •
Nadeau, came to Terrace f rom. . .She is the  daughter of Mr:. and 
Stoney Cr~k,  Ontario. Mrs. Olaf Nordstrom. 
• .Vicki Obzera, 18, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Obzera, 
plans to work in an office after 
graduation. 
..She studied commerce and 
clerical subjects at Caledonia. 
. .Carol ine Anne Ross, 18, 
• .RenatoPienig, lS, formerlyof daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Cedarvale; plans to attend New William Ralph Ross, plans to 
Caledonia College. : :  ,4 study nursing. 
.Ale is the son of Mr. and ..Caroline previously attended 
Mrs. Valentino Pienig. school in Telkwa and Smithers 
: before studying commerce and 
clerical at Caledo]|ia, 
. .Satnam Jaur  Parmar, 22, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs• G.W. 
Oarmar, plans to work as a 
typist. 
• .Satnam attended elementary 
school in Prince Rupert. 
. . Isla I rene Patterson,~ 17, 
studied academic arts  at 
Caledonia and plans to attend 
Caledonia College in Prince 
George this fall. 
.. isla, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
lan Patterson, plans a career in 
teaching. 
• .Domenica Pretto, 19, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Achille Pretto, plans to attend ..Debby Ross, 18, daughter of 
School in Europe for a eoupld of Mr. and Mrs..Lloyd Ross, plans 
years after graduation, to do clerical work. • 
• .She studied commerce and 
clerical courses at Caledonia. 
..Louise Margaret Renney, 16, 
a native of. Hartlepool, Co. 
Durham, England, plans to 
study medicine at University of 
British Columbia. 
• .Louise is the daughter of Dr. 
and Mrs. i larvey C. Renney. 
~.Dave RinOahl, 17, plans to 
attend bible school for one year 
before attending college to 
study computer programming. 
.. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Leonard Rindahl. 
.'.Gertrude Peal, 18, attended 
elementary, school at 
6it laRdamix Ind ian,  Day 
School in Aiyanish and Junior 
secondary school a t . Jasper  
PiaeeCompositeHighSehoolio ..Diane Reum, i7, a former 
Edmonton. studentatSt. Margaret's School 
• .Gertrude, daughter o4' Mr. on Vancouver Island, is the 
and Mrs; Sam Peal,. plans to daughter of Gary Reum. She  about a career after graduatlon. 
enter in-service training this plans to Study eomputer  . .He is  the son of Mr. kndMrs.  
summer . . , .  , programming after graduation." Leslie M. Robinson. ' " 
• . .  • . . , 
u 
• .Leslie Michael Robinson, 18. " ' 
formerly from Saskatchewan ' 
and Prince Rupert, is un'decided 
- . .  . . . . - .  . ,  
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..Tina Ronda, 18, plans to •.Carolyn Seinen, 17, studied. 
attend Prince George academic arts at Caledonia 
V6cational School to train as a Senior Secondary. She plans to 
assistant, work as a secretary after 
..Tina, daughter of Mr. and graduation. 
Mrs. Jacob N. Rends, " . .Carolyn is the daughter of Mr. 
plreviously attended school in and Mrs. Albert Seinen. 
Ontario and Sourthern British 
Colombia. 
• .Daniel Smith. 18 plans to 
study forestry at BCIT after 
graduation. 
"'He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ilarold K.C, Smith. 
. . f . 
• .Mars Daniela R. Sperandio. 
16, winner of the Terrace 
Rotary C lubRespons ib i l i ty  ..Valerie Cathryn Sterritt, 17, 
Award, plans to study sciences daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
at the Unviersity of British Sterritt, plans to travel and 
Columbia. She is the daughter work as a model, 
of Mr. and Mrs. Luigi C. 
Sperandio f Terrace. 
• .Patricia Lauren Sande, 18, 
Chamber of Commerce 
Aws rd-Winner, plans to earn a 
bachelor of science degree at 
University of British Colubmia. 
• ,Patrieia is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. R.,E. Sande. 
..Roger G. Sheppard, 17, plans 
to study forest technology in 
Prince George. 
..He is the son of Richard G. 
Sheppard. 
• .Bill Sauer, 17, plans a world 
trip in November and later a 
mechanics course, 
,.Bill, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Sauer, studied academic and 
technical courses at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. 
i 
• .Wayne Sheridan,- 18, plans to 
travel and study arts after 
graduation. 
• .lie is the son of R.E. 
Sheridan. 
llzabethSehneider, ,,Colleen Norma Smith, 20, 
of Mr. and Mrs. hopes to attend Salvhtion Army 
ler, plans to study , Training College In Toronto and 
In Nelson after work  as a welfare assistant 
• • " • Mter graduation. • 
received a l l .  her. . ' .Col leen, is the daughter of 
+' ~, c~lueution except grade +one In ' Env0Yand Mrsi William Young 
• Tei~race. : " . , ~ Terrace.:/. / 
r • . , 
~.Mary- Jean Smith, i8, 
da'ughter of Mrs, Myrtle Smith, 
is a native of C~arlottetown, 
Prince Edward Island. 
..Mary Jean plans to study 
nursing, 
..Sheila M. Smith, 17,'plans to 
attend airlines training school, 
..Sheila. daughter of Judge and 
Mrs. Fred A. Smith, received. 
her entire education in Terrace 
schools. 
.•Blythe Spidel, 17, ' hopes tO 
divide her time between 
secretar ia l  work and ,.Marlin Sturby, 18, daughter of 
• missionary work after  she Mr. and Mrs. William M. 
leaves Caledonia Senior Sturby, plans to work as a 
Secondary. 
telephone operator. • .She is the daughter of Mr. add 
~s .  Ernest Spidel. 
J 
.,Darhl Spidel, 20, studied- - -  
industrial construction a t  
Caledonia. 
..Darhol, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
• Ernie Spidel, plans to work as a 
carpenter and a missionary. 
..Maurice Squires, 19, son of 
Mrs. Lucy Squires, attended 
,.Don Sparks, 19. plans to school in Pr ince Rupert, 
attend Simon Fraser University Vancouver and Indlan~ Day 
in January, 1972, ~chool in Canyon City before 
..Don,:son o f 'Mr ,  and Mrs. enrolling at Caledonla. 
Ronald Sparks of Terrace, is ,.Maurtee pluan-'to,Joln the 
interested in  computer  Cunad iuq  ~forees after  
technology and forestry,., graduation., 
.,Shirley Swanson, 18, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swart'son, 
plans to work as a secretary. 
She previously attended schools 
in Vanderhoof and Pr ince'  
George. 
:.Arlene Swares, 18, plans to 
work as a telephone operator. 
. .Arlene, .daughter of Mr.-and 
Mrs. A.D. Swares, attended 
sebool in Tormto and Prince 
Rupert, 'before coming , to  
Terrace. 
q 
..Ken Sweder, 18, plans to 
attend community college to 
study accounting. 
• .He is the son of Mr. and Mr. 
N.H. Sweder. 
..Linda P. Timko, 17, plans to 
go to England for Br it ish 
Rorsemaster Course, then 
study veterinary medicine. 
..Linda, previously from High 
Prair ie,  Alberta, is the 
daughter of William Timko. 
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..Michael Tugwood, 18, son of ..Leon Wacker, 17, a native of ..Angelica Wickmann,  2i, 
Erie Tugwood, is an academic Oregon, U.S.A., plans a world daughter of William Wickmann, 
arts graduate. His future plans trip after graduation, studied commercial  c ler ical  
are uncertain. . Ale is the son of Mr. and Mrs. courses at Caledonia. 
4Leroy Wacker. 
..Brenda Leah Taft, 17, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Raymond A. Taft, plans to train 
as a registered nurse at St. 
Paul's Hospital in Vancouver, 
as well as Canadian Bible 
College. 
..Dawn Marguerite Tennant' 
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Carman Tennant' plans to study 
nursing after graduation. 
• . Joanne Todoruk, 18, a 
commercial clerical graduate. 
plans to study practical• 
nursing, 
• .Joaune is the daughter of Mr. 
an.d Mrs. Paul Tedoruk. 
. .Joe Tomas. 19, son of Alfonso 
Tomas, plans to train as a 
welder. 
Katie Walker, 18, who studied 
academic sciences at 
..John Vandenboer, 18, son of Caledonia, is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Freder ick Mr. and Mrs. David Roy 
Vandenboer, hopes to travel, Walker, Katie plans to travel 
then study forestry at the before going to College. 
College of New Caledonia' in 
Prince George. 
..Wolfgang Wichmann, 20, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. K.H. 
Wickmapn0 plans to travel 
through Europe and Japan 
before studying forestry or 
education at University of 
British Columbia, 
..Linda Grace Walsh, 17, 
• .Mariette MargotVan Westen daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ..George Quent Wilcox. 18, 
16, plans to attend Notre Dame James H. Walsh; l~lans to Study plans to take a cooking course. 
University in Nelson to study languages at the University of He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
teaching, majoring in art, British Columbia. I laro ld Norman Wi lcox  of 
French and English. Terrace. 
..Mariette is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mr.." Pleter Kornelius ' : , . .  
van Westen. 
e 
I 
;;If. I;' 
• ..RonlWilliams, Z9, son of Mr. 
. .E r ika  Thodt, 19, plans* to .... John Henry Whale, 16; Sonof uudMrs.  MosesWll l iams,plans' /  
"study practical nursing. She is .. Ligia Tomas, 18, daughter ~ Mr.  and "Mrs. George' Whale, . toslffdy Wildlife conservation at': : .. 
the daughter d Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Tomas,  plans toa l'iend,BCIT to train as the UniVersity % of, Britisll',,~. r • :~ 
Hans ThodL plans to study accounting. , . | "~ '~-~. '~ I~ '~ '~_ -_  -::'- .:-- : an electronics technician. Columbia. ~No photo avaiiable...' " '  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . : .~-7" - . -~-u~~ ~::=." ?,1~:',+,~ .~-,~ r..,~l:, ,t ~,it~;,,o,l.,(,; 
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• •Gordon Willie, 19, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Toby Willie. plans to 
study drafting at vocational 
school. 
i 
L 
% 
..Theodore George Wyatt, •18, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Wyatt, plans to work as a 
mechanic. 
• .Jo Ann Zenyk. 17, daughter of 
Jo  Zenyk, plans to study 
archaeology. 
- % y 
..Also graduat ing :  .;. i.;. ,.~. 7 : .  
• .Tommy Ch~ -r'!.) "{r~r.,i .. 
.'err-, y u .y"ar  L ' ': ' # 
• .Blake Davis 
•,Alda Kolner 
Judith Rathjrn 
• : Rick Soes 
• .Students who fulfilled 
requirements for graduation in 
January,  1971, are: Jean 
Penner, Brian Sears, Dyane 
Both, Birgitte Brorup, Cindy 
Coburn, David Johnson, Mike 
Le Ross,•D0ug Stanyer, Sharon 
Birch, Kathy Jefferis, Frank 
Adams, Mike Mintenko, Dianna 
Peterson, Joanne 'Zenyk, J im 
Sullivan. 
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. .Alan Titcomb, son of Mr. and 
• Mrs. Ken Titcomb, plans to  
. . . .  train as a heavy-duty mechaldc 
or a welder after graduation. 
No picture available. 
.Caledonia awa,rds program 
Caledonia's Awards System 
attempts to recognize high 
standards of achievement, 
industryand ability - not only 
among academic and technical 
students but  als0 among 
• vocationally-inclined students. 
More than 140 prizes •. are 
awarded to students in the87 
courses offered at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. 
chosen by each of the 500 
students. 
Awards and prizes are chosen 
to f i t  the course or program 
chosen by each of the 500 
students 
Prizes-and awards include 
money in .the form of a 
scholarship or hursaw; science 
books and .equipment; medals, 
books, tools, textile shears, 
subscriptions to journals and. 
Certificates of Merit; 
In each of the four programs 
offered at Caledonia .- 
. academic ,  techn ica l ,  
community services, industry 
and commercial education- top 
graduating Students receive 
trophies based on their 
achievement throughout grades 
eleven and twelve. 
Caledonia's Awards System 
would not be possible without 
Cash awards 
• ]• .  
A number of comPanies and 
individuals have  given cash 
awards to promising students, 
These'  graduating students 
have besn awarded prizes for 
their achievements:• 
Maria Hugi-sponsored by the 
Skeena-Cass ia r  D ist r ic t  
Teachers'  Association, was 
awarded the $250 Doug and 
Helen 'Gilmour Scholarship. 
Miss Hugi intends to use the 
scholarsSip towards a Bachelor. 
of Science degree. 
XXXXX. • 
Linda Walsh was awarded the 
$250 Terrace and District 
bursary. Miss Walsh Will use 
the barsary towards a Bachelor 
of Arts degree (major - 
languages) 
XXXXXX 
Linda Eekess won the $250 
Medical Doctors of Terrace 
Bursary. Miss Eckess Will 'use 
the bursary towards a Bachelor 
of Education degree.,~ 
. ' xxxxx  
Colieen: Froese has been 
awarded a $250 ,Skeend ,Forest 
Products Ltd. 'bur~ry Which 
Miss Froese will,use towards a 
. Bachelor of Science degree. " 
• ' : i , , "  . , ,X .XXXX , , . 
S[epbanie Duffus h.as won the' 
skeerid-C'itssiar,'. ': Dis t ' r i c t  
Teachers~ ~Asseciatinn Btirsary.: 
of $250 ~itO~;'ai~ds a: .Bachelor ~"Of.' 
• A~:iS: or: Bathe|dr 6f,;Edueation: 
degree, ' -: ' 
.: ~ - 
Mars Sperandio won the $250 
Terrace and District Credit 
Union Bursary_ which :Miss 
Sperandio.:will use t0~'ards u 
Bachelor of Science degree.... 
She is also the Terrace Rotary 
Club social ResPonsibility 
award winner. 
Mariette Van Western l~as 
been awarded the Hans G. 
Muelde Bursary to be used 
• towards her objective of a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, 
XXXXX 
Clarence VandeKwaak l~as 
won, a $250, Skeena-Cassiar 
District Teachers' Association 
award. Mr. VanderKwaak will 
use the cash towards a Bachelor 
of Science degree goal. 
X XXXX 
William Bush has been 
awarded the Skeena Auto Metal 
Shop Ltd. Industrial Education 
Program Award, 
the active participation, 
invo lvement  an  d 
encouragement of businesses, 
groups and interested 
individuals in the Terrace 
community. 
Chairm;m of Caledonia 
Awards Committee :- John M. 
Chen-Wing~ 
. .  -, , , , 
Committeemembers: . 
"Alan Cameron/ :  
Geoffrey. Giles :,/. :i ...::!':' :" ' 
• Jane Jack. " 
Edward DeVries 
Theodore Brooks 
Arthur Gilmore 
• .:Susanne Brorup/ won the 
Terrace Interiors Lid. athletic 
award for the most outstanding 
female athlete. Susanne was 
also awarded .a 'big block 
athletic award. 
Terrace Photo Supply Ltd. 
award for the most outstanding 
ma.le athlete. Arnie also won a 
big block award and h Terrace 
Basketball AsSociation award 
as the most improved player, 
Art prizes • .David Sharpe was awarded 
• . j 
--:~  : , 1 the Erwin JeWellers athletic 
Recivicnts ~ ofT e'~rse nr izes,  service award and also a big 
for Artare:  " } .... ~"  ?- . -. block athletic award." 
Margaret Urner took the Art x x x x x x 
nine and tenBob Parker Ltd. ..Linda Juba won .the Ocean 
award. 1 . Cement Northern Ltd. award 
• Judy Gilbertson won the:Art for the most sportsmanlike 
1land 12 BobParker Ltd. prize, athlete plus a big block award. 
Winners Z~f the Commerce |  
awards were: 
i Winners of the  Finning Tractor and Equipment Ltd, prizes for; Company 
shorthand 11 - Karen Ring; 
Office orientation 12 - Candice 
Hockin; typing 10 Audry 
Mercer. 
Winners of the Toronto 
Dominion Bank prizes for; 
basic commerce 10 - Janet 
Ward; business machines 12 - 
Beverly Kcalty; office practice 
12 -. Candice Hockin. 
Winners of the Bank of Nova 
Scotia prizes in commerce for; 
secretarial practice 12- Candice 
Hockin; typing 11 - Beverly 
Kealty. 
Winners of the Canadian 
x x x x,x , Imperial Bank of Commerce 
commerce Wizt~s for; general 
David Rindahl - w0n the, business 12- KathyJefferis and 
Mathematical ~Sseciation of Erika Thedt. ~ : 
America GoldPin.; ; '  The' Royal Bank o f  Canada 
xxxxx  .. : - commerc ia l  programme 
Patricia Sande Won the ". awards went to: Candice Hockin 
Terrace Chamber of Commerce and Arlene Swares. 
Academic-Technical . . : ,  : . . . .  
award.Programme Award :~,  ..... ~ . ~ ' ~  ~ ! • " : ;x .xxx :  i " 
I~i]I'}~ade~~,/is"pt;esentedi'flie: 
.Victor ;C~G. ii.lolliffe,i Techntc//l 
.ii:///' (, 
"XX 'XX " • . . . .  . ' xa~Is lu lk ;~.  ~ luk ; l~ ,a l l  •W,U IV .  I , [ iU  
1 ' '  : 1 ' " . . . .  h " . . . . . .  ~ ' ' r . Ro~/al'> :Bank'S. 'of : ca l i~da:  
.anna, uernarao  ' was nro~ramme award 
presented thd Kinsm'enBm~sai, y ' ~ ; . . . .  s/x ~ X = ~' ' .... ' 
degree.,~Miss:Berhd~'do"~dl~e'i, ' ':ArlefieS@areswdnthe Royal 
the hutsary;fdt a IR~ich~i0f ~ df ": Bhnk 'Of', Caii~da ~Piogt~mme 
Education degree.', ""'"'~ " award. ~,"~ '",' '..: , ...... '. 
awards " . . . . .  
.. Lorne Dakin won a big block 
athletic award. 
X K X X X  
• .Dale 'Prest won a Terraee 
"Basketball Association award 
x x x x x . as the leading reboundel: and a 
. .Arnle Janzen. picked up the small block athletic award. 
X X X X X X  
• .Other small block athletic 
• awards were awarded to: 
Lynne. Atwoud, Tom' Casey, 
Ingrtd " Kumpolt, Murray 
Ha mer. Donna Mitizlmberg, -
Brent KIuss. Kathy Orr, Reuato 
Pienig, Brenda  O'ConneIl, 
Brent Shaw and Mark Wilcox. 
. .  Randy Kluss was awarded the 
Terrace Basketball Association 
Award for the highest free 
throw shooter. 
. . P r i zes  and awards for 
specific courses were  ~ilso 
presented. -,. 
OOH6RATULATIONS   
OALED :i ola .I 
OLASS OF 71 : :, 
, : . : ' .  : .  
':. - ]SJ . '  7 / , : '~  
'?, ~i!~ !2 "":,iX! 
, . . .~  
' -  ' i ? "  r 
h • m 
: Limi ,, 
: /'.l,imwl.a|llln. • | l f i l l l i i i  .: B i l l  " , ,: .'":;'i ,. • 
i Terraoe, B.O: iiii 
• . , , • - : . • . .  : :  . .  
GU.ARANTE'E D' ORMON E Y~ R EF  U H DED ~ ,::~:~"! .-, ""' :~ 
t ' 
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TEACHERS " ".i ~/ i• ~ i I •~ i~ • • .  • , .,~.~ 
• .John Bastin~ B.A .  
principal at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary,' has taught 
school for a total of fourteen 
years. Mr. Bastin is a native of 
Vancouver, British Columbia. 
..English and social studies 
teacher Rederick Brown, B.A. 
has been on staff at Caledonia 
for two years. He is a native of 
Saskatoon. 
• ~ ~i  ¸~ 
• .Marsha l l  Bergsma' ,  
'B.Sc. M .A , ,  Vice-Principal has 
taught school in Terrace for the 
past six years. His specialties 
are mathematics and physics. 
• .Mr. Bergsma was born in :  
Comox, British Columbia. 
..Latvian-born Andre Brock, 
B,A• has taught social studies to 
Caledonia students for one year. 
Mr. Brock has been a teacher 
for nine years. 
..AI .Cameron, machine shop 
instructor and head of 
Ca ledon ia ' s  indust r ia l  
education department, was 
born in Chilliwaek, British 
Columbia. He has taught in 
Terrace for nine years. 
..Elaine Dahm, B.A., a native 
of St. Johann, Tirol, Austria, 
has completed her first year of 
teaching French and German at 
Caledonia. 
..German-born Henry Dreger, 
B.Ed., teaches ocial studies at 
Caledonia. He has taught 
school for six years, in Terrace 
for the past year. 
his first year  of teaching in 
Terrace. A native of Indiana, 
USA, Mr. DeVries has been a 
teacher, for the past three years. 
i ; f i~ 
..Industrial education ann nne 
arts  teaeber Kenneth Cebniiak . .Phys ica l  education and 
completed his second year of recreation teacher Ed De Vries, 
teaching in Terrace this year. B.S.M.N. (Ed) has completed 
He was born • in Smoky Lake, 
Alberta• 
.:J0h.n M. ':iCbc~W|ng, B.A. 
head of Science Departments at 
bqgh Skecna Junior Secondary 
• • ' , and.CaledonlaSe~:0ndary. Mr
..iCaledonia student counsellor ~ Cl)'e.n-,WliigW~s,b0rn"|hport of 
, Theodore M. Brooks, B.S., M.S,, spaln~iTrinldad~.aml. ~'t'o~k one ,., Business education teacher 
M.A., is a native of Maryland. Ye~r'ot/cachet trillnln~ at UBC. B•Ed., has been a .teacher for 
He has a .totall Of 17 years" ~ ~!:He., has . . "ma jored  in years, three of wldeh have ;been 
teachimg experience, and has bi6chemistry/ Zoology ann spent in Terrace. ~She was born 
i tau h for ,e r, • . . . . .  ch ,o  . . . . . . .  i . . . .  ' " °  • 
..Vera Frank, B.A. ,  head Of . .Mathemat ics  teacher  
Trench department, has taught Douglas lnglis, B.Se,, has been 
In Terrace schools for the past on staff at Caledonia for two 
sixteen years. Mrs• Frank, who years. He was born ' in' 
retires this year, was born in Vancouver. 
North Bulkley, near Houston, 
British Columbia. 
. .Gir ls physical education 
..Geoffrey Giles, B.Se., teacher Jane Jack has a total of 
chemistry teacher at six years teaching experience, 
C~ledonia, was born in London, two of them on staff at  
England. Hehasbeen a teacher Caledonia. Mrs. Jack, a native 
for the past seven years, three of New Zealand, holds a 
of •them in Terrace. diploma in physical education. 
I 
. .English teacher Arthur D. 
Gilmore was born in Northern 
Ireland. He has taught in 
Terrace for one year. taught here for eight years. 
..Edward T. Kenney, B.A., 
social studies department head, 
was born in Terrace and has 
• .Calgary,bern Hugh Power, 
B.A• Ilas taught school for a 
. .L ibrarian and geograph~ total of 171/ayeara,: He has been 
teacher Edward Harr ison,  a teacherinTerraceforthepas( 
B.Ed. in a native of Vancouver. : l0 years and i s  now head 'of 
l ie has been 'on  staff 'at commerc ia l  !Caledon ia 'n  " ' 
"CAledonia for two yea,~,  f ~r,t q~lLartj~tept r~l~s ,~c ~0,,, 
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TEA CHERS 
. .Kenneth  Stoll ,  B.A,,  teaches 
senior  Engl ish,  A nat ive of 
Vancouver  and  raised in the 
• .Carol J. Taylor~ home 
economics teacher, was born in 
0kanagan Valley, Mr. Stoll has 
taught at Caledonia for three 
years. 
..English and German teacher 
Andrew Teews, B.A., B.Ed., 
Was horn in Manitoba. He has 
.taught sehoel for 24 years-  20 of 
them in :Terrace. 
.Bill Srniley 
t 
' . ~ . 
. . a i ! 
• ' :='" ':" " -i '~;" . . . .  - " "~ ~" ~ ~": ~ ~ ''-~ ' "  • - ' :  " 
" . , ' . '52 • ,~l '~ " ,' '=. ."  ' ; ~ .  • : ' ,~  ~ . " ' i  ' .  ~ , 
• 7 • : , , .~  ,- . , ~,~-'~-~-' ... ~'~. - ,%. . . . .  ~ ~ . .  . . . . .  - .  ~ , , 
,~. .  • / . ; :  ~. ]:. ~.. " . , . ,. .. 
:::~'-~.": . :~Quadra~ rra el S rvi • V e ce...: 
.. Nick Timm~rman, a native 
Kingston, Ontario,.: has been 
New Zealand. She holds s construction shop teacher at 
diploma in home science and. Caledonia for the past • two 
has taught in Terrace for one years. 
year. 
May all your trips 
be happy ones/ 
- , , • ,  
: .• full Of plans, and full of that one: 'great leaps ahead and agonizing 
: .m6re-into-the.breach-dear.  prat-falls 
"~ friends spirit. ~ " " 
Looking in either direction They're looking f0i;ward 
desperately " to vacation, 
about February is a depressing 'because they've: really been 
experience. Behind lie the ruins through the ~,ringer. They can 
of your buoyant September self. scarcely believe that they have 
• =* Ahead lies a trackless desertl c0me through ayear of teaching 
with the end of June far beyond wifliout anything worse than a 
the horizon, slight tic or a voice several 
:But looking back, it seems to decibels higher than it was in 
have flown by at the speed of a September. Quite a few are 
• mallard: You are exhausted, 
: i  you "cluery whether you have even more "dedicated". than 
when they began, 
.... accomplished anything, and Some of them/fortunately not 
you areready tostep out' of the many, are Soured on the whole 
breachand into a lawncbair, shambles and have decided 
: It's a good time for a quiet theydon't like kids, dete~t their 
assessment of wha~ the while fellow.teachers, and:loathe thel 
.~ed~c~tion~al business is about, administration~ They should 
' :i and a lsoof  whether you have clear out without a back-ward 
~ ~ contributed anyfidng more.than !,~,~. I r  th . , ,  ~ ,~,~,  . . . . .  -.~ 
~:a~,.fairly ~ capable job of baby- m. .~ - ;v . ,  --,.. ,~ . . .  ?,...,~ • >. .~  . . . .  : . . . . . .  • unhappy~hves.~for,, themselves. 
" '  i~'~i;i!~'s!"~g"o~: i ch'e~ es  Ja i l  and all tlioSe.abolit them . '  
• ':~" :"~"::".. Y g . . . .  Pe c Y, Teaching i sa -  ieasonably 
=/ .i~.~:~.just'fln!shing ~e.flrst year, has i Wel!-naid' ioh -~mh ~ t , , , , ,  
.:%~;hada i~ehidne."ey~0pener. F i st  "lmlida'-v ;~ ' i~ '~ '~; , ' , "~; ,~ ' ,~"  
. . . . .  • '~Of. a.ll, hepr ,dhe~s dmcovered ,,.,,,~ m~t" a w~.~m,; t,~.,~o. 
. ,  : , ; ;~.. ,that-,the , learn ing  process  , as  r~ini,! nt,t , ,~r u t i l l  ~ Ant i  nn~. ,,,~,, 
: / , :  : :~the jargOneers call it,.is Vastly .. :=v.;-n,'~,~'t~"~';.~,.n'~,~;."~:".~..". ". 
" ~f ' "  ~'*itt^:~.•--¢ ' t .~ , /~ , .~ '  ...~t . . . .  t . .~ ' *  .~  ~" ~,~,  u '~a i J . su tq  t~t 'a t te t l fv ieg .y~.  , 
m., : .=n~ n u.,  w,m~ .~  ur ~"~' Esi~iall~/"when6ne' h ~ ~''~ - - '  
', !~ : -,~l~d,'imagmed .it-to.,De... L. 4' '~ : ~" d~ :at "ni~;';:n'~'lo,.le:;4"n,~,*,%~- h,o"! 
" ~' 4 .~r" ~" ~V ~vVeei~art~ued~°~elhavn B~]. to tKose wh° c on~ider it at; 
" i~':,! ~,~, Y . . . . . . . .  . gn,  ~ y , avocation, letn ie justsayi t 'Sa 
i ]:;/i" ~rma:  that :rags: ar e . peop le .  !i'~llii(;d to{igb jbb! It's n0t for 
. .' . mat prontems, are. never a~ h " * " ' ' ' ' ' ' '  " ' ~, h' ., t eweak~ .w, o t t of " L " :large as  ther Ic~t, ~d that het~.'~-. , ] , ' , i~l ~{o~,t~J[~ 
For some of them, it has been 
the most exciting year of their 
lives, because it has been the 
first 'year in whiCh they hhve 
been totally' involved in a real 
job, with real people, students. 
For marly of them, the  year.. 
past has been a blur, or a 
dazz le :  endless hours of 
preparation and. marking 
papers; and a'combination of- 
average.school.teacher takes a 
deep  b ieath  lets Out an even 
deepersigh, and wonders where 
in  the,-name of all that's 
"ridie~ous the last teaching year 
.has  gone. - 
:Looking forward to it in 
~ptember,~ it.seems endless.. 
But .that doesn't bother you. 
You are refreshed, full of beans, 
At this t ime of year, the memos are for the wastebasket. 
the Graduates of 71 
..Roy On T.iWong B.$c. was : :.. . ' ; "  - 
born in Canton, China, and has " . ~'~'~ ~j~ " ~ L'II ~ !., ,): :i:~.i and  *extends best wishes spent his first year of teaching : 
onstaffatCaledonia. Mr. Wong - . . . " .~ " " 
/i~ ~!: :.; i fo r a happy and cc ful  scienceteacheSandPhysics"industrial generalscience. • !7,-~ i i  i i~" i~ i,. : '  S JUW e S S  
. . . .  future 
Congratulates 
A ten-year term 
Best Wishes  
B'O. Tel - * 
I1 .  3 
of TerraOe- 
" " " e  
- 635-2281 
" ' ! - . ' o [NE  STOi  ~ TR 'AVEL  CENTR 
• ~ . ( . /  •" ' -  . 'i'-..'" q p  
~,.,IR ..:SES"o L,',,O Air' 
• O lub  K iwan is , . ,  - 
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Awards Program continued 
Community Services 
In the Community Services 
field: 
Geraldine Miller won the 
Simpsons Sears Ltd prize for 
child care 12. 
Winners of the Eaton's of 
Canada prizes for textiles 12a - 
Dawn Tennant; Textiles 11 - 
Judith Froese; clothing and' 
textiles 9 - Anne Mudie. 
Jean Smith won the A and W 
Drive-In prize in foods 12a. 
Diane McLarty won the Dog 
'n Suds Drive-In prize for a 
foods course• 
The K'Shain Business and 
Professional Women's Club 
Community service award was 
won by Colleen Smith. 
Susanne Brorup won the 
community recreation Canada 
Safeway Ltd prize for 
Ltd prizes for; German 12 .- 
. Rosemay 
The E.B. Horsman and Sons 
Ltd prizes for; German 12 - 
Rosemary Bueholz; German 11 
- Reiny Dusdal. 
Mathematics prize winner's 
were: 
Colleen Froese won the Bank 
of Montreal prize for 
mathematics 12. 
Cathy Ruggles picked up the 
Canada Safeway Ltd. prize for 
Mathematics 12. 
William Saner won me wetor 
C.G. Jol l i ffe Technical 
The K'Shain Motel Ltd. prizes Specialty award. 
• Patricia SaMe was awarded 
for; German9- GeorginaMay; the Terrace Chamber 
German 1)-AnneMudie. ' Commerce  Adademie-  
•: Technical programme award. 
Mathematics 
Social Responsibility 
The Flatbush Ave.. Freighter 
4548 Lakelse 
Gim's Restaurant Ltd for; 
inathematics 11- Cathy Ruggles 
and Virginia Cooper, 
mathematics (general) 11 -Lori 
Communioty Recreation 12. - Lord; general mathematics 1) - 
Darlene Doll. 
David Rindahl won the 
• -mathemat ica l  association of 
America Gold Pin. 
I ndust r ia l  Educat ion  
Winners in the field of 
Industrial Education are: 
Skeena-Cass iav  School 
District 88 presentations t 
construction 12B studetns - 
Garret Banek, Quentin Wilcox, 
Allan Titeomb, Maurice 
Squires, Gordon Willie, Bill 
Bush, Dave Batjen, Dahrl 
Spidel, Bob Nadean, J im 
Homes, J im MacDougall. 
Frank Olsen and Charles 
Frank won the Northern 
Magneto Ltd. prizes for 
Drafting 11. 
Dahrl Spidel picked up the 
Say-Mar Builders' Centre Ltd 
prize for construction 12A and 
12 B. 
Albert and MeCaffery Ltd. 
prizes for Woodwork 9 was won 
by Larry Gregorash and Henry 
Schulmeister picked up the 
Construction 11 prize. 
Omineca Building Supplies 
Ltd. prizes for; metal work 9 - 
Brent Shaw; Mechanics II - 
Terry Francis; Mechanics 12A - 
J im Homes; Mechanics 12B - 
Science 
• Science award winners were: 
Robert Conchie and Colleen 
Froese won the Terrace Drugs 
Ltd chemistry 12 prize. 
Virginia Cooper won the 
MacGillis and Gibbs Company 
(B.C.) prize and Caledonia 
Science Teachers' medal for 
chemistry 11. 
Karen Mudie was awarded 
the MacGillis and Gibbs prize 
and Caledonia Science 
Teachers' medal for biology 11. 
Colleen Froese won the Dr. 
lan S. Mudie prize for Biology 
12. 
The Dr. Mudie prizes and 
Science Teachers' medals for 
biology 11 were won by Sherry 
Cote and Vikki Thomson. 
The West Kalum Logging Ltd..  
prize for; industrial science 12 - 
physics 12 - 
Brenda Taft won the B.C. 
Telephone Company prize and 
Caledonia Science Teachers' 
medal for physics 11. 
Robei~t Wood and Cathy 
Porter won the Columbia 
Cellulose Ltd. prizes for Science 
10. 
Science Fair prizes for grades 
11 and 12 went to Colleen Froese 
and Maria Hugi who won a trip 
to the Canada Science Fair in 
Edmonton. 
Karen Ring and Vikki 
Thomson won the Sargent- 
Welch Scientific Company of 
Canada" pr!ze.( . 
Patricia Sande and Kuldeep 
Parmar won other events. 
In social studies Maria Hugi' 
won the Harry Smith prize for 
history 12. 
Kelly Houlden was awarded 
the Murdoeh R. Robertson prize 
for law 11. 
Peter Haigh. • J im Holmes; 
William Bush won the Skeena ~ Colleen Frese. 
Auto Metal Shot Ltd. Industrial 
Education programme award 
and also picked up the Lec;s 
Equipment Rentals indsutrial 
education book prize. 
Languages ~ 
Winners of the Languages 
awards were: 
Brenda Taft won the F.W. 
Woolworth Co. L td  prize for 
English Literature. 
of 
Mara Sperandiow won the 
Terrace Rotary Club's social 
responsibil ity award in 
rec0gnitit ion of positive 
contribution• made to the 
,coporate life Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School and the 
community of Terrace. Special 
mention went to Nancy Sparks, 
Maria Hugi and Norma Dando. 
Martha Morven descends from 
the podium. 
Murray llamer photo 
The Cecil C. Pratt prizes for: .- 
Engl ish 10 went to Wanda Taft 
and CathyPorter; English 11 - 
to Cathy Ruggles and 
Alexandra Clay; English 12- 
(special award) Christine 
Blunderfield, Betty Barton,~ 
Sarah Cardoso and William 
Sauer. 
The Terrace and District 
Credit Union prizes for French 
10 were Won by Anne Mudie, 
Virginia Schinkel and Wands 
Finning Tractor 
OONGRA'rULATES 
the w inners  
o~ the i r  . 
course 'prizes 
Audrey Mercer  . Typing 10  
Karen Ring -Shor thand 11 
Candice Hockin . Office . . . .  
Or ientat ion  12 
and al l  the Graduates 
1971 4-  
May yours be. a 
happy and si,ocessful future 
m E 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd  ,~ 4639 lreJg Ave. - Terra0e 
' " i 
!ii l l!I / ,71  ....... 
I 
Taft. Charles Frank and Karen ~ " ' : ' .' .. • :, • 
The Terrace" Co-operative .Rin,g p!cked u~ the Arnold F. i - , . ,  ,. . . . . .  '" 
AssoeiationprizesforFrenehll ee,stprizes'...torboclal.Stuuiesll. | :. ~ . .  , .  . - -  r , ~ , . ' .  
"Laurina Vaehon and July Ann : uverwaitea' (Terrace) Ltd I ,- - JF~'w. -,-ffi ----~ ~ ,.~, ~- -  ~ --  _ • ~ m'  • . . . .  , .~ :' :, ". 
patilson; Freni~h !~2- Linda " prizes f0r geography l2 went to [ ,  ~llgR.OrUTj[,~.:.~W~lWi.~ll~ml[~ ~, .  L, . ..: " "  ' 
Waish. , .... =, i:-~, " . ' Patricia Sande and Mike Zelt | ' ~ , w ~ l l  E~I IW••  ~ : : ( " :  .!( 
, The E.B. "H()rsm'an aml son and WandaTaft picked:up the I ' " , P r ' . . . .  : " " '  : ~ . 4 , ' . " " P . . . . .  : .~ "~"  
: ~ . vv"b  "uumvmm'" socialstudiesl0@rizes..', l ,  1971 GRADU j 
' nn . ra ,  :i 
r i : . . .  . • , ,  May .  yOU nave  a . l tappy :and  ~ : / @  
• i to.the 1971 fGr~:duatin * Class J l successful future.:,,.:. (i~i:i("~ :.i: '~" . : .~ : :  ~~ 
Kal Se i~:::~- H LADY.001FFURES,,. !., . ~S ~. um ' ry ioe .  L id ,  - 
Lor ,  alJl~ILilLJlle._Super-Yalo,,,.. Shopp ing  ~ Cent re  . . . . . .  | ' :  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' "YOUR ARcT ICCATDEALER " . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  ' " ' 
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t . • Terrace Cen enntal .Road~nners.i.7 " 
Mayor Muni Evers of New Westminster: "Well done." 
"~ A gift fit for a Mayor. .~ . 
Best 
Wishes ~ 1 ' ~ 
Grads 
~ o ~  ~AU t'_,rmo. . , .~ .~,  -~ . " 
SUMMER ~HAIRSTYLES ~ - 
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Congratulations from Kay WilliamS. 
t 
OONGRATULATIONS 
to the Graduates 
1971 
Ilae's Barber Shop 
3213-A KALUM 
I I  
TERRACE " ' 
I 
NGNTIlilJITIONS 
to the 
aledonia Grads 
TORONTO,DOilINION BANK 
4633 Lakelse -Terrace 
.i 
• " I ' ;  
. . . . .  ',. ,.." 
. f ~ w 
i ...... I ......... a i Olass 
~.'-..' . - . "-!~...:i ~ i m m ~  mm,~D ~ • • . •. .~ ' : , " . : "  . . . . ,  
hg i l i l h i  iN  :&P 
• i i "  Phone  636 '6644 ~ , ,  
' , ' [  
':: .. '.: 
. -  , . . - j  . . 
~ ~ Con ra tu la t :ons  I I ~ ' J '  I * of '71 
• i ~ 
¢ 
. ' . '  " 
I -  Terraee/~ ~.,"'~i.,: 
-~  L~ " " ' " 2 ' '  
.~"  . ? 
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Awards Day 1971 at Caledonia Frank. 
Senior Secondary School will 
mark the end of an illustrious 
career for one of Terrace's 
pioneer teachers. 
Vera Frank, 63, the first white 
child born in the Bulkley Valley, 
will retire this week as head of 
the French department at  
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School. 
Mrs. Frank was born Vera 
McInnen id 1908 at the north 
crossing of the Bulkley River. 
She received her education at 
schools in Telkwa, Houston, 
Hazeiten and Smithers, where 
her father worked a as a 
government  .•te legraph 
operator. -' 
She graduated from the 
University of Britisb Columbia 
in 1929 and remembers 
Vancouver as "pretty big, after 
living in the country all those 
years." 
'She also recalls, fondly, that 
Vancouver had beautiful 
beaches and clear, pollution- 
free skies. 
In 1930 Mrs. Frank returned 
north after a year of teacher 
• training. Her first job was a S 
relief teacher at Topley where 
she met and marr iedlvan 
I '  
They moved to Terrace where 
she taught for four years at 
Kitsumgallum, a two-room 
school which is now the site of 
school board offices in Terrace. 
Four years later, Mrs. Frank 
was appointed principal of the 
School. 
In 1934 she left teaching to 
raise a family - two sons who 
have since become ngineers. 
She returned to teaching 
twenty-five years later, in 1959i 
and has since taught French to 
Terrace students. 
Mrs. Frank was widowed in 
1966 and now plans to retire to 
care for her aged mother. 
However, she ~)lans to keep a 
hand in educational activities, 
not as a substitute acher but 
more as a personal friend and 
counsellor to Terrace children. 
To mark her retirement, Mrs. 
Frank has been named an 
Honorary Life Member of the 
British Columbia Teachers 
Federation. She is a committee 
member of the Skeana-Cassiar 
District Teachers Association 
and through that organization 
plans to keep in touch with 
educational developments. 
Fron t page 
• .its a long way from 1931 to 1971 and f ro i  Ibe 
one-room Kalum School to ultramodern 
Caledonia Senior Secondary. Old sehosi s new 
abandoned anB gutted in Franks Field. Bill 
Groenen photos. 
I 
GOOI LOOK OLASS OF '71 
gorlhweet S l~r l I  
Murray llamer photo 
Pride and apprehension. 
g 
Shirley Swanson 
AWARD WINNERS 
• . Mary Jane Hyde 
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Student 
council L" " 
report 
Tom Casey, president of ! 
Caledonia student's eounc'il, ~' 
claims that one of the problems I 
with the present system of I 
students' council is that too few 
students become involved. 
,'Many do not seem to care 
and do not consider bow much a 
Students'. Council can help ~ 
them. Another probl~m is that 
the Student Councillors 
themsel.ves whu have been 
devoting too much time to 
minor details rather than to 
matters which will rbally help 
students," said Casey. 
Casey said that in 1971 the 
council members reassessed 
the constitution . and 
reorganized the system into one 
that wi l l  help the student body 
-much better next year. 
"I think that hose of you who 
will be at school next. year will 
: notice the changes and I'm sure 
next year's council will be able 
to benefit from our 
experiences," he said. 
. .Ter race  Centenn ia l  
Roadrunners arrived at Jericho 
Beach in Vancouvel. at 11:59:15 
a.m. Friday. April 16, 197i. The 
61-member team completed the 
900-mile dash between TArrace 
and Vancouver in  132 hours, 
including Stol~over time. 
BEST WISHES 
• from 
K'SHAIN Motel 
Ltd. 
I.inda Eckess I I F  4326 Lakelse Terrace 
I 
. Spor t ing  Supp l ies  - .Guides 
3~13 Ka lum,  Ter race  • ' " • 
635"6496---- , Best .Wmshes 
. . to  the  ' , __  
0ongratulations  Graduates  
to the 
C a..don,a erad. irl 
1971 ~ .... 
Arnold lest 
OENTER 
USE THE SERVIOES OF/ryOUn 
ITERRAOE Oo'oPBAT!I 
. ,. , g t~ . , : ~], 'J " ,>  1.a ¢ ~ • t ~:, ,  
imperial 0il Apnt 
t 
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eum ]aUde 
~.l.P. 
i k _  • ~ , , "  < 
. , . . . . ,  
/ ' . " .  
i , .... Best: Wishes 
to the • .  
GRADUATES . :",:~ * 
: ~ I i  F INANCIAL  
~ I I  BERVICEB 
4617 Lakelse Ave. P.O. Box41 Terrace,.B.C. 
I: ,o ,h. Graduates of '7 ! • :: 
I ~ - ~  f ro 'm/~ ' " 
i l  ~::~,~;i:x ~i : , '  4613 Lakelse Av . i 
OHEZ VENUS 
~" . .  , 
4613-A Lakelse 635-2432 
WISHES .. ~ 
GOOD YEARS AHEAD 
r , 
for the |7~, I I :GRADS,  :...;i i ~' 
? ,  .'.,, . , ,  
Good LUck Grads 
..... :HwY. .1~ W,, .'r. ERR.ACE 
/ 
. •  k . .  
I 
DOORS :•i~ Best Wishes Grads! 
Doors  - " , . ' . -  
like funnels 
go on and on and on. 
Doors 
• like people 
close themselves up. 
Doors 
likepuzzles 
open and shut. 
Doors ...... ? 
what are their 
stgnifiance? 
Except 
to 
" "bide i" ,: :, 
: ~ things" 
".away 
What things, please? 
Sylvia Hughes 
Caledonia's poet-in-residence 
• M: : :41  
° 
Derksen's 
, OrOdit Jewelers ,,, 
4615.A LAKELSE - , TERRACE 
i 
I I 
:Good Luok to the ~:~ 
: fHass:of I '71 .~-~ 
SKINNER AVE. 63S.TS26 " TERRACE 
t 
¢ .  
l 
i 1 l i , , I  
. • , . . : ;  • Oaledon,a :~:,~ 
.':%. 
, , .  . 
• , ,  r 
.:,"~: '!.. :' anapmen|. 
" t l t l l  . . . .  ] ' " t I 
• " r ' : ' , "  ! 
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Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School designed for future. . 
• ..Caledonia Senior Secondary School, designed by Terrace 
architect Alexander J. Inselberg, opened in September, 1969. 
..The school is an ultra-modern, all-electric, electronically- 
equipped school designed to aceomodate 750 students. 
• .it is a far cry from the little-red-schoolhouse su h as Kalum 
school of frontier days. 
Caledonia incorporates the 
latest in construction, lighting 
and hanging techniques, and is 
designed to utilize modern 
education concepts. 
It also makes efficient use of a 
variety of design features, and 
the way in which they enable 
the school to serve its 
community as a centre for a 
wide range of educational nd 
recreational ctivities. 
Besides accomodating 
normal daytime classes, the 
school is used for a full program 
of night classes, including 
academic and recreational 
subjects. 
The auditorium is in the use 
almost every night of the week 
for adult sports acitivites. It is 
also used for concerts, drama 
presentations and travelling 
shows such as the Barkerville 
Centennial '71 Show. 
In the academic field 
Caledonia offers a full program 
of subjects in which the latest in 
audio-visual aids rank high. 
The school serves not only its 
own students, but all of School 
District 88, which i~cludes 
Stewart, Alice Arm and 
Hazelton as well as Terrace. 
The school's resource center 
is equipped with microfilm 
readers, tape recorders, record 
players and movie,projectors, 
an(] incm(]es stuay centers 
wired so that students may use 
tape records or microfilm 
readers. 
A separate District Resource 
Center manned by Mrs. Betty 
Clent contains books, 
periodicals, films, film strips, 
video tape equipment, Posters 
and other visual aids equipment 
Good Luok to the 
Graduates- 1971 
from 
ROYAL BANK 
4640 Lakelse Terrace 
for use by teachers throughout Michele-Ford, secretary * Diane Reum, treasurer 
the school district. Katie Walker, ' clubs co- • 
I I l i , ,  L 
Council • i / r 
r i 'Toni CaseY, president ordinator , 
• i Douglas Inglis, sponsor Maurice Squires, sports co -  - ' ' 
," Gregoryl Goulet, vice:president ordinator 
Also available are such 
biological specimens as 
Gerbils, and do-it-yourself 
poultry farms. 
The school has a separate 
television center linked to all 
c lassrooms,  vocat iona l  
workshops and a lecture theatre 
which seats 120 students on 
desks on an inclined floor. 
Caledonia school cost a below- 
average $18.34 per square foot, 
despite the fact that during 
construction the design was 
changed to accomodate 750 
senior secondary school 
students instead of 500 junior 
secondary school students as 
originally planned. 
GOOD LUCK 
GRADS! 
OFTK 
3231. Emerson 
Terrace 
-A_  
Den Lazar -  Mgr .  
Invites you to see 
the complete line 
of mobile homes at Midwest 
Mobile Homes 
• to _ the • - ' 
Br ian  G imbe l  . 
Sales Representative 
Midwest Mobile Homes :Ltd. 
6422 Hiway 16 West PhOne 636-6688 
PARKWOOD, PARAMOUNT, GLENDALE, CRESTWOOD 
-.- NHA GMHO APPROVED MARINER r ' 
:::~:The Homes of the Future for all young co~ 
• One mile. West of down town Terrace on Tellowhead Highway 16 Wed ~,.i/~,*i:,/.~ 
*Look to the Future Look.,to Pap  6o f  this. Edition . . . . . .  . -  
. : %L ,  ~ %.  , "  • 
:•:~:*i: ¸ :~i 
• • , . ,  
A .  ~ . i .  , ,  " . .  
